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The adoption and increasing uses of the Internet in higher education

in many parts of the world have resulted in fundamental changes in

academic cultures. The transfer of information is essential to academic

life, and the Internet offers faster and easier access to information and

communication between people than ever before. Since the effect of the

Internet and the significance of the changes differs from one academic

setting to another, it is important to study the impacts of the Internet on

one particular academic community. This ethnographic study aims to

examine the impacts of the Internet on the academic culture of higher

education in Aceh, Indonesia.

Data were collected by using ethnography, a method commonly

employed in the examination of a culture. While this method consists

mainly of interviews and observations, other techniques such as collection

of related written materials (E-mail messages and/or communications),

documents, and photos were used to supplement the data gathered from
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interviews and observations in Darussalam, the main campus of higher

education in Aceh. Data collected from August 1996 through October 1998

revealed distinct themes in the Internet's impacts on the academic culture

in Aceh.

Findings of this study show that the Internet allows greater access

to information, and facilitates communication, especially between students

and faculty. The academics' interest in using the Internet builds a new and

different academic culture. This new culture is more open to multiple

schools of thought in different fields of study. While traditionally

academics were isolated from dynamic knowledge development by their

lack of access to information, today the Internet provides a bridge for

Darussalam academia to the rest of the academic world. People now see

that isolation weakens academic life, and are more open to pluralistic

academic paradigms. Thus, the Internet changes the perception,

performance, and daily activity in academia. This new culture tends to be

democratic and to allow freedom in the development of teaching, learning,

research, and other academic activities in Darussalam, Aceh.
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Impacts of the Internet on Academic Culture
in Aceh, Indonesia

I. INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides the rationale why this study is important for

both theoretical and practical purposes. For this reason, this chapter is

presented in several sections. The background section presents some major

reasons regarding the importance of a study on the culture of academia in

Darussalam, the campus of the only two major state institutions of higher

education in Aceh, Indonesia (see Appendix A). Other sections of this

chapter include the assumptions of the study, aims, research problems,

significance, scope, and limitations specifically clarify the entire

introductory section of the study. This chapter, therefore, functions

as an organizer for the entire body of this ethnographic research.

Background

The adoption of new technology is growing in institutions of higher

education in many parts of the world (Carlton, Ryan, & Siktberg, 1998;

Kearsley, Lynch, & Wizer, 1995; Martunen, 1997; Wilson, Ryder, McCahan,

& Sherry, 1997). Advancement in telecommunications and human-

computer interactions, for example, has led to significant changes in
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various aspects and practices of higher education (Barker, 1995). Computer-

associated technologies appear to be increasingly playing a role in the

process of change taking place in the academic culture of higher education.

Espousal of new information and communication technologies also take

place in the institutions of higher education in Aceh, Indonesia. The trend

of adopting these new technologies can be observed in the increased

number of institutions of higher education in Aceh that have decided to

take advantage of computer-associated technologies, especially the Internet,

to support a variety of their academic programs. This trend is, among other

reasons, incited by the cognizance of members of academia on the need of

having a worldwide network for academic communication and information

purposes.

Although the government's policy for the Internet in Indonesia has

been in place since 1993, the introduction of the Internet in higher education

in Aceh, especially in Darussalam, the campus of Syiah Kuala University

and Ar-Raniry Institute of Islamic Studies, had not begun until 1996. The

Internet is believed to have substantially impacted many aspects and

practices of the academic culture since its introduction in Aceh. Even

though considered essential for the world of academia in Aceh and in

Indonesia in general, these impacts are not yet sufficiently understood. To
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date, no intensive and comprehensive research on the impacts of the

Internet on academic culture has been conducted. In Darussalam, the focus

of research and discussion regarding the Internet has been on its technical

uses rather than on its impacts to the culture. Attention is usually given to

the technical uses of the Internet for academic purposes, rather than the

impacts of the technology upon a culture. Because of these reasons, there

is a need for a study on impacts of the Internet which potentially provides

some knowledge regarding the adoption of the Internet in Darussalam.

Need for the Study

This research was stimulated by an assumption that there should be

various aspects and practices of academic culture in Aceh, and that culture

should be examined in order to understand ongoing phenomena and what

these phenomena mean to developing higher education in Aceh. This

assumption is held as a belief by the researcher who is a native of Aceh.

This belief needs to be taken into account since dealing with any aspect of

education is actually to enter a belief-based enterprise (Chiou, 1995). Chiou

also points out that curriculum, teaching and learning strategies, testing,

and schooling all have underlying belief systems. Many debates in

education, historical and/or current, are actually debates about people's



beliefs and their structures. Thus, to better understand what the Internet

means for higher education in the Acehnese context, examining impacts of

the Internet taking place in academia in Aceh is appropriate and necessary.

Impacts of the Internet on the academic culture in Aceh, the context

of the adopters of information and/or communication technology, are not

obvious. They are hidden in the phenomena of the academic culture. To

understand these impacts, one needs to observe the emic, rather than

merely the etic, aspects of the culture. The emicpects deal with the

unwritten as reflected in the actual performance of theobserved

individuals, while the etic aspects are those related to what is expressed

verbally. In this regard, the researcher believes that technology, which is

created to respond to the people's need and challenge, impacts the culture

of its creators and adopters (Thomas, 1987). Yet, since a technology is

created in a culture, it is an integrated part of the given culture. In this

sense, technology can be understood as a creation that functions as a means

to achieve human goals (Sugihen, 1986). However, as it appears to respond

to the needs of the people in the given culture, any technologies, including

the information and communication technologies (i.e., the Internet), impact

the cultures of their creators and adopters. The creators and adopters have

to adjust to any consequences of the technology, whether positive or



negative. These consequences, known as the impacts of the technology, take

place both at the micro as well as at the macro levels (Meyrowitz, 1996).

At a micro level, impacts of a technology are concerned with an

individual situation. It is related to the choice of a technology in influencing

a certain mode of technological uses (Meyrowitz, 1996). These impacts are

related to the technical factors. They can usually be examined through

experimental research based on strict assumptions and specific hypotheses.

However, this study does not look at the impacts of technology at a micro

level, but on the impacts of the Internet, as a modern information and

communication technology, at a macro level. Thus, this research examines

the alteration taking place in the sociocultural interactions and structures

within academia brought about by the introduction and application of the

Internet.

The impacts of the Internet at a macro level are broad in scale and

are interrelated to the overall systems and values of the technology

adopters in the academic culture in Aceh. These values deal with how the

Internet impacts existing academic interaction and communication that

academics value. Thus, to understand the overall systems and values of the

academia in Aceh, this study not only examines the selected cases, events,

and behaviors of the technology adopters but also observes and interprets



the overall phenomena associated with the Internet in the academic setting.

This study, therefore, ethnographically analyzes how the academic culture

changes.

The issues related to what and how impacts on the sociocultural

factors of academia take place, as in the case of the academic culture in

Aceh, have been neglected. Since this study examines the impacts of

technology (i.e., the Internet) on the academic culture of higher education

in Aceh, it is essential not only to contribute to the literature on academic

culture but also to describe the process and interpret various aspects of the

unique academia in relation to the uses of the Internet.

Research by Foertsch, 1995), Maddux (1994), and Schofield (1995)

has shown that the adoption of a new technology in academia directly or

indirectly influences the adopters' academic culture. As a new technology is

introduced, it encapsulates the given academic culture. This means that the

new technology brings its characteristics that influence the existing culture.

The world of academia also cannot isolate itself from a technological

development since any technology imported has the power to impact the

academic culture of the importers. This impact depends highly on the

extent of the application of the technology and layers of sophistication.

Carley (1995) suggests that the greater the sophistication (i.e., speed,
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interactivity, virtual collaboration) of a computer-associated technology, as

in case of the Internet, the greater and more various impacts are produced.

The impacts of the Internet, as a modern computer-associated technology,

appear to be more significant compared to those of many traditional

technologies such as the overhead projector, slide and slide projector,

radio, tape recorder, television, and video. These traditional educational

technologies may impact the academic culture, however, they do not

appear to occur in the same way and at the same degree as those of the

Internet, especially electronic mail (E-mail) and the World Wide Web

(WWW). Unlike the traditional educational technologies, the Internet

cannot be controlled by the users or adopters. Ronfeld (1992), Ryder and

Graves (1997) claim that no one actually owns and controls the Internet.

The degree of impacts of the Internet on the academic culture in Aceh

strengthens the statement that the sophistication and uncontrollability of

the Internet potentially produce significant impacts.

As the Internet is used in an academic culture, it would appear to

impact the given culture regardless of whether or not the impact is desired.

Research shows that the impacts of the Internet may occur at multiple

layers of an academic culture. Wilson, Ryder, McCahan, and Sherry (1996)

point out that the Internet exhibits all key elements of culture. Yet, the



mode and tone of its impacts surely cannot be expected to be universal in

all contexts since each academic culture is unique. The uniqueness of an

academic culture, as in the case of the academic culture of Aceh, is due to

the existence of an academic culture as a microcosm of the society and

culture where the academic institution is located. To understand what and

how the specific impacts of the Internet are on the academic culture of

higher education in Aceh, it was necessary to conduct a study using a

qualitative methodology (i.e., etlmography) that focuses on specific

phenomena in the given academic culture.

Lack of Existing Studies

There are few studies conducted in Aceh or concerned with the

Acehnese culture. Hasyim (1989), for example, examined the Acebnese

culture in relation to its conflict and consensus on a variety of issues in the

society. The study shows that the Acehriese culture is originally a successful

assimilation of various world cultures. The process of this assimilation

takes place both through the acculturation and assimilation of multiple

cultures. Abdullah (1988) examined the relation between sociocultural

foundation and the process of increasing education quality. This study



argues that the change in education quality in the region relates to what

extent the society's sociocultural foundation contributes to that process.

Sugihen (1986) conducted a study on factors or elements that

stimulate change to the Acehnese culture. This study focused on the

impacts of technology in relation to the sociocultural factors of the

Acehnese, especially on the impacts of technology on social behavior of the

people. It was found that adoption of a new technology in Aceh changes

the sociocultural behavior of the people in that region. This study concludes

that technology is a major factor that impacts the Acehnese culture.

Other related studies also examined the Acehnese culture, non-

educational technologies and their impacts on the sociocultural factors of

the Acehnese, but do not focus on the impacts of the adopted technologies

on the culture of higher education. Harahap (1975) examined the roles of

universities in the transfer of technology for the development in Aceh. Yet,

since his work is practical-oriented, not academic in nature, no substantial

input can be drawn from this study. A relatively recent study in relation to

information and/or communication technology in higher education in

Aceh was conducted by Yasin (1997). He scrutinized the management

information, especially how an organizational structure is designed to

allow a computer information system technology to fit within an
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organization. The nature of this study is based on a management

perspective. Like other studies, this study does not focus on impacts of

the educational technologies on the academic culture of higher education.

Lack of studies on impacts of the emerging technologies on the

culture of higher education inspired this study. This study is considered a

new attempt to examine the impacts of the Internet on the academic culture

in Aceh. It is important to understand the changes taking place in higher

education in Aceh.

Since the Internet is still in an early phase of introduction in Aceh,

its impacts may not be recognized by members of academia in Aceh.

Nevertheless, continuous discussions on the uses of computer-associated

technologies, most specifically the Internet, for teaching, learning, research,

and other purposes of communication or access for, and delivery of,

information appear to be significant. Consequently, a study on impacts

of the Internet on the academic culture in Aceh is considered important.

Assumptions

This research assumes that technology impacts the culture of its

adopters. Even though culture is believed to impact a technology as

premised in social constructivism (Custer, 1986; Postman, 1992), the notion
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of this study is partly inspired by technological determinism theory as "the

single most influential theory of the relationship between technology and

society" (MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1985, p.4). Following the technological

determinism theory, in this study, technology is believed to impact a

society and its culture. In this sense, the more modern a technology, the

more it impacts a society and its culture. Unfortunately, these impacts are

often not obvious in a society and culture where the technology is created.

This reality is understood since the emergence of a technology is commonly

a reflection of the creator's culture. Thus, a society that imports a

technology also imports its consequences or impacts. These impacts take

place in any setting, including in an academic culture, as can be seen in

the academic culture of Darussalam, Aceh. Because of the reason, the

researcher assumed that the Internet, as a new information and

communication technology, impacts the culture of academia in Aceh,

especially in how academics interact and communicate for academic

purposes.

Aims

The Internet is one of the most significant technologies in impacting

the adopters' culture (Barker, 1994; Foertsch, 1995; Lemke, 1993; Ryder &
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Graves, 1997; Weiner, 1996). The Internet is a promising educational tool

for the new millennium due to its connectedness and accessibility to

information as defining traits (Windschitl, 1998). Other information and

communication technologies may impact the academic culture, but

potentially not to the same degree as the Internet. The nature of the

Internet's impacts on academic culture appears to be considerably different

from that of other earlier information and communication technologies. For

example, television, known as a powerful information technology may be

an effective electronic technology for general purposes, yet the information

provided by this medium is not interactive but one-way delivery in nature.

Television information is also insufficient for academic purposes that

usually require detailed information (Castells, 1996).

Television presents information in a superficial nature. That is, it is

not possible for watchers to reexamine contents. The superficial nature of

television is incongruent with the nature of academic needs. Since the

Internet surpasses all barriers of traditional technologies, this study aims

to focus on the impacts of the Internet, rather than other educational

technologies, on the academic culture of higher education in Darussalam,

the campus of Syiah Kuala University and Ar-Raniry Institute of Islamic

Studies located in Aceh, Indonesia.
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Problems

The problems of this research are specified under the following

questions: (1) What are the impacts of the Internet on the academic culture

in Aceh, especially in Darussalam? (2) How do the impacts take place in the

academic culture?

A comprehensive description regarding the impacts of the Internet

on various aspects of the academic culture of higher education in Aceh

need to be based on what actually takes place in the research setting. As the

first question requires a genuine description, the answer expected is not

concerned with the interpretation of the ongoing phenomena. Since this

study is ethnographic in nature, a descriptive answer to the question is not

sufficient to describe the impacts because it does not provide a meaningful

interpretation to each cultural phenomenon represented in the given theme.

Thus, in order to provide substantial meaning, an interpretation of the

cultural phenomena and further analysis of how the impacts of the Internet

take place should be addressed.

Answering the second question requires an analysis and

interpretation of how the impacts of the Internet on the academic culture

are represented in the emerging themes. Analyzing these themes should

allow the researcher to identify a comprehensive understanding of the
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implicit academic cultural reality. To understand this process can provide a

vision of how changes in the academia, especially those impacted by the

Internet, takes place in Darussalam. In this regard, the collection, analysis,

and interpretation of ongoing impacts need to be presented in a manner

based on the reality in the context of higher education in Darussalam.

The impacts of the Internet, referred in this study, are those of

electronic mail (E-mail) and World Wide Web (WWW). The impacts of

these two Internet tools were chosen because they are the most commonly

used within the academic setting. E-mail and WWW are also the two most

popular Internet tools used by members of academia in Darussalam to

support various academic efforts. Other Internet tools such as Chat and

teleconferencing, up to this point of time, are still not widely used in

Darussalam. Therefore, they were not included in this study.

Academic culture is interpreted mainly as the daily practices related

to the aspects of interaction and communication for teaching, learning,

research, and the overall values among members of academia. The way

communication between students and the faculty, or among students and

the faculty, takes place was indicative to identifying to what extent the

academics are impacted by the Internet. These aspects provide potential

insight into better understanding of the academic culture.
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Significance

This study provides an opportunity to develop pertinent theories

and to provide some practical recommendations regarding the adoption

and use of the Internet in the academic culture of higher education. For the

theoretical purpose, this study provides knowledge on impacts of the

Internet on the academic culture of Aceh. This knowledge is an abstraction

of what was found in the research setting. It is related to academic cultural

change, its meaning to learning, and understanding the existence of the

Internet, as a new information and commi.niication technology, in an

academic culture where the Internet was imported. Thus, this study

provides meaning for what and how the Internet impacts the existing

academic culture. The change and its meaning for the context of

Darussalam are specific since the nature of the culture is unique. As the

Darussalam culture is specific, the meaning interpreted from the existence

of the Internet in this academic culture is also specific. This specific

meaning is drawn from impacts of the Internet on the daily life of the

academia and from the perspectives of members of academia that

demonstrate concretely the connections among research activity,

educational theory, and pragmatic concerns (LeCompte, Preissle, & Tesch,

1993). For this study, such connectivity is primary to understand the
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impacts of the Internet on the academic culture, which is different from the

Internet culture or the culture in which the Internet was created.

For a practical purpose, this study contributes to improvement of

educational or academic practices in Darussalam in many ways. It provides

input to educational and academic practices of higher education in Aceh

and potentially in some other academic cultures of Indonesia (i.e., those in

Sumatra). Since the nature of this research methodology is ethnographic,

its findings are related to changes that take place in teaching, learning,

research, and the overall culture of academia upon which many

innovations and policies of higher education in Darussalam are based. This

research findings provide a foundation for policy makers, faculty members,

students, or the public to understand what changes and modifications are

necessary to improve the main duties of the academia in teaching, learning,

research, and in the overall academic culture of higher education. For

example, with information accessed through the Internet, the traditional

curriculum and teaching design can be modified, especially when the

teaching process is irrelevant or not meaningful, to meet the students'

needs. The input for change or modification of curriculum and teaching

designs contributes to meeting the new changing needs and expectations

of higher education. Thus, the theoretical and practical significance of this
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study provides understanding of what and how an academic culture is

impacted by the Internet as a new agent of change.

Scope

This study was conducted in Darussalam, the campus of Syiah Kuala

University and Ar-Raniry Institute of Islamic Studies. Darussalam was

chosen because the campus is unique due to its function as a microcosm of

the Acelmese culture and as the campus of jantong-hate [heart-liven of the

Acehnesel (Hasjmy, 1980). As a campus of higher education, Darussalam

does not exist in an isolated environment from the Acehnese society. This is

true because higher education is a part of the community, state, and nation

(Parnell, 1990). This is also true for Darussalam that represents the center of

higher education and reflects the overall Acehnese culture, the jantong-hate

which plays an important role in the Acehrese society. In addition to its

reflection of the overall culture of the Acehnese, Darussalam was chosen

because the Internet has been used by administrators, faculty, and students

for more than three years.

This study focused on the impacts of the Internet, especially E-mail

and WWW, on the academic culture of Darussalam. It examined three

categories of members of academia, including students, administrators,



and faculty members. Intensive observations were conducted in the

computer centers, classrooms, libraries, laboratories, administrative offices,

and other units, places, or events at Syiah Kuala University and Ar-Raniry

Institute of Islamic Studies.

Limitations

The nature of this study and its methodology cannot avoid a certain

degree of bias. This bias is due to the nature of an ethnographic study that

tends to be subjective in a general sense. Although ethnography may not

gain "objective" results, it is widely accepted for examining educational

phenomena related to sociocultural factors. Ethnography is an appropriate

method to study culture, regardless of its limitations (Agar, 1986; Geertz,

1973; Spindler & Spindler, 1987); Watson-Gegeko, 1988).

Although areas of academic culture are recognized as important in

studying the phenomena of higher education, the means and process of

studying the areas are often problematic. The problems are complex since

what people mean by an academic culture varies, depending highly on the

background and perspective of members of the academia in the research

setting. How a phenomenon in academia is specifically viewed and

socialized also determines the value of this research. The uniqueness of the
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observed phenomena is a major reason why ethnographic findings are open

for multiple interpretations, especially if they are viewed from different

perspectives. Nevertheless, ethnographic findings are intended to invite

readers to view the cultural reality according to what is viewed by the

researcher. This condition is both a strength and limitation of this study.

The limitation of this ethnography, especially concerning potential

bias, may also be due to the researcher's perspective in looking at the

cultural reality of the academia. Since the researcher is a native of the

investigated culture, the way he views and conceptualizes the observed

phenomena are subject to his experiences as a member of the researched

culture. Although, as a cultural insider, the researcher may be better able to

interpret the phenomena of the academic culture. Being an insider appears

to be problematic, especially in how the researcher neutralizes his bias.

Nevertheless, a study conducted by a cultural insider has greater potential

to provide more accurate meaning and interpretation than that of the

outsider.

This study is also limited to what extent its findings can be

generalized. Since the study is specific for the academic culture of higher

education in Aceh, its findings cannot be generalized to other contexts. The

specific nature of the academic culture in Aceh characterizes the meaning
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identified and interpreted from the research setting to correspond to the

native culture of the Acehnese. This native culture, which although may be

related to other cultures, is considered unique.

Definition of Terms

Academia: The milieu of higher education institutions such as university,

college, and academy.

Academics: Members of academia (i.e, students, faculty, and

administrators) whose activities are associated with academia.

Academic culture: The daily practices related to the aspects of interaction

and communication for teaching, learning, research, and the overall

values among members of academia.

Communication and information technology: The computer-based

technology for storage, accessing, processing, and communication

of information.

Computer-associated technology: Any technologies associated with a

computer-based programming system such as the Internet and

robotics.

Educational technology: A combination of instructional, learning,

developmental, managerial, and other technologies applied to the

solution of educational problems.
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Electronic mail (E-mail): An Internet tool used for communication purposes

(i.e., sending/receiving messages and other similar types of

communication).

Electronic technology: The technology and system developed and used in

relation to electronic circuits.

Ethnography: A qualitative research method commonly employed to study

culture. The nature of this study interprets the cultural phenomena

as how they are viewed by native of the culture.

Internet: A network of networks that make up a computer-associated

technology that offers different tools such as electronic mail (E-mail),

World Wide Web (WWW), Internet Relay Chat (IRC), and

teleconferencing.

Technology: Something which is concerned with machinery and the

processes, systems, management, and control mechanism, both

human and nonhuman.

World Wide Web (WWW): An Internet tool that allows users to access

various sources of information for multiple purposes.

Organization

This dissertation is divided into five chapters. Chapter One contains

the introduction, which covers the background of the study, assumptions,
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aims, problems, significance, scope, limitations, definition of terms, and

the organization of the dissertation.

Chapter Two presents a review of the literature as a theoretical

framework for this study. This framework first elaborates the terms to be

used as the theoretical basis, followed by what other researchers have

found related to the impacts of the Internet.

Chapter Three describes the methodology, that is, ethnography.

The first section of chapter three is devoted to elaborating the researcher's

perspective of research (i.e., epistemology). The rationale for choosing

ethnography provides a substantial background for the study. Each

technique used under the chosen methodology clarifies how the research

process took place. Following this section is the presentation of what and

how the data were collected, analyzed, interpreted, and discussed, based

on the themes which emerged from the data.

In Chapter Four, a description of the research setting precedes the

findings. This is demographic information and essential to provide insight

for the reader into the research setting. The researcher categorized,

analyzed, and interpreted the collected data in accordance with the

emerging themes. These sections are presented integrally to provide

understandable findings.
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Finally, Chapter Five deals with discussions, conclusions and

recommendations. The discussions relate the findings to the literature and

what they mean for the academics of Darussalam. The conclusions are a

brief description of the research process, theories, and findings.

Recommendations are ideas for further research and practical needs.
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of the literature

related to the impacts of technology (i.e., the Internet) on various aspects

of the academic culture of higher education. Enhanced with the related

studies on the computer-associated technologies, this chapter elaborates

that the Internet plays increasing roles in impacting the existing, and

building a different, academic culture. To clarify these roles, definitions of

some theoretical concepts will precede the major presentation. Organized

into appropriate subtopics, this chapter furnishes a summary of the

literature regarding the impacts of the Internet on the academic culture of

higher education.

The Internet

The Internet, a form of electronic technology, originally started in the

early 1970's when the US Department of Defense created a national

computer network that could still operate even if some components of the

network were destroyed in war (Ryder & Graves, 1994). This network grew

out of the ARPANET project which was designed and developed in 1969 by

Bolt, Beranek, and Newman under contract to the Advanced Research
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Projects Agency (ARPA) of the US Department of Defense. The ARPANET

was initially a network connecting university, military, and defense

contractors, aiming to share information for research purposes (Gilster,

1993). Although the Internet was first designed in the US military, it was

further developed by civilians (Werner, 1996). The key researchers in the

process of this development are scientists from a number of universities in

the United States, but a number of military experts also participated. Thus,

from the originally government-sponsored projects for scientists, engineers,

and military personnel to exchange information with great speed and

efficiency, the Internet has further become a virtual community, "an online

culture arisen from the depths of computerized networking and

communication" (Weiner, 1996, p.1). It has growingly spawned a new and

unique culture with ideas, mores, and modes of communication that have

never been experienced since the revolution of science, technology, and

human civilization.

The original Internet was significantly expanded ten years after the

first ARPANET project with the addition of the US National Science

Foundation supercomputers. With this addition, the Internet became "the

network that has the National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET) as

its backbone" (Eschbach, 1994, p.1). This network is the larger connection of
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networks which provide a minimum basic connection for E-mail. The

expansion of the meaning of the Internet leads to links of numerous

networks to form a single network of networks.

A number of authors develop a general definition of the Internet.

Quarterman (cited in Gilster, 1993) describes the Internet as an

internetwork of many networks all running the Transmission Control

Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite connected through gateways,

and sharing common name and address spaces. The Internet is a computer-

associated technology that provides tools such as electronic mail (E-mail),

World Wide Web (WWW), Internet Relay Chat (IRC), and teleconferencing

(Crossman, 1995; Eschbach,1994; Kinzie, Larsen, Burch, and Boker (1996).

With these tools, the Internet offers a natural blend of communication as

well as retrieval functions incorporated within a framework that literally

encompasses the world (Mike, 1996).

The Internet is basically difficult to define, but some experts darify

the term based on its semantic case. Eschbach (1994), for example,

distinguishes the "Internet" from the "internet." The first, in uppercase, is

usually referred to a strict definition with the locations using NSFNET as

their backbone. The second, in lowercase, is referred to as a free definition,
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including many locations that do not have any full connectivity but have as

a minimum E-mail capability.

The most familiar use of the Internet is for communication and

information retrieval. For communication purposes, E-mail is the most

commonly used Internet tool (Ryder & Graves, 1997). It provides ability to

send messages by computer in a speedy way (Gilster, 1993). For Alter

(1996), E-mail means "the use of computers and retrieve text messages or

documents addressed to individual people and locations" (p. 218). Here

one uses a computerized network to create, transmit, store, and display

messages. With these uses, E-mail is considered a gateway to the Internet.

Although it has some similarities to the postal services, E-mail has

the advantages of speed and flexibility. Ryder and graves (1997) point out

that E-mail messages are sent immediately, and they can be submitted to

many users simultaneously anywhere all over the world. E-mail is a key

component of the Internet connectivity through which the users can

correspond with individuals who are known or with those who are

personally unknown by sharing information. In regard to academic

purposes, Ryder and Graves (1997) point out that E-mail can be used to

establish a homework hotline, to link students with online tutors, to

promote crosscultural communication, and to provide parents with



information on class or school activities. Here students can expand their

communications beyond what can take place in traditional classrooms.

The other most common Internet tool is World Wide Web (WWW),

used mainly to access varied sources of information. Crossman (1995)

points out that the WWW which was first developed in Switzerland by Tim

Berners-Lee of the European Particle Physics Laboratory (CERN) as a way

to share scientific information has the capability of linking a variety of

information and communication formats, such as Gopher, Usenet, File

Transfer Protocol (FTP), Wide Area Information Server (WAIS), and telnet

sessions. WWW brings the same sort of information accessibility to the

online world, containing various documents as important sources of

information which are different from traditional textbooks (Gilster, 1993).

These documents are presented nonsequentially while contents of

traditional textbooks are in sequential sections (Mike, 1996). The

nonsequential delivery of the WWW materials is referred to as hypertext,

which is known as the primary characteristic of WWW. Krol (1992) states

that hypertext is "a method of presenting information where selected words

in the text can be 'expanded' at anytime to provide other information about

the word. That is, these words are links to other documents which may be
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text, files, pictures, anything" (p.228). A user can jump from one topic to a

related or non-related topic through the Web using the hyperlinks.

Hypertext can be defined in two different ways (Tolhurst, 1995).

First, it deals with the nature of the hypertext functional components and

construction which are typically used by "computer scientists" interested in

the creation of hypertext systems and the effectiveness of the user interface.

A functional description of hypertext is provided by Leggett (1990). Legget

says that hypertext has four basic components, comprising information

elements (the text, graphical components); abstractions (an object which

allows elements to be structured, grouped, or otherwise related); anchors

(the source or destination of a link); and links (the connectors among

anchors). Second, hypertext is described in accordance with the semantic

use of links that reflect the way human mind works. Both of these

definitions are expedient in conceptualizing the Internet as a new cultural

environment in academia. A description of the semantic definition is

provided by Tripp and Roby (1990), noting that hypertext is a nonlinear,

multidimensional, and semantic structure in which words representing the

themes of materials are linked by association. Spiro and Jehng (1990) point

out that hypertext is uniquely a computer-based text presented in nonlinear

fashion and organized on multiple dimensions.
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The description of what the Internet actually is creates room for

further discussion. This description is congruent with Mike (1996) who

views the Internet as a term which is difficult to define accurately. While

this concept allows for a loose interpretation, the flexibility in the definition

of the Internet does not mean the term has no specific meaning. At least, for

the purpose of this work, a general understanding of the Internet as

presented previously is sufficient because this research is not on the

technical aspects of the Internet, but on the socio-cultural impacts

particularly by E-mail and WWW as the networks of communication and

information.

Culture

Like the Internet, the term "culture't is also complicated in meaning.

It changes from one period of time to another. The term originally derives

from Latin cultura, referring to the cultivation or improvement of

something (Lorimer, 1996). Lorimer elaborates that during the medieval

period, for example, cultura as cultivation was associated with the

development of religious faith. However, by the end of the 15th century,

the Roman Renaissance humanists had rediscovered the pedagogical sense

of culture as mental cultivation which shapes the meaning of culture.
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Culture is then seen as a comprehensive entity, as a physical object (i.e., the

material culture) and the pattern of thought and social interaction (i.e., the

psychosocial culture) that typify a group of people (Thomas, 1987). The

material and psychosocial components cannot be separated but are

interrelated, and they form the meaning of culture. This view of culture

appears to be comprehensive and is congruent with Henderson (1996) and

Hensim (1998) who view culture as both the material and nonmaterial

products. In this sense, the material products are referred to as the concrete

subject matters, while the nonmaterial to the sociocultural activities.

Human beings, as social animals, cannot thrive unless they

participate in a broad range of social and cultural activities. For Aristotle

(cited in Tiles & Obediek, 1995), one who does not engage in sociocultural

activities must be a "brute" or God, not human. Humans cannot live

without culture since it is the culture that makes humans exist. Geertz

(1973) refers to culture as a historically transmitted pattern of meanings

which are embodied in symbols, the systems of inherited conceptions

expressed in symbolic forms by means of which human beings

communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and

attitudes towards life. Culture can also be seen both as the ways people

express themselves in religion, narrative myths, language, sports, and body
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language, and the characteristic ways in which people dress, farm, organize

their society, and make and use tools (Tiles & Obediek, 1995). Hence,

culture is too complex, and it cannot be specifically defined to be

appropriate for all users and all perspectives. However, for this study,

human culture is believed to contain a set of practices, relations,

institutions, habits, traditions, values, and attitudes toward the ongoing

process in a given context.

Culture forms patterns of behavior, thought, and social interaction

in uniquely constructed ethnic or professional-based contexts. The ethnic-

cultural entity is a way of life, the manifestation of patterns of thinking

and behavior that result through a group's adaptation to its changing

environment which includes other cultural groups (Henderson, 1996). In

this regard, culture maintains the traditions, practices, meanings, and

values of social groups. Scheel and Branch (1993) believe that culture

shapes and is shaped by language, ethnicity, religion, class, power, history,

geography, ideology, aesthetics, gender, lifestyle, values, beliefs, traditions,

and ways of thinking and doing. However, the meaning of culture is not

static and limited only to these variables. As culture is a dynamic variable,

it shapes the minds of individuals in making or assigning meanings to

things in different settings at certain occasions. Bruner (1996) notes that
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although these meanings are "in the mind" of the people, their origins and

significance come from the culture in which they are created. Culture

develops a perspective for how people perceive the world.

Professions and work environments develop norms and values

which can be termed as "specific cultures" for the people in the given

settings. Deal and Kennedy (1982), for example, examined corporate

cultures in which the rites and ritual of corporate life shape the success or

failure of a company. The rites and ritual of a corporation appear to be

informal, but are meaningful and significant in dealing with an

organizational business. Deal and Kennedy (1982) note that actually ninety

percent of what goes on in a corporation or organization has nothing to do

with formal events, but with informal ones, which are the cultural networks

that determine the real performance of a corporation. Therefore, the real

business of business is rooted in this cultural network. Deal and Kennedy

(1982) offer a definition of cooperative or organizational culture as "the way

we do things around here" (p. 4). How a daily practice should take place in

order to be accepted in an organization or institution is often not written

down, but it must be understood as something inherent in the given

organization or institution. This unwritten "rule" also applies to the cultural
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network which exists in schools, from K-12 through higher education

(Hodas, 1995; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1993; Lemke, 1994).

Culture then is not limited to the material and non-material artifacts

delineated only by ethnic groups. Companies, government agencies,

religious institutions, and educational institutions have their own cultures

which are typically nonethnic and professional. Of course, ethnic values

partly pattern the specific cultures of the institutions. Henderson (1996)

uses a multiple cultural model to refer to the one which has validity for the

cultures other than those based on ethnicity, such as the corporate culture

of a company (the wider economic-political culture which includes global

influences, and the shop-floor culture of factory workers) or a school

culture (the wider culture of society, or popular youth culture). Hodas

(1993) specifically uses the culture of schools to refer to the daily practices

of the educational institutions. A similar interpretation can be made

specifically for the "academic" culture of higher education.

Academic Culture

An educational institution cannot segregate itself from the overall

community culture since it represents the community. An educational

institution is a microcosm of the larger community (Parnell,1990; Wilson,
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Ryder, McCahan, & Sherry, 1996). Like other social institutions, an

educational institution is shaped by the cultural values and practices that

represent the entire culture of a society. However, any educational

institutions, especially those of higher education, also develop and maintain

their specific cultures based on how education activities are operated in the

society's daily life. Brown (1982) points out that a great deal of the actual

operations of higher education is incorporated in its custom, informal

practices, and governance system. The meanings of these operations are

represented in academic culture.

The term "academic culture" is developed by adding the word

"academic" to the word "culture." "Academic" is basically related to

anything pertaining to a college, academy, school, or other educational

institution, especially one for higher education (Flexner, 1993). The word

"academic" derives from "academy," which according to Safra (1997), refers

to a society of learned persons organized to advance science, art, literature,

music or some other cultural or intellectual area of endeavor. The term

"academy" itself derives from the name of an olive grove outside ancient

Athens where in 387 BC, Plato founded a school and taught philosophy.

This term gradually acquired the general meaning of higher school (Halsey,

1990; Safra, 1997).
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The term "academic culture" can be found in Brown (1982),

Henderson (1996), the Faculty Senate Task Force of University of Houston

(1996), Shade (1994), and Wilson, Ryder, McCahan, and Sherry (1996),

among others. With similar but expanded meaning, Bruner (1996) uses "the

culture of education" to refer to the values and norms of educational or

academic activities. A specific term which is basically similar in meaning to

academic culture is "the culture of higher education" (Patten, 1996). From

these examples, the areas of academic culture can include the process of

knowledge dissemination (i.e., teaching, learning, research, and

publication); knowledge exploration (i.e., research conducted by the faculty

and students); and the daily communication between and among students,

faculty, and administrators. All of these and other related elements and

practices that pattern certain norms and values of academia can be parts

of academic culture. Thus, they include what physically can be observed in

an academic institution and the nonphysical or nonmaterial which are felt

and/or experienced in the daily operation of an academic institution.

These nonmaterial elements (i.e., values, norms, living styles, ways of

communicating ideas, etc.) which are inherent in the world of academia

are also considered elements of academic culture.
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It can then be inferred that the term "academic culture" is related to

how academic tasks, such as teaching, learning, research, and other related

aspects, take place and are valued in the context of higher education. This

means that an academic culture is reflected in the daily academic

operations of higher education, how they are conducted and what academic

values are generated from the daily tasks and practices of the higher

education. Thus, an academic culture represents the daily life or what goes

on in academia. This daily life can be experienced, but cannot always be

explained especially for an outsider to the culture

The ongoing process or way of doing things is often not stated

directly in an academic culture, but is usually inherent in the beliefs and

values held in common by members of the academia. It is therefore tacit in

nature and usually cannot be understood wholly by those outside of the

society and culture. The tacit meanings and accepted performance that

reflect from the daily practices in academia, as a loosely structured

organization, are a cultural matter and not one of bureaucratic regulation

or management technique (Drake & Roe, 1994). This cultural matter may

appear to be a conducive factor or a challenge in the process of academic

cultural change in various aspects of academe. This can be observed, for

example, in the process of introducing a new technology.



Challenges of Technology in Academia

Importing and using new technology in a society and culture is often

challenged by technical and cultural barriers. For Wilson, Ryder, McCahan,

and Sherry (1996), the technical barriers are usually the easiest to solve, but

not the barriers rooted in culture. These barriers (i.e., learning styles,

paradigms, and comfort zones) may be the most difficult to deal with.

These cultural barriers can be related to whether or not the technology

adopted in an educational institution of a society is useful for, and in the

context of, the adopters. These barriers, which are related to how the new

technology is viewed and used in the new setting, are decisive since they

are rooted in the people's beliefs. In many cases, the barriers are inherent

in the people themselves, and in any activities of perpetuation or

development of the sociocultural factors of the given society. Education

can be an example of these activities. Chiou (1995) suggests that education,

including technology education, is actually a belief-based enterprise.

Whether or not the technology can be used depends on how the users

believe the technology contributes to the educational practices. This belief

plays a significant role in the process of making decisions regarding

educational planning and practice.
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A number of studies have identified different challenges either in

using a new technology for academic purposes or in responding to the

academic cultural change resulted by the adopted technology. These

challenges are related to the status and perspective of members of the

academia. Unlike the nonestablished, the established academics may often

be resistant to paradigm shifts that confront their old beliefs and traditional

ways of doing things (Patten, 1996). These academics are reluctant to

change, but tend to maintain their academic tradition. However, the

information age resulted from the sophistication of communication and

information technology challenge the tradition and old structures of beliefs

within academia.

There are many reasons for resistance in academia. Hill and Somers

(1996) reported that a lack of technological equipment, a lack of time and

knowledge, and value given to the technology are the major factors which

may make ineffective use or failure of certain technology in many academic

activities in teaching, learning, and research. Behar and Hackett (1991)

point out that limited knowledge and experience in using technology may

lead to hostility and active resistance to using new technology. They further

elaborate that as long as the majority of students, faculty, and

administrators have little or no experience with the professional use of
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into educational purposes. Beal (1981) found that the greatest and most

active resistance to new technology in institutions whose traditionally

primary function has been the perpetuation of a society's folkways, mores,

and values. In such institutions, using new technology may not be

supported by the existing culture since the new technology can be viewed

as counter-productive.

The use of a new technology is related to sociocultural factors of the

members of academia. A study by Spotts and Bowman (1995), for example,

reported that since the faculty had the highest levels of knowledge and

experience with word processing and video, they used these technological

tools most frequently. However, what makes students and the faculty use

or not use the technology is indicated not only individually, but also

socially. The academic culture, as a part of the people's society and culture,

influences or determines whether the technology is accepted. Thus, the

context of an academic culture appears to have a significant impact on the

levels of technological knowledge and experience of the technology user

(Spotts & Bowman, 1995). An important point here is that whether or not

members of an academic community are willing to learn and use the

technology, from a philosophical sense, is not just a matter of an
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individual's decision. The overall cultural climate of academia determines

whether or not a new technology is supported. This climate is related to the

attitude and philosophy of life formulated in a given academic context

(Beal, 1981).

Lin (1996) examined the attitudes of industrial teachers and their

subjective norms in using computers. The study found that "industrial

teachers' attitudes and their subjective norms about using computers

related highly to their intentions to use them" (p.56). These teachers'

attitudes and subjective norms can be used to predict whether or not they

intend to use computer technology in their teaching tasks. The study

further shows that the teachers' beliefs toward using computers influence

the formation of attitudes towards using computers. The beliefs, which are

rooted in a culture, can be a determinant factor in whether or not a

technology (i.e., computer technology) can be accepted and applied in an

academic community. This means that a society's belief can be of serious

challenge or support to the introduction of a new technology. Lin's study

also reports that computer literacy influences the industrial educators'

beliefs and normative belief toward using computers. It is not clear,

however, if the motivation for having this literacy is related to the teachers'
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sociocultural factors and whether or not the computer-associated

technology impacts the culture of the technology users.

The acceptance of a new technology in academia usually depends on

how the faculty view the innovation--as something new being instituted by

the administrator or as something needed and developed by the academic

departments as a result of their own planning (Beal, 1981). If the faculty

views the innovation as an implementation of what they think and plan,

they tend to support it. Thus, the faculty's view is essential to determine the

actual uses of the chosen technology in an academic setting. It may be a

serious challenge if the faculty members are not engaged from the initial

process of policy making for a new technology. Therefore, it is necessary to

engage the faculty, and possibly other members of academia, from the

initial process of procuring the technology in order to establish their

positive views and attitudes (Beal, 1981). A lack of engagement of different

components of academia in the initial process of procuring a new

technology may result in negative attitudes towards the existence of the

new technology in an academic community.

Behar and Hackett (1991) point out that environment makes people

experienced or nonexperienced. Whether or not an academic community

member has access to the available technology in a setting determines
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certain fields whose ambition and interest to master and use the technology

cannot achieve the intended goals simply because they have chosen the

major with an academic environment that does not value technology in the

same way. Hence, what can be achieved in using a technology is, in part,

influenced by how the technology is perceived in their field of interest and

academic institution. As a consequence, the experienced or nonexperienced

might develop different attitudes towards technology not only because of

the actual individual intention but because of the cultural practice in the

given context. This practice can be a challenge unless it fits the existence of

a new technology. For example, students in professional programs, such as

business administration, are found to be more experienced, have more

skills with computer applications and operate with specific expectation of

information technology. However, students in liberal arts, with similar

interests to those in the professional programs, do not receive a similar

experience. Thus, how certain practices are culturalized appears to be a key

to success or failure in introducing and using a new technology in higher

education.

Technology is a dynamic system which impacts the context of its use

(Postman, 1992). This is proven by the Internet that growingly spawns a
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this regard, the existing culture changes not only to a single predicted, but

also to the unpredicted direction, due to the marriage of great amounts of

cultural sources world-wide. Weiner (1996) points out that, in this process

of change, the Internet is not just a single subculture, but rather "an

ecosystem of subcultures that makes up a vast array of information,

knowledge, and experience" (p.4). As a new technology, the Internet breaks

through the traditional boundaries in which the physical structures mold

the social identity.

Meyrowitz (1996) notes that when the new technology is used, "the

walls of the family home no longer wholly isolate from the outside

community" (p.98). This condition has been taking place in schools and

universities in which the Internet has been introduced. As a result, different

values are emerging, and these values challenge various aspects of

academic culture. Hill and Somers (1996) suggest that these new values are

of primary significance, and they appear to develop in parallel with the

new technology. Hence, the newer a technology the more potential it has

to establish a new technological culture. The Internet, when used in the

academy, is believed to be an example of a new electronic technology that

significantly impacts the academic culture.
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The Internet is a new computer technology which is scarcely

controlled at all, and it has a virtual life of its own (Lemke, 1994). Owned

by none, the Internet provides valuable educational tools for professionals

and nonprofessionals all over the world, from private communication

opportunities to distance learning college credit courses (Eddy &

Spaulding, 1996; Ryder & Graves, 1996). Since it can improve

communications in an academic culture, the Internet is often claimed to

be a state of mind, the most democratic means of communications ever

invented, the world's first real global forum, and even the most significant

achievement in the history of humankind (Crossman, 1995). The potential

impacts of the Internet would appear to be significant in an academic

culture.

Impacts on Academic Culture

Once a technology is accepted in a society, it directly or indirectly

impacts the society's existing culture. This is one of the reasons why

technology is called an "agent of change" in the world around it (Bell, 1995).

The term "world" here refers mainly to the socioculturalthe totality of

human life and environment that can be impacted by a technology

(Satchwell & Dugger, 1996). Humans make technology, but technology also
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technology shapes conditions of human life in ways that they both intend

and do not intend, anticipate and do not anticipate, and control and do not

control them (Bell, 1995). This influence of technology on human life and

culture can be traced throughout history of human civilization.

History has shown that the impacts of technology on humans'

culture are significant. Technologies, such as clocks, motor cars,money, and

clothing, directly or indirectly impacted cultures. Each of these technologies

acquired its own styles of behavior to be performed by the users. This

phenomenon can be more obvious especially when a new technology is

applied in, or transferred to, a different culture (Thomas, 1987; Meyrowitz,

1996). The impacts can be the target society's life style, way of life, and even

perception of life. Consequently, a technology is not neutral, but is built to

be used in certain ways toward certain ends (Bromley, 1997). The needs and

styles of technology cannot be changed or even manipulated to suit the

users' culture, but it modifies and even changes the users' needs, styles and

ways of living to align with that technology (Postman, 1992). This change

impacts any contexts of human culture, both at a micro and macro level.
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Micro versus Macro Impacts

Meyrowitz (1996) introduced the terms "micro level" for an

individual situation and "macro level" for a cultural situation impacted by a

technology. At a micro level, the issue is concerned with how the choice of

one medium over another influences a situation or interaction. The impacts

at a micro level are not concerned with the sociocultural values of the

technology users, but with a particular situation. This situation, for

example, may be related to the difference between writing a letter versus

making a telephone call. The advent of the telephone has contributed

significantly to how people view traditional communication in writing.

There is something people experience by making a telephone call compared

to writing. "Something" here means telephone communication may be

considered more dynamic, communicative, and more informal.

At a macro level, the issue is how the addition of a new medium to

an existing matrix of media alters social interactions and social structures in

general. For example, this could be how the widespread use of the

telephone impacts the overall interactions of a particular society. Another

example is how the advent of the Internet, which provides great amounts of

information, is believed to have significant impacts on the infrastructure of

education, particularly at the university level (Crow & Raride, 1993). This
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to play a role both in the present and the future of human civilization. The

challenge here is not to an individual or a single aspect of the academia, but

to the macro level, especially in the way a new technology (i.e., the Internet)

alters the patterns of a society's belief and performance. These impacts, as

the focus of this study, can be seen as an example of macro impacts.

The impacts of a technology on the culture of a higher education

institution, as a microcosm of public culture, are usually uncertain, with

many unforeseeable consequences (Bender, 1988). The impacts of

communication technology, for example, may affect different patterns of

social behavior in academia following the use of technology. This situation

can occur mainly because any communication technology, including the

Internet, has its own culture (Weiner, 1996). This culture may or may not

suit the academic culture. The nature of the Internet may initiate the

development of different ways of teaching, learning, research, instructor-

student relation, and the entire academic culture. In this regard, the existing

academic culture is challenged to adopt new alternatives (i.e., for teaching,

learning, research, etc.). Thus, the Internet has a high potential for breaking

through traditional barriers and significantly impacts an academic culture.
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of different communication technologies on the sociocultural landscape.

This study focuses on the social and cultural contexts of a new technology.

Carley shows that as the available communication technology changes, the

role of the sociocultural landscape in effecting the social change varies. The

sociocultural elements of the research setting tend to adjust to the impacts

of the technology. A communication technology that enables a greater

competition among messages and greater message complexity is shown to

enable faster information diffusion. The "greater competition" refers to

speed, sophistication, and interactivity of the messages or information: the

greater the speed, sophistication, and interactivity of a communication

technology, the greater various impacts it produces. These impacts can be

examined with regard to educational approaches and paradigm shifts,

instructional design and curriculum, the role of computers and its

networks, academic cooperation, and other related aspects with potential

to establish a new context of academic culture.

Imported technology

Impacts of a technology on the culture where the technology is

created may not be obvious. This is mainly because technology, at a higher
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or lesser degree, represents the creators' cultural values. Further, Custer

(1996) explains that "considerable evidence exists to suggest that technology

is a function of the values, successes, compromises, accidents, and failures

that comprise culture" (p.56). Therefore, the people of the culture that

created the technology may not realize the impacts of the technology.

However, in the culture where a technology is imported, impacts on the

importers' culture are more obvious. Technology in an importer's culture

functions as a sociocultural gene, meaning that it carries the sociocultural

relation from one society to another (Tiles & Oberdiek, 1995). A study by

Carley (1995), for example, examined how a technology impacts the

cultural homogeneity of its users' culture. The varied aspects of the users'

culture, as a consequence, have to be viewed as the cultural reality. The

traditional singular relationship between the ruler (dispenser of

information) and the ruled (recipients of information), for example, can no

longer be maintained. The emerging information and communication

technology appears to provide and challenge various means or cultural

aspects of academia, including reduction or loss of the traditional power

differential. Although this change may often be resisted by members of

academia, especially the established ones, the information age appears to
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impact many aspects of academic culture in different parts of the world

with significant changes (Patten, 1996).

Meyrowitz (1996) elaborates on the use of a technology that appears

to be significantly affecting the organization of human senses and the

structure of culture. These effects refer to what can be learned from the

impacts of three major periods of technology development (i.e., oral,

writing/printing, and electronic) on human culture. Each of these periods

impacts the human culture in a significantway. However, the electronic

period of technology development is found to most significantly impact the

human culture, especially academic culture. Thomas (1987) points out that

various issues or problems emerge during or after the transfer process of an

educational technology from one culture to another, particularly when

there are cultural mismatches between the indigenous culture and the

target culture. This shows that the transfer or importation of a technology

into different culture may result in obvious, positive or negative, impacts.

The importation of a technology into a society and culture is not free

from the interactional impacts of the importers' culture or the technology

culture. On the one hand, the incompatibilities in physical infrastructures,

climatic conditions, training facilities, language use, religious belief, work

habits, and sex-role traditions, which are the elements of culture, impact the
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application of technology. These elements refer to both the material culture

and the psychological culture (Thomas, 1987). The material culture includes

any physical objects that influence the use of a technology, while the

psychological or nonmaterial culture is related to patterns of thought and

social interaction that typify a group of people (Henslin, 1998). The

interactional force of a culture on the imported technologies has been

examined by Custer (1996) who shows that the "social forces and cultural

values have a powerful influence over the technologies that are selected for

development as well as the ways in which those technologies evolve" (p.56).

Following social constructivism epistemology (Custer, 1996), technology is

a shadow or representation of the culture of its creators. This means the

created technology not only constructs its physical forms, but also its

values, from the creators' culture. Thus, technology is "a function of values,

successes, compromises, accidents, and failures comprising culture"

(Custer, 1996, p. 56). In short, technology is an integrated part of the whole

culture of a society.

On the other hand, the imported technology is believed to

significantly impact most cultural factors. These factors, at a more specific

context, may also be found in academic culture. The theory in favor of

technological influence has actually been developed for decades. Back in
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the 1930's, an American sociologist, Ogburn (cited in Custer, 1996),

introduced the concept of "cultural lag," referring to the idea that "changes

in technology were followed by cultural and social adaptations" (p.47).

Technology for Ogburn is an innovation for a society and its culture, and

is a singular force on cultural values, while the sociocultural change lags

behind the technology leadership. Although this rationale partly constructs

its theoretical framework, this research also employs an assumption that

technology is not as a singular force of change on (academic) culture.

Technology is believed as an agent of change to the sociocultural factors,

but its role is not as a single determinant. Many other factors, in addition to

technology, are believed to impact the importers' sociocultural factors.

Thus, the nature of the theoretical foundation for this research does not

perceive one theory as opposed to the other, but rather examines the

context in which certain tenets of social constructivism (the influence of

culture on technology) or of technological determinism (the influence of

technology on culture) can be more dominant than the other.

Although Custer (1996) says that social constructivism offers a kind

of middle ground, not a direct or extreme counterpoint to technological

determinism, his view of social constructivism disregards any potential

impacts of technology on the importers' culture. Actually, technology plays
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no small part in changes taking place in any type of human culture since it

embodies new values and different meanings for the users' culture (Tiles &

Oberdiek, 1995). A sophisticated technology, as in the case of the Internet,

is therefore believed to impact the sociocultural factors of its adopters.

These impacts should be seen in the shift of the academic cultural

paradigm. The shifts in the approach and paradigm of an academic culture

impacted by the modern communication and information technology, the

Internet, can be used as an example of these impacts.

Academic Paradigm Shift

Unlike traditional academic culture, many modern academic

cultures are challenged or influenced by a "systemic approach" that

illustrates the daily tasks of academia. This approach is against the

traditional systematic approach of the academy, and is relevant with the

concept of the Internet that promotes a freedom of thought and/or a

presentation of ideas. In many academic cultures where the Internet has

been widely introduced, the traditional systems of academia that often

view knowledge from a linear system of development are challenged

because it excludes the nonlinear nature of the knowledge system and

development. One reason for this challenge is that to homogenize all ways
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of presenting ideas as an exercise of knowledge development into a linear

approach is not realistic since it is not how humans think and solve

problems in their real life.

Since systematic approach appears to be artificial, there has been a

growing interest in the real way of thinking and solving problems in

academia. The advent of the internet as a new communication and

information technology stimulates this interest. The nonsequential

approach of thinking and consuming information (e.g., WWW) is being

introduced into contemporary academia. This means that the plot of one's

ideas and how they develop does not have to be homogeneous, but it can

be through heterogeneous ways that lead in many directions. Capra (1996)

points out that this nonsequential approach of thinking and viewing of a

phenomenon of human life has challenged the traditional paradigm that

has long favored linear approaches of knowledge development.

A nonlinear concept of thinking and means for presenting

information is an inherent characteristic of the Internet in which human

thought cannot be singly organized into one "accepted" manner. Ryder and

Graves (1996) state that as "the Internet is composed of such vast linkages of

visual information, the stream of information has no single organizing

principle" (p.25l). This means that the Internet challenges traditional
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systematic view which stress the apparent sequential process of inquiry

and overt presentation of new knowledge. In presenting a paper for an

academic purpose, for example, traditionally the presenter is required to

deal with one step or section before another. This linear presentation of

ideas is necessary to be considered scientific. Academic researchers have

long practiced this tradition, and they are reluctant to accept different ways

of thinking and presenting information. However, the Internet challenges

the academic community by providing nonlinear alternatives to both

inquiry and dissemination of knowledge. This situation directly or

indirectly results in a significant shift of academic perspectives and provide

the potential for shifting the academic culture.

The construction of a new way of viewing knowledge development

means a shift in the existing academic paradigm. As vast amounts of

information are increasingly available from multiple technological sources,

the academic tradition has to shift from "giving answers" to helping

students formulate good questions and useful research strategies

(Myrowitz, 1996, p.105). Members of the academia are then led to be more

critical of what they need know and need to do. The academic approach

characterized by fragmentation, specialization, and sameness appears to be

changing with the information age typified by wholeness, diversity, and
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deep involvement. It emerges a new paradigm where students are not

expected to simply store information from multiple sources in their minds

without processing it in a manner to gain the meaning hidden in the

information (Laszlo & Castro, 1995), but to integrate and interrelate the

available information to understand what it means. In this regard, the

Internet enriches as well as broadens the academic activities by not only

anticipating students' needs but also the understanding of the gathered

information according to their needs. Students are familiarized with a

higher order of thinking, not just the superficial order of descriptive

information as can be found in the traditional academe (i.e., teaching,

learning, and research). Thus, the shift in the academic paradigm not only

develops potential for a greater breadth of personal involvement but also to

allow students to understand the accessed information at a deeper level.

New Meaning of Education

Mehan (1989) identified two extreme perspectives about the role of

microcomputers from educators' perspective. First, a perspective which

believes in the "computer revolution." This perspective assumes that

technology can cause changes in social organization. Second, a belief in

which schools will reject any computer innovations. This perspective
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does not fall into a contradictory choice in favor of the first or second, but it

accommodates the two perspectives by suggesting computers be positioned

as a part of larger education system. This means computer technology (i.e.,

the internet) must be an integrated part of the whole education program.

By so doing, the relation between classroom organization and computer

use should potentially be mutually influential, not unidirectional.

The computer technology that provides easy access to electronic

information can change the meaning of learning at different levels of

education. The changes taking place at this macro level are reflected in the

educational practitioners' role. The instructor's roles, for example, are

changing from a dispenser of information to become a facilitator of learning

(Laszlo & Castro, 1995). With this change, instructors are beginning to

function as a facilitator rather than a master of various teaching and

learning tasks.

Kook (1997) notes that "technology enhances the exchange of

information from classroom to classroom, school to school, and country to

country" (p.59). This enhancement establishes a kind of internalization of

instruction. As it emerges into such internalization of teaching and learning

tasks, the culture of education becomes increasingly diverse. This new
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phenomenon requires a higher degree of teaching and learning creativity.

This creativity appears to be growingly important since the phenomenon

creates a new academic culture which functions not only as an information

center, but also as a source and delivery mechanism to obtain different

information and skills (i.e., by examining, watching, and observing

(virtually) a skill-based project or by directly contacting the primary

sources of information) via the Internet from around the world. As we

move closer to the new century, "computer and computer technology carry

with them the promise of unlimited possibilities for both teachers and

students" (Kook, 1997, p.60). Thus, the computer and its instantaneous

access to knowledge and curricula from around the world, quality

educational software, and multimedia tools impact academic practices.

Worldwide Networks

In the age of globalization, where the world increasingly appears to

be borderless, no part of the world can successfully isolate itself from the

impacts of the Internet. The Internet is believed to be the core of the

information technology revolution started in the twentieth century, and one

of the most important information and/or communication technologies

integrating the world through a global network (Castells, 1996). As the
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differences between two cultures and distance in geographical locations,

can no longer prevent access to the information. As the Internet breaks

through these traditional cultural barriers, impacts on the existing cultures

are observable, however, they are highly complex. According to Castells

(1996), Crow and Rariden (1993) and Meyrowitz (1996), it is difficult, if not

impossible, to prevent these impacts.

In response to the potential impacts of the Internet, certain country's

systems, as represented in their bureaucratic suprastructure, restrict access

to information from other countries. However, this restriction presumably

cannot be maintained since not only does technology change, the

technology users or the people who maintain the bureaucracy and

superstructure also change their perspectives. Just as the bureaucratic and

political superstructure cannot maintain its isolation, neither can the culture

of academia. An academic institution needs to adjust itself to a new

challenge based on the spirit of academic rebellion, a curiosity to keep

questioning the truth of knowledge. Ashby (1974) points out that this

academic rebellion helps implement the essence of higher education as a

center of knowledge development.
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Since an intellectual rebellion is related to the essence of higher

education, any control on its culture is counterproductive. Besides, any

attempt to control the change taking place in an academic culture is

unrealistic because the academic desire for openness, as a prerequisite

for an academic rebellion to occur, is more substantive than that of a

bureaucratic and political suprastructure. The nature of this openness is

congruent with the Internet paradigm which "does not evolve towards its

closure as a system, but towards its openness as a multi-edged network"

(Castells, 1996, p. 65). Knowledge, the nucleus of academia directly leads to

the need for a freedom of thought. Dewey (1938) believed that this freedom

is an essential foundation of education. Access to information provided by

the Internet allows the members of academia to achieve and exercise

further freedom of thought. In so doing, the academics can utilize the

Internet in many ways, such as through local, national, and worldwide

network collaboration in solving their academic problems. This means the

Internet provides a new path and learning culture in fulfilling the basic

function of creating knowledge as the core spirit of academic culture.
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Collaborative Culture

The major thrust of medium theory with respect to education is not

about the role of technology in educational institutions, but about the

impacts of technology on traditional educational institutions (Meyrowitz,

1996). This thrust appears to be more significant for the temporary

educational media such as computer-associated technology. Kearsley,

Lynch, and Wizer (1995) report that while technology-supported learning

activities (i.e., E-mail, bulletin boards systems, computer mediated

conferencing, audiographics or video teleconferencing, remote data base

access, and WWW) began as a supplemental form of interaction, they have

now become central to many graduate courses and even entire degree

programs. Moreover, an increasing number of graduate courses and degree

programs are offered through these Internet tools. These tools are

increasingly popular in academia since they provide a relatively "authentic"

and collaborative teaching and learning style. With these technology tools,

students as well as instructors can easily communicate with their peers,

instructors, and other professionals outside their institutions. They can

directly access experts outside of the class or their educational institutions if

they desire to gain further information to help them internalize the learning

materials. The members of academia can also conduct regular discussions
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and/or share their academic works with others without having to meet in

traditional face-to-face environments.

Contemporary phenomena show that the potential impacts of the

internet have been more than a good idea or technical novelty. It is

changing an academic culture in the way it develops new relationships

between people and a machine and between one individual and another.

As stated by Harper (1987), technology develops different cultural and

philosophical outlooks. Through the Internet (i.e., E-mail, WWW, etc.),

academics have now adopted the technology to significantly interact with

one another in a different way.

Kearsley, Lynch, and Wizer (1995) provide a number of examples

of how Internet technology impacts the academic activities of higher

education. Students, for example, show a high degree of interactivity when

communicating with their instructors. Such a climate is not possible in the

traditional academic culture where an instructor and students usually do

not have any intensive interaction outside the classroom. In the traditional

academic culture, it is quite rare for an instructor to continuously discuss

specific parts of the course materials or personal issues with students; the

traditional face-to-face environment does not provide appropriate means or

times for such communication and/or interaction. Unlike the traditional
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degrees of interactivity with the support of modern electronic technology

such as E-mail, IRC, and Newsgroups. With these new means of

communication, students can asynchronously and synchronously interact

with their classmates, see the works of others, and compare their ideas with

those of classmates. Students, for example, show a high degree of

interactivity when communicating with their instructors. This means that

the Internet allows students and other academics to act in a more collegial

fashion with different members of academia. As a result, the teaching and

learning process appears to be changing. The Internet has increasingly

broken through traditional barriers to develop a modern academic culture

which appears to be more open and democratic in nature.

A study by Duin and Archee (1996) offers an example of how a

modern technology promotes an academic collaboration. The study

examines how collaborators who are physically far from each other

perceive and use E-mail and IRC to facilitate their collaboration and

decision-making process. In this study, students from the University of

Western Sydney, Australia, and students of the University of Minnesota,

were assigned to work in pairs to respond to four decision-making

scenarios over a four-week period. Instead of meeting in face-to-face
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conferences, the students were given opportunity to meet electronically.

Duin and Archee's study shows that students' interaction and collaboration

can effectively take place using the Internet, and the students do not have

to meet face-to-face for an intensive collaborative learning experience. In

the context of academia in non-English speaking cultures, impacts on

learning skills as well as teaching the English language may be taken as

examples to observe and examine cultural change.

English as a Foreign Language

Thomas (1987) discusses the impacts of a technology, especially

electronic technology, on language. In the process of transferring

technology from one culture to another, language appears to be an

important factor because reading materials, computer programs, radio

and television broadcast all depend on language. When the language of a

technology exporting society differs from that of the importing one, the

recipient society must acquire the language in which the materials were

originally cast or the materials must be translated into the importing

society's language and/or dialect (Thomas, 1987; Zhuang & Thomas,

1987). This shows that language is a major challenge to importing a new

technology. This challenge is more difficult in the case of computer
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ideographic language (e.g., English, German) while the importers' language

uses a different character alphabet, such as non-romanized languages (e.g.,

Chinese, Arabic).

In the society and culture where technology is imported, the

importers are required to master the language as well as the culture

associated with the technology. They must also master the technology-

related skills. In the academia of such a society and culture, technology

encourages and even "forces" members of academia, as the technology

importers, to learn the technology-associated language to be able to use

the technology. This can be seen in a couple of examples. All pilots and

air traffic controllers worldwide communicate in English. All, or most,

instructions related to the Internet are also in English. Aware of these

realities, the technology importers do not have a choice but to master the

target language.

While it is true that all traditional technologies influence users to

master the language associated with them, however, the impacts of these

technologies are not relatively significant compared to those of the Internet

(Castells, 1996). As a new technology, the Internet accelerates the need and

motivation to master English as a universal technology-associated
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language. It is not yet understood how the Internet impacts a context of the

teaching and learning of English as a foreign language and where the new

technology is being introduced. These impacts are not only on the process

of teaching and learning the language, but also related to how the existence

of new information from the Internet changes the way academics view and

construct knowledge.

New Textual Information

Burbules and Callister (1996) found that new technical resources and

systems for organizing information challenge the traditional notions about

what "text" is, what it means to "read" different media or sources of

information, and what the relation is between an "author" and a "reader."

They speculate that the amount of textual information and the number of

linkages established between discrete textual components can impact the

processes of constructing and understanding knowledge. By being able to

freely jump from one optional point of a given information carrier to

whatever other point of this or any other given reachable carrier, members

of academia are challenged to internalize the information systemically (i.e.,

multiple links of information working together in a regular relation) rather

than systematically (i.e., arranged methodically one after the other). New
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electronic technology, especially the Internet, which allows linking to

additional subjects for explanatory purposes and for integrating pictures,

sounds, or animations for the accompaniment of a given text or subject

matter.

The Internet may not distinguish the relationships between types of

information (Burbules & Callister, 1996). If all information is presented in a

way that one component is related to all other components, all of these

relations may be seen as of equal value and importance. In this regard, the

instructors are expected to allow students to empower themselves so that

they can make sense and develop meanings of what they access from the

Internet. Kozma and Schank (1998) point out that learning can no longer be

defined as the transfer of information or as the retention of facts, but how a

learner can make sense of the obtained facts and information in order to

develop meaningful knowledge.

Burbules and Callister (1996) recommend that educators need to

develop new skills in information design and interpretation, and it is

necessary "to initiate serious reflections upon the social, moral, and

epistemological consequences of technology's influences on teaching and

learning" (p.50). Naisbitt (1994) notes that "information technology will
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era" (p.50). Since electronic technology changes the way of accessing, the

amount, the recentness, and the quality of information for teaching,

learning, and the research purposes, the process of organizing and

interpreting information has to adapt to the increasing growth of the

Internet.

Burbiles and Callister (1996) also found that the growth of data

sources, discussion groups, web pages, and other textual materials

available through the Internet results in more information being put into

circulation and has given more people the opportunity to access that

information and contribute to it. Through the operation of the Internet, it

appears promising to apply Dewey's (1938) philosophy which focuses on

the importance of learners' personal needs, desires, purposes, and

capacities to develop past experience as the learners' background

knowledge on a particular area of interest. The freedom to access and

participate in the worldwide development of knowledge, which was too

idealistic in Dewey's era, now becomes a realistic and applicable thought.

The growth of the Internet provides more freedom to meet students'

learning goals. The Internet appears to be putting Dewey's philosophy into

action, that is, in providing a means for learners to access the information
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they need and to have their ideas freely accessed by others, including their

instructors. As a consequence, the Internet in this sense, is not merely seen

as a tool but as a gateway through which the learning can take place

between the learner and learning (Laszlo & Castro, 1995). It also givesan

opportunity for learners to actualize themselves without being restricted by

traditional values such as differences in position, age, and social status. The

Internet also lowers the traditional barriers, such as geographical location

and academic specializations (Meyrowitz, 1996). This process occurs

simultaneously and holistically. In this regard, how information is

provided or presenting ideas that characterize the traditional academic

culture have increasingly been influenced by the Internet. As a result, the

Internet appears to incorporate the systemic concept and process of

disseminating and developing knowledge within an academic culture.

Democratization of Academic Culture

The process and goal of learning within an academic culture should

be to increase the learners' development of intellectual freedom. In this

regard, the use of the Internet may move an academic culture toward the

democratization of teaching and learning. As noted by Kurtz (1988), for

Dewey, "technology--material and political--is the necessary condition of
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genuine democracy" (p. 204). The Internet can be viewed as a dynamic

revolutionary social force or an engine of democratic social change in

education. Ryder and Graves (1997), for example, point out that the

information gathered and processed through the Internet expands the

students' classroom so that the "entire" world becomes the "classroom."

As discussed previously, open access to information is one way the

Internet appears to have a significant impact on the academic culture of an

educational institution. Unlike the authority of a traditional academic

culture which controls the circulation of information, access to the Internet

reduces the control of the information accessed by students and other

members of academia. A director of a university library, for example,

traditionally could decide what information was available to students, but

with access to the Internet, he or she can no longer exercise such power.

This argument parallels Ronfeldt's (1992) and Meyrowitz's (1996) claims

that the control of information by the elite is no longer possible since the

Internet has broken through the traditional hierarchies and information

monopolies.

Since no one actually owns the Internet and no single authority

governs its use (Ryder & Graves, 1997), the Internet provides opportunity

for the democratization of education and academic culture. In harmony
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with this notion, Meyrowitz (1996) notes that "a medium that is easily

accessible to the average person is more likely to help democratize a

culture" (p. 80). Burbules and Callister (1996) strengthen this argument,

noting that the advent of personal computers, the explosions of data

sources, discussion groups, web pages, and other textual materials

available over the Internet certainly provide more democratic access to

knowledge and put more information into circulation and given more

people access to it and the opportunity to contribute to it.

The Internet provides one of the richest and most democratic

information tools ever developed during the history of human kind.

Foertch (1995) and Crossman (1995) indicate that the speed in

dissemination of information is an advantage of the Internet. In traditional

publications (i.e., traditional journals or books), it often takes at least one

year or more for work to be published. Through the Internet, however,

world-wide distribution of one's ideas or information can happen in hours.

This is a factor that has caused the Internet to sustain phenomenal growth

in academia and, therefore, generates movements toward genuine

democracy (Wilson, Ryder, McCahan, & Sherry, 1996).

The Internet exhibits all key elements of culture, including language,

symbols, rituals, status, and other meaning-conveying forms (Wilson,
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Ryder, McCahan, & Sherry (1996). Consequently, it is not appropriate to

regard the Internet as a cosmetic to the existing patterns of culture. Wilson,

Ryder, McCahan, & Sherry (1996) state that "as a new and competing

culture, the Internet is bound to threaten the existing conventions and

cultural practices" (p.2). This means that the Internet has great potential to

construct and adapt an academic culture to its own culture. Consequently,

the traditional academic culture must change to meet these technological

conditions or the practice of schooling in the given context will become

outdated and unable to respond to the current as well as the future needs

and expectations of society.

New Academic Culture

A study on Internet interaction and discussion by Martunen (1997)

examined the feasibility of using E-mail for practicing argumentation and

compares a tutor-led seminar mode and self-directed student discussion

mode using E-mail as a study tool in both modes. This study, which

involved thirty-one Furnish under graduate volunteers who practiced

argumentation by E-mail, focused on the level and development of

argumentation and counter argumentation. It was found that the level of

argumentation is higher in the E-mail form than in a tutor-led mode. This
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finding indicates that E-mail can be a feasible tool in practicing academic

argumentation: E-mail encourages students to argue and debate in a self-

directive environment where the instructor functions as the facilitator of

teaching and learning process (Martunen, 1997). Thus, the learning process

becomes more interactive and communicative, and it equalizes the

opportunity to share ideas regardless of the students' individual

differences.

An important implication of Martunen's study is the potential that

the Internet may encourage students to be independent learners. Using

this instructional method, students are not controlled but allowed and

encouraged to freely express their opinions. This indecence is often

restricted in face-to-face classrooms because not all students have a freedom

to express themselves. Students may be shy or consider it inappropriate to

express their opinions directly and verbally. Thus, E-mail is an Internet tool

which provides not only a vehicle for academic argumentation but also

critical thinking. Since critical analysis and logical argumentation are two

values of higher education, the Internet may potentially impact a

traditional academic culture where the right to express opinion is

controlled, if not closed, by direct interference of the instructor and limiting

instructional methodologies.
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Regarding the impacts of electronic networks on scholarly

communication within and beyond an academic culture, Foertsch (1995)

reviewed relevant researches in the fields of cognitive psychology,

composition theory, computer science, and information science. This review

was based on the rationale that many questions on the uses of electronic

networks in communication, language comprehension, and the effects of

feedback on composition taking place in academic contexts remain

unanswered because traditionally academics focus on certain elements of

the communicative process. Consequently, it raised a number of issues

related to using electronic discourse as a primary form of scholarly

communication. Intertask research (Foertsch, 1995), which examines

production and comprehension simultaneously, was not common to the

field of language and communication. Realizing this, Foertsch conducted

an intertask research based on the philosophy that writing is not an

independent activity. Those who write must read and incorporate what

they read into the text being produced (i.e., contextualization).

Interestingly, electronic networks (i.e., the Internet, Local Area Networks,

etc.) impact academic communication in the sense that they integrate the

way we read, write, and communicate with our peers. For Foertsch,

"writing on computers and sending the text to one or more readers through
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a computer network is so quick that it nears the interactivity of speech"

(p.302). This makes it more difficult than ever before to isolate the activity

of writing from that of reading or even speaking.

Foertsch (1995) further elaborates on how different Internet tools

impact certain practices in various contexts, including the context of

academia. Electronic chat, for example, involves synchronous dialogue

with an online partner or partners and is akin to having a face-to-face

conversation. E-mail involves a rapid transmission of messages and

documents to the electronic mailboxes of particular individuals. Electronic

bulletin boards deal with posting messages and announcements to a large

group of individuals and having asynchronous group discussions on

various issues. Electronic journals quickly disseminate peer-reviewed

articles to a network of subscribers and allow for more rapid commentary

on written works than is the case with hard copy printed journals.

Electronic archives are information stores which contain a wide variety of

articles, books, logs, and data bases, all of which may be electronically

searched and accessed.

The potential of these electronic tools for increasing interactivity

among research groups and for greatly reducing the time-lag in

disseminating or accessing written work influences many cultural aspects
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of academia. Barker (1994) points out that the information technologies

such as computer-mediated communications, electronic publishing,

intelligent tutoring systems, groupware, multimedia, intelligent agents,

videoconferencing, video-on-demand, and virtual reality are advancing to

produce intelligent multimedia virtual classrooms. Through these virtual

"meeting places," students and faculty can work together, share knowledge,

and instantly access vast amounts of information. Thus, it appears that the

Internet provides significant potential to move a traditional academic

culture, which is limited by time and place, to a culture which is more

democratic, interactive, communicative, meaningful, and empowering.

Overview

This chapter has provided a review of the related literature on

various impacts of electronic technology, most specifically the Internet,

on the academic culture of higher education. This review of literature is

"macro" in nature, for it focuses on the sociocultural elements of academia.

It shows that technology, especially the Internet, appears to impact an

academic culture. The impacts include democratization of academic culture,

shifts in schooling paradigms, provision of different ways and degree of

interaction as well as communication among members of the academia,
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in roles of instructors, need for new instruction and practice, motivation to

teaching and learning the major language associated with technology (i.e.,

English), blurring of the definition of the traditional classroom, new roles of

schooling, and even changes in the norms and values of higher education.

Understanding these factors provides a background to conduct a study on

the impacts of the Internet (specifically E-mail and WWW) on an academic

culture of higher education.

Examining the sociocultural factors is essential to understand how

the Internet impacts users in the context of higher education. It is important

to know both the challenges as well as contributions of the given

technology. By examining the sociocultural factors within a given academic

setting, a researcher may gain valuable insight regarding the impacts of the

Internet on that setting. Comprehensive insight into the impacts of the

Internet on an academic culture can be attained through a study conducted

by an individual who functions both as a researcher and an informant (i.e.,

contextualizer) for the studied academic culture. Spindler and Spindler

(1987) point out that a researcher who can function as a researcher and an

informant has a primary advantage in the conduction of ethnographic

research, the proposed methodology of this study.
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III. METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the methodology of this research. The

researcher describes the techniques used in collecting, analyzing, and

interpreting the data. Since the researcher functions as a key instrument in

collecting the data, his autobiography, which includes his sociocultural

background and research perspective, precedes the descriptions of the

research techniques. The researcher's historiography, research method, and

techniques provide a philosophy, rationale, and process for how this study

was conducted.

Researcher

The researcher was born on July 25, 1961, in a rural area of Aceh,

Sumatra, Indonesia. Sumatra is the second largest island of Indonesia. The

researcher initiated his life in the rural Aceh from "strongly shaped and

built in characteristics" (Bee, 1996), as a male and the oldest child in the

family whose background was Acehnese, an ethnic group of Indonesians.

Having grown up in the small village of Seunong, in Bandar Dua

subdistrict of the Pidie regency in the province of Aceh, the researcher is

affable with the Acehnese who most commonly earn living by traditionally
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not only know each other but also maintain close relationships with one

another. The researcher is also a part of this tradition, therefore, he knows

his fellow villagers, from children to grand parents. This reality supports

the theory that Asians have strong family ties, links to ancestors, and strong

cultural affiliations (Bee, 1996).

Strong family ties and cultural affiliation are characteristics that fully

apply to the researcher's life. When he first learned about his villagers'

daily lives at a preschool age, the researcher not onlybegan to understand

but also to critically question various practices of the community. He was

stimulated to learn, observe, and understand why and how the villagers

expect the oldest male child of a family to become more responsible for his

family and society. This learning motivation allowed the researcher to

internalize his own culture. Wuthnow, Hunter, Bergesen, and Kurzweil

(1984) say that only through a subjective internalization of culture does

an individual learn to become an effective member of his or her society.

Through this process, the researcher, even at a young age, was motivated

to construct his subjective meanings of life, learning, and research.

The traditionally high expectation of the male as head of family and

as community leader is one of the reasons why they are dominant in the
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sociocultural life of the Acehnese. There are reasons for this tradition. In

daily practices of the Acehnese culture, for example, "hard" work is given

to the male, while the 'soft" is given to female. The male is expected to

contribute not only to the family but also to the entire community.

Contribution to the family, for example, includes responsibility for family

protection and economic needs. Contribution to the community includes

participation in community activities outside of the family. Compared to

many other ethnic cultures of Indonesia, the role of male and female in

Acehnese culture, is relatively more equal since many Acehnese females are

also involved in fulfilling the economic needs of family and in participating

as community leaders.

The researcher's parents and other elders of the community often

advised him indirectly on how to become a person who is useful to his

family and community. His environment, particularly his family and

community, built in certain characteristics and perspectives to the journey

from his childhood to adulthood. These sociocultural values impacted the

researcher's learning as well as his research epistemology. As a male and

the oldest child in the family, what the researcher experienced in his

community formed his way of patterning and examining the world around

him. His sociocultural foundation built a perspective for viewing life,
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Wuthnow, et al. (1984) who point out that one's sociocultural values

influence the problems and the design of his or her research. Therefore, it

is believed that the researcher's sociocultural background influences the

formulation of the research problem and in the choice of this research

design. It is also believed that the research findings are influenced by the

researcher's sociocultural bias.

Since the researcher is culturally expected to become responsible not

only for himself, but also for his family and community, the researcher's

philosophy and perspective are grounded to meet his own desire, family,

and community expectations. This sociocultural background leads the

researcher to believe that conducting research means learning, thinking,

and finally contributing to his community. It is from this background that

the researcher holds a principle to prioritize understanding of a problem

(i.e., what hampers his family and community) to help solve the problem.

The researcher's interest in the field of education was affected by his

background and his parents who expect their first child to be useful both

within the family and the community. The researcher's father convinced

him that one could only be useful by pursuing a better education. The

match between the researcher's (intrinsic) motivation and his father's
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as an elementary school teacher.

Because of his family's influence, especially that of his father, the

researcher established a strong foundation for learning. This foundation

relates to the researcher's view of research; that is, research is just another

word for learning. One needs to learn in order to do research, and one

needs to do research in order to learn. Thus, research allows the researcher

to create and recreate the meanings of his life. Wuthnow, at al. (1984) point

out that people are always in the process of identifying and creating their

own worlds. This process is dialectic in nature, open-ended, never stopping

and culturally relative in its formation.

By the end of his studies at the junior high school, the researcher

decided to pursue his studies at the teacher's high school located in

Bireuen, a larger town than his hometown in North Aceh, Sumatra.

One of the important decisions the researcher had to make at that

time was whether or not to continue his studies at a university. He chose

not to be an elementary school teacher but a university student. He was

accepted at the English Education Program, College of Teacher's Training

and Education, Syiah Kuala University. This college trains students to be

high school teachers. Upon his graduation, instead of being a teacher in a
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University. He decided to work at the university because this profession

suited his personality and ambition.

Having the permanent job made the researcher think of establishing

a family. Therefore, after working for two years, on January 21, 1988, he got

married. Marriage patterned the way he viewed family and provided a

context for self-actualization (Stevens-Long, 1977). He found that these

rights and obligations were institutionalized in the tradition of his society,

where being married is not only a private matter but also an expectation of

the community. His sense of responsibility further increased after having

children and having to function as a new parent. He learned and

experienced how an adult life could be understood by examining a set

systematic changes in his individual family roles.

In 1988, the researcher was given an opportunity to study English for

academic purposes for six months at the Australian Language Institute in

Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia. He successfully completed this training

and received a scholarship to study Teaching English as a Foreign

Language (TEFL) at the University of Sydney, Australia, for one year. At

this university, he began to experience real crosscultural communication

and understanding: to communicate in English daily with native speakers
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the researcher experienced a culture shock, dealing with new cultural

values. When he returned to Banda Aceh upon his graduation from

the program, the researcher was assigned to teach Crosscultural

Understanding, a course offered at the English Department of Syiah Kuala

University.

In 1991, the researcher passed the examinations for a Fulbright

scholarship to study Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

(TESOL) at New York University (NYU), New York, the United States.

Once in New York, the researcher continued to enhance his

knowledge and experience of other cultures. He spent time observing the

complex cultural diversities in New York. Indeed, one of the rationales for

choosing NYU for his Fuibright studies was to learn and experience diverse

cultures, especially in relation to the teaching and learning of English as a

foreign language. He wanted to grasp meanings and customs, including

both physical artifacts and more intangible features suchas values,

attitudes, and morality of people from different cultural backgrounds. New

York city, of course, is a good place to study diverse cultures in a single

geographic setting.
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After returning from New York in 1994, the researcher continued

teaching at the English Department and the Language Center of Syiah

Kuala University. He was also assigned to teach Crosscultural

Understanding, Educational Research, and courses in Reading/Writing and

Speaking/Listening. He developed different ways of teaching by using

better technologies, such as Language Laboratory, overhead projector,

television, and video player. For English teaching in Aceh in early 1990's,

these technologies were considered new, useful, and valuable to promote

active learning.

Along with his increased professional and personal responsibilities,

the researcher sought an opportunity to continue his studies in a Doctoral

of Philosophy (Ph. D.) program. He obtained the opportunity as

recommended by Syiah Kuala University to pursue his Ph. D. in education

at Oregon State University (OSU). The researcher began studies at OSU in

September 1995. Through all of these life experiences, the researcher has

established his research epistemology, and these experiences guide and

influence this study.
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Researcher's Epistemology

The researcher's background, as traced in his autobiography above,

influences and even formulates his epistemology in viewing research and

its process. Where he was born, where and how he grew up, and how he

was taught informally and/or formally formulate his belief of research.

This means his research perspective and way of looking at a phenomenon

in his environment cannot be separated from his sociocultural background.

The researcher's environment forms his way of living, philosophical belief,

and his interpretation of a phenomenon. Rosnow and Georgoudi (1986)

point out that this meaning is situated within a researcher's sociohistorical

and cultural contexts and relationships. Thus, an interpretation of a

phenomenon can only make sense by referring to the cultural context of

the interpretation (Vygotsky, 1978). This sense is a measure of whether or

not one's interpretation is meaningful for the given context. Since this

sociocultural context plays a vital role, when a phenomenon is taken out

of its context, it may not be meaningful at all. The meaning of an

interpretation is contextual, situational, and conditional, and the role of

the researcher's experiences and education in interpreting the cultural

phenomenon are essential.
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Education thus played a role for the researcher in understanding

and interpreting meaning within academic culture. As education enriches

knowledge and experience, it provides an intellectual capability for him to

study a phenomenon in his own culture. This intellectual capability is

not constant or permanently fixed in the human pathways, but surely

influenced not only by education but also by other factors such as family

background, abilities, personalities, and experience (Bee, 1996).

An important development regarding the researcher's philosophical

belief is related to the change from his single- to multiple-oriented

approach of viewing researchable phenomena. This change conditioned

the researcher to construct and reconstruct the meaning of his research

philosophy. For Schuck (1996), this kind of meaning construction can be

related to constructivism, where the researcher is challenged to keep

constructing and reconstructing the meaning of learning and/or research

of the phenomena in his academic and non-academic environment. The

changing of his perspective inspired the researcher to believe in research

conducted through either an inductive or deductive approach. He is

convinced that research can be based on more than one academically

accepted paradigm. It is one of the reasons why the researcher was

interested in conducting an experimental study for his undergraduate
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that a research methodology is determined by the subject matter (problems)

of the study. The rationale for using an inductive research for this study is

related to the subject matter: the impacts of the Internet on academic

culture. This paradigm allows the researcher to examine an academic

cultural phenomenon by how the participants view the phenomena related

to impacts of the Internet on an academic culture. In other words, the

researcher believed that this research needs multiple ways, techniques, and

sources of gathering, analyzing, and interpreting the intended data and

information.

The researcher's sociocultural background and education, gradually

but substantially, construct his perspective through a continuous process.

It is through this process that his research perspective is constructed. This

construction takes place at the deep level of rationale to understand and

further create his own view of research. Wuthnow, et al. (1984) note that

"the very heart of the world that a human creates is socially constructed

meaning" (p.25). This means that any one's perspective, induding the

researcher's, initially originates from his social and cultural belief which

reflects the daily practices and culturally accepted norms.
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phenomenon will be viewed. For the researcher, his education and

experience help him question what he views in his environment. This

further means that what the researcher experiences, directly or indirectly,

guides him to examine what method to use to conduct his research. Since

ethnography is an appropriate method to examine and interpret cultural

phenomena, the researcher used this methodology for this study

Ethnography

Ethnography can be labeled as a naturalistic paradigm (Wolcott,

1990; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Some researchers use different terms for

ethriography. Wolcott (1990) and Lincoln and Guba (1985) explain that

regardless of the terms (i.e., ethnography, naturalistic paradigm, and

qualitative method), the most important components are what and how a

research is conducted. As a name is needed to provide a due for readers

and as a point of departure to understand the methodology, the

methodological term ethnography was chosen. This term more specifically

refers to a methodology to investigate a variety of phenomena related to

socio-cultural factors (Duff, 1995; Erickson, 1986).
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Ethnography is seen as a subset of qualitative research used to study

sociocultural phenomena (Spindler & Spindler, 1987). It is an approach

used to understand human behavior not through etic but through emic

aspects in which the meaning each individual attaches to his or her

experiences in an environment is influenced by a complex myriad of

sociocultural factors (Cziko, 1989). Thus, ethnography is a methodology

usually used in interpreting a culture (Duff, 1995; Wolcott, 1987). Agar

(1986) states that "the social research style that emphasizes encountering

alien worlds and making sense of them is called ethnography, or folk

description" (p.12). Further, Wolcott (1987) views a method as ethnographic

in nature if it employs a model of social process both in the collection and

interpretation of the data. Agar (1986) and Erickson (1986) believe that

ethnography requires an intensive personal involvement in a research

setting. For this research, personal involvement means that the researcher

dealt with the implicit, tacit, and hidden meanings regarding the impacts of

the Internet on the academic culture of higher education in Darussalam.

These meanings, which are more emic in nature, are essential in examining

a culture (Spindler & Spindler, 1987; Cziko, 1989). To examine these aspects

in an academic setting is pivotal since education, as a life-long process,

requires learning and understanding of its culture or the culture of the
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people where education takes place. This means that ethnography can

play a significant role in examining the educational issues related to the

anthropological and sociological phenomena. As ethnography, this study

deals with 'what is" rather "what ought to be" with regards to the impacts

of the Internet on the academic culture of higher education in Aceh.

Ethnography has also been shown as an appropriate methodology in

the study of public institutions, such as universities or schools. Spindler and

Spindler (1987) claim that "anthropologists have 'come home' to do their

field research more than they did only a few years ago" (p.1). This

statement inspired the choice of methodology for this research. As stated

by Wolcott (1987), by applying ethnography the researcher is required not

only to observe and record the phenomena in the behaviors of the people in

a research setting, but also to interpret the behaviors of the observed society

from their native cultural viewpoint. Since the researcher comes from the

research setting and culture, there is potential to better "collect and elicit the

native views of the reality, the native ascription of meaning to events,

intentions, and consequences" (Spindler & Spindler, 1987, p. 4). The views

and interpretations on the emic aspects observed in the research setting

must correspond to the researcher as the key research instrument. In this

regard, the researcher was challenged to balance objectivity and his own
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cultural awareness to maintain research credibility. Agar (1986) says that

obtaining this received view' is essential to describe how social research is

conducted. Since the researcher's perspective and ways of collecting the

data influence the findings of this research, it is necessary to describe the

researcher as the research instrument.

Researcher as Instrument

The researcher's cultural background established a foundation for

his learning perspective, but his education and academic experiences also

have played a significant role in the construction of his way of thinicing and

learning. The major factors that have affected the researcher's perspective

need to be addressed since as social researcher sets out to investigate a

human situation, a way of thinking about and describing his works travels

with them (Agar, 1986; Messerchmidt, 1981). This means the researcher's

perspective is always inherent in the study he conducts. Since he believes

research is a process, the researcher views research as a means and

opportunity to learn what others have discovered in relation to the focus of

his research. He believes that the opportunity to learn from two sources

(i.e., the related literature and the field findings) is a rich approach to

learning. Therefore, relating the findings to the related literature or vise
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maximum extent.

Since his perspective of learning is a process of gaining and

interpreting a variety of data, the researcher functions as a learner who is

open to multiple sources of, and ways of seeking, knowledge. Having this

perspective provides a foundation to construct knowledge through a

learning process. In the process of gathering the data for this study, the

researcher functioned as the interpreter of the data not only as reflected

through verbal modes but also through nonverbal ones. A verbal mode is

what the researcher learns and interprets from the words used to represent

the sociocultural reality, while the nonverbal mode is related to the emic

aspects or how the research informants act and communicate the reality of

the sociocultural factors. Since most nonverbal modes are hidden in the

culture, only intensive observations and interviews by the researcher as a

native of the culture furnish a robust description and insight of the

academic culture. The emic aspects of an academic culture cannot be

recorded better by any other instruments except by a native of the given

culture. Bogdan and Biklem (1992) note that a researcher functioning as the

key instrument in gathering such naturalistic data is a major characteristic

of qualitative research. Moreover, Guba and Lincoln (1981) point out that a
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human instrument is the most capable means of interpreting the

phenomena related to the complexities of human interactions. As an

ethnographer native to the culture, the researcher was able to record the

unstated aspects regarding impacts of the Internet on the academic culture.

Additionally, the researcher did not need to familiarize himself with the

conditions and the subjects that he interviewed during the research process.

Since the researcher believes in multiple ways of seeking and

confirming data gathered from different sources, findings from his

interviews were also confirmed or disconfirmed through intensive

observations. Thus, the researcher conducted a triangulation in the process

of collection and confirmation of data. This triangulation aimed to establish

trustworthiness, and it was a "strategy to dilate [to describe at length] the

validity of evaluation and research findings" (Mathison, 1988, p.13). Free,

open, and informal interviews with the informants on what the researcher

observed were conducted to support the observation results. Cleghorn and

Genesee (1984) emphasize that an "ethnographer depends primarily on the

use of observation and open-ended interviews to discern the meaning of

conflicts, agreements, disagreements, and strategies for along as they are

manifested in interaction" (p. 604). Here, the meanings of the observed

phenomena were constructed through a dynamic relationship with the



research contexts and the nature of the participants. The role of the

researcher in this regard was to interpret the participants' views as shown

by both their verbal and non-verbal expressions.

The process of gathering the data by the researcher, as a primary

concern of this ethnographic research, theoretically can be initiated from

either of two techniques, observation or interview. For this study,

observations were used first in order to provide the researcher with a

sensitivity to the questions raised on the phenomena of interest during the

interviews. Guba and Lincoln (1981) believe that this sensitivity by the

researcher as the instrument is essential to grasp motives, beliefs, concerns,

interests, unconscious behaviors, customs, and tacit as well as concrete

knowledge about the research topic. This sensitivity is intuitive, a tacit

knowledge that refers to the emic or unstated expressions of the

interviewees that can only be better interpreted by a native or indigenous

ethnographer. More appropriately, however, the researcher considered

himself as an indigenous-outsider of Darussalam academic culture. Banks

(1998) points out that an indigenous-outsider is a researcher who was

socialized within the cultural community (i.e., Darussalam academic

culture) but has experienced high levels of desocialization and cultural

assimilation into an outside culture.
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Interviews followed the initial observations. The researcher related

what appeared to be important during the observations to the specific

questions. Using this strategy, the researcher was able to illuminate the

tacit phenomena that appear in a dialogue with the interviewees. This

was possible because of the researcher's depth of engagement with the

interviewees and the research setting. The researcher then substantiated the

findings of the observations and interviews by relating or comparing these

findings to the literature on the research focus as a part of the triangulation

process. As an ethnographer, the role of the researcher in gathering the data

was that of a dynamic research instrument.

Observations

The first form of inquiry of this study was observing key places and

events in two higher education institutions, Syiah Kuala University and

Arraniry Institute of Islamic Studies, in Darussalam. These places included

computer/Internet centers, libraries, laboratories, and other places such as

classrooms, students' unions, and canteens. The key events included

meetings, discussions, and seminars related to the uses of computer-

associated technologies, specifically the Internet. The initial observations

aimed to gain a "feeling" for the conditions related to any potential impacts
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needed to determine the urealityl? within settings and to intensify the

researcher' background knowledge on impacts of the Internet on the

academic culture.

The subjects were three categories of members of academia:

students, faculty, and administrators. For the purpose of this study, uusing

the Internet" is defined as uses for various academic purposes such as

teaching, learning, research and/or educational administration. Recording

the subjects' activities, performances, and behaviors regarding uses of the

Internet in fieldnotes took place during and after the process of

observation. Some photographs were used to assist with accurate

descriptions and documentation. The observations were administered

informally to insure that the observed activities, performances, and

behaviors not altered because of the teacher's presence (Agar, 1986;

Schofield, 1995; Spindler & Spindler, 1987; Wolcott, 1987).

Interviews

The second form of inquiry used for this study was the interview.

The researcher interviewed the selected members of academia (students,

administrators, and faculty) based on the findings of his initial



observations, and the criteria that represent the academics of different

status, roles, and responsibilities. The questions prepared for the interviews

(Appendix E) are only samples of the questions asked to the interviewees.

Although the interview questions are in English, the interviews themselves

were administered in the native language of the informants (i.e., Acehnese

and/or Indonesian) to allow the researcher to better articulate the

questions, and to understand the emic expressions of the native culture.

The questions stemmed from a review of the literature and from the

researcher's background knowledge on the focus of this study. The

questions were modified as needed by the researcher during the process

of the interviews to better align with the context of the interview.

The interviews were tape-recorded, but the nonverbal actions of the

interviewees when answering the questions and during the observation

were noted during and after the interviews. The nonverbal aspects of the

interviewees' behavior, such as body language (i.e., face, eyes, mouth, and

other physical movements during the interviews) were recorded in writing

since they help explain the implicit or hidden meanings of the interviewees'

responses. For this study, these nonverbal aspects are essential to insure

credibility. Bogdan and Biklem (1992) point out that these unstated

messages are the vital parts of a symbolic interaction which is actually the
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construct of the interviewees. The researcher additionally performed

follow-up interviews and observations not only for the purpose of the

triangulation but also for an optimum understanding of impacts of the

Internet on the academic culture of Darussalam.

Data Collection

The data for this research were collected from August 1996 through

October 1998. The researcher was not in the research setting the entire time;

however, he had continuous communication with the informants and other

academic members from the research setting. The first field-based research

was performed in Darussalam during August and September 1996, and the

second field research was during September through October 1998. During

the first field research, the study was still in a preliminary stage.

Since the first field study was preliminary in nature, the researcher

did not collect the data as a final field observation. During this first field

study, the researcher spent all day in the campus of Darussalam. He also

visited some interviewees' residence outside of the campus in the evening.

The researcher's time was used primarily to gather preliminary data for his

research by observing important places, events as elaborated in the

observation section and by interviewing twenty-five academics. These
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academics are eighty-three percent of the thirty academics asked to

participate in this study. This first field work provided a foundation for

conducting the second final field study. These observations and interviews

intensified the researcher's knowledge regarding the phenomenological

impacts of the Internet on the academic culture of Darussalam.

The twenty-five preliminary interviewees consisted of seven

administrators, twelve faculty members, and six students. Although the

researcher uses the terms 'faculty" and "administrator," for the context of

academia in Indonesia, there is no clear distinction between these two,

except for the lower rank administrators who are not allowed to teach or

supervise students. Within the culture of academia in Indonesia, faculty

members hold key administrative positions such as vice dean, dean, vice

rector, and rector. Although holding these administrative positions, they

are also required to teach. Both the faculty and administrators perform

teaching, research, and community services. Therefore, for Indonesian

academic culture, including the context of academia in Darussalam, faculty

members do not differ extremely from the mentioned administrators.

The first or preliminary observations not only focused on the

computer- associated technology (i.e., the Internet), but also on other

technologies, such as televisions, laboratories, overhead projectors, and
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tape recorders used for the purposes of teaching, learning, and research.

Thus, the observations and interviews performed during the preliminary

research were broader in scope but not in substance. From these

preliminary interviews, the researcher learned about and familiarized

himself with, potential research subjects in the research setting. In other

words, the questions used for this study were stimulated not only by the

reviews of the literature but also by the data gathered from the preliminary

field research.

After conducting the preliminary study, the researcher returned to

the United States. As he discussed what he found from the preliminary

study with his major professor and other committee members, the

researcher decided to narrow the focus of the study on the impacts of the

Internet on the academic culture in Aceh. This focus was chosen mainly

because the Internet is a new technology which is believed to have been

impacting the culture significantly. It was also chosen because the related

literature appears to strengthen this belief.

During the span of time between the first preliminary field research

and the second final field research, the researcher reviewed the preliminary

input and obtained new information from E-mail communications from the

selected members of academia in Aceh. This E-mail communication enabled
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the researcher to learn related issues or phenomena involving the potential

impacts of the Internet on the academic culture of Darussalam. Other

communications during this time were in the form of traditional letters and

telephone calls. Within the context of academia in Aceh, like many other

academic cultures, this kind of communication effectively maintained a

relationship between the researcher and the informants. Because of his

efforts to maintain a continuous relation, the researcher found that

although he has been away from Darussalam for his doctoral studies for

four years, he could still communicate with the interviewees. This academic

community still has a sense of relation with the researcher, and still regards

the researcher as its member.

Since the researcher maintained a close relation with the members of

academia, he found no difficulties when returning to Indonesia both for his

first and second field research. Members of the academia, especially the

interviewees, welcomed the researcher. They indicated a willingness to

support this research. This condition may also be stimulated by a sense of

relationship, especially for the Acehnese, in which one could be more

welcome when expected to learn anything new from the person, especially

if this individual has been away for some time. Regardless of which reason

is correct, what the researcher experienced both during the first and the
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second field research, particularly during the interviews and observations,

was positive. This means the interviews and observations could be

conducted successfully with strong supports from the academics. To a

certain degree, he found that there was a continuation between the initial

field research in 1996 and the second field research in 1998.

When the researcher arrived in Darussalam for his second field

research, the researcher visited a number of officials to report about his

research plan and schedule. To support his works, the researcher was

given an office at the Center for Educational Technology of Syiah Kuala

University and a room for interviews at the Language Center of the

university. There, he not only interviewed a number of informants but also

met many of his colleagues. Both the Center for Educational Technology

and the Language Center functioned as the center of his official activities,

such as making telephone calls, sending E-mails to communicate with

potential interviewees, and consulting with his doctoral committee at

Oregon State University in the United States.

Using the first day to report his arrival in Darussalam was

acceptable not only for the researcher but also for the Acehnese in

particular or for Indonesian in general. It was essential to be able to

access potential sources of data. Simultaneously, the researcher used the
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opportunity to look around the campus to familiarize himself with the

setting as he did in the early days of his first field research. At Syiah Kuala

University, the major places observed were the university central library,

Universitas Syiah Kuala Networks [Syiah Kuala University Networks]

(Unsyiah-Net), the Center for Educational Technology, the Language

Center, three classrooms, academic meetings, and some other places such

as the faculty and staff offices where there is access to the Internet. The

researcher also observed students in these settings to determine the uses

of the Internet for their academic purposes. At the Ar-Raniry Institute of

Islamic Studies, the researcher observed the library, the language center,

some events (i.e., seminars and discussions), occasions (i.e., celebration and

ceremony), classrooms, and places where the faculty and students meet

and/or interact regularly with one another.

All observations were intended to provide background knowledge

about impacts of the Internet on the academic culture of Darussalam.

Although the first three days were intended to be observations, some

informal interviews in certain occasions could not be avoided. These

informal interviews were conducted because some members of academia

wanted to know why the researcher was present. The informal dialogues

during the initial observations could not be avoided with some friends or
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with those who personally know the researcher. These introductory

observations were informative in substantiating the interview questions

which had been prepared before leaving for the second

field research. These interview questions were prepared by the researcher

in consultation with his major professor and other committee members.

On the fourth day in the field research, the researcher began to

interview the selected informants. The total number of the subjects

interviewed in this second field research was twenty-three, consisting of

six administrators, ten faculty members, and seven students. These

interviewees were selected from Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry, with a total

of 13,593 and 4,603 students, 1,375 and 240 faculty, and 760 and 217

administrators, respectively (BAIJK Unsyiah, 1998; BAK lAIN, 1998). More

information on the distribution of the Darussalam academics is presented

in Table 1 and Table 2.

Of the total academics of Table 1 and Table 2, seventy-six percent

belongs to Syiah Kuala, and twenty-four percent to Ar-Raniry. Syiah Kuala

academics consist of percent students, nine percent faculty, and five percent

administrators. Ar-Raniry academics consist of ninety percent students, five

percent faculty, and four percent administrators.
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Table 1

Distribution of Syiah Kuala Academics

Units/Fields Students (%) Faculty (%) Administrator (%)

Adm. Office 30

Engineering 24 37 32
& Agriculture

Natural Science 6 6 5

Veterinary 8 11 10
& Medicine

Social Science*) 62 46 23

Note. Adm.= Administration
*) This includes Teacher Training and Education, Law, and Economics
Adapted from BAUK Unsyiah (1998).

The process of selecting the sample was based on consideration of

how the selected interviewees could represent each college or academic

field at Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry. Table 1 and Table 2 are the entire

population of Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry academics from where the

interviewees were randomly chosen. This means that the interviewees

are samples of the population. In choosing these samples, the researcher

established "representativeness" by carefully taking variables of age,

gender, fields of study, status, and cultural background into account.



Table 2

Distribution of Ar-Raniry Academics

Units/Fields Students (%) Faculty (%) Administrator (%)

Adm. Office 32

Law 25 24 19

iT & Education 42 39 22

Philosophy 6 13 8

Communication 15 16 13

Lang. & Literature 3 8 6

Diploma Programs 9 -

Note. TT= Teacher's Training; Adm.= Administration; Lang.= Language
Adapted from BAK lAIN (1998).

Regarding age of the interviewees, the researcher selected from the

youngest through the oldest academics. However, for student interviewees,

this factor is not applicable since they are of almost the same age.

Concerning gender, the researcher selected both males and females

proportionately. The fields of study vary from soft science to hard science.

In considering the status, the researcher selected from low-ranking through

the high-ranking academics. The interviewees' background was considered
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based on the academics' regions of origin and economic factors. Further

information of the interviewees is shown in Table 3.

Table 3 shows the characteristics of the academics who represent the

heterogeneous characteristics of the overall population in terms of age,

gender, institution of higher education, and field of study. For ethical

reason (i.e., to make the interviewees unidentifiable), their age and gender

were not included in the table. The interviewees' age ranges from thirty-six

through fifty-one (administrators), thirty-one through sixty-one (faculty),

and twenty-one through twenty-five (students). Seventy-five percent of the

interviewees were male and twenty-five percent female.

As mentioned previously, except for low-ranking administrators,

faculty and administrator for Indonesian higher education is not strictly

differentiated since they both teach and advise students for various

academic purposes. Administrators, although assigned to a lesser teaching

load, also teach.

Although the questions asked during the interviews were based

on a sample from the prepared questionnaires, there were also further

situational questions developed from the observation process. These

questions were initiated by the context of the interviews. These situational

questions were used to learn more about the issues or phenomena being
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Table 3

Demographic Information of the Interviewees

Interviewee Position Institution College/Department

Al Administrator Syiah Kuala Agriculture

A2 Administrator Ar-Raniry Education

A3 Administrator Syiah Kuala Library Science

A4 Administrator Syiah Kuala Computer

A5 Administrator Ar-Raniry Religious Education

A6 Administrator Syiah Kuala Engineering

Fl Faculty Syiah Kuala Education

F2 Faculty Syiah Kuala Business

F3 Faculty Syiah Kuala Physics

F4 Faculty Syiah Kuala Law

F5 Faculty Syiah Kuala Animal Science

F6 Faculty Ar-Raniry Library Science

F7 Faculty Ar-Raniry Education

F8 Faculty Syiah Kuala Demography

F9 Faculty Syiah Kuala History

FlO Faculty Ar-Raniry Sociology
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Table 3 (Continued)

Interviewee Position Institution College! Department

Si Student Syiah Kuala Mathematics

S2 Student Syiah Kuala Economics

S3 Student Ar-Raniry Religious Education

S4 Student Syiah Kuala Engineering

S5 Student Ar-Raniry Communication

S6 Student Syiah Kuala History

S7 Student Syiah Kuala Education

Note. A= Administrator; F= Faculty; S= Student
Adapted from BAIJK Unsyiah (i998) and BAK lAIN (i998).

investigated. It was in part through these situational questions that the

specific phenomena were identified. Employing this strategy allowed the

researcher to follow lines of inquiry that could not be predicted. These

improvisional lines of inquiry were vital to this ethnographic research.

Even though the interviews were conducted after the initial three-

day observations, follow-up observations were also performed. These

follow-up observations were used to better understand the collected data.

On occasion, observations and interviews were conducted contiguously.

The researcher found that his observations strengthened the interview
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process in that they provided background knowledge for the interview

questions. Observations were also useful in comparing whether the

interview data were congruent with the observed behavior. The interviews

provided data regarding the interviewees' perceptions of how the Internet

impacts the academic culture of Darussalam.

The interviews took place both in the faculty offices in Darussalam

and in the subjects' residences outside of Darussalam. The researcher made

appointments with most of the interviewees so that he could schedule his

time for maximum productivity. The interviews and observations that took

place at the subjects' homes were more informal than those in the offices.

The informal nature of the interactions between the researcher and the

interviewees indirectly stimulated the researcher to establish a relaxed but

deeper dialogue.

After interviewing fifteen subjects, the researcher was able to

identify patterns in the interviewees' responses. He continued to interview

more people, finally interviewing the total number of twenty-three

subjects. In addition, the researcher took some photos of all research

subjects and other members of academia in different sub-settings (i.e.,

libraries, offices, and computer centers) during the observations and

interviews.
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Regular peer discussions with a number of the researcher's

colleagues and former lecturers at Syiah Kuala University took place in

the researcher's office. Input from peer reviews was taken into account to

improve techniques of interviewing and observing the target phenomena.

This input substantiated the investigated aspects as well as identifying any

crucial issues left undetected. By so doing, the peer reviews improved the

overall ethnographic process.

Data Analysis

In this study, data analysis is seen as a process of systematically

searching and arranging the interview transcripts, fieldnotes, and other

related materials such as E-mail communications, research papers, practical

papers, and university publications and documents. Observations,

interviews, E-mail communications, research and practical papers written

by members of the academia, and university publications and documents

provided this study with large amounts of data, and therefore a significant

challenge to analyze. This corresponds to a statement by Wolcott (1990),

noting that "the major problem we face in qualitative inquiry is not to

get the data, but to get rid of it" (p.18). Collecting the data through

ethnography posed no problems for the researcher. Observations and
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interviews, allowed the researcher to obtain extensive data. However, the

most difficult part of the analysis is determining which data were relevant.

It was therefore important to discern which of the data provides answers to

the research questions, or answers to unpredicted questions regarding the

impacts of the Internet on the academic culture of Darussalam.

The researcher had to decide what data were important to the study

and filter out data that were not. Miles and Huberman (1994) perceive this

process as a "data reduction," meaning a process of selecting, focusing,

simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data during the collection

process. This reduction was based on a careful analysis of findings in the

research setting.

This research design and methodology allowed the researcher to

analyze the data during the process of data collection. The researcher

observed the interviewees' unstated performance in order to obtain

accurate interpretation of the observed phenomena. These tacit expressions,

often reflected in the interviewees' physical performance, were examined

through follow-up questions. The tacit expressions refer to the implicit or

hidden levels of the academic culture. That is to say, that the process of

interpreting these phenomena was the major work of this study.
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In analyzing the written and recorded data, the researcher selected,

categorized, and patterned the data based on the research focus. Strauss

and Corbin (1990) term this way of analyzing and focusing the data as a

core category. In the process of developing this category, the researcher

grouped the collected data (from observations, interviews, and written

documents) into appropriate strips (i.e., based on each sub-topic of analysis

within the core category). These strips were recognized by the nature of

their characteristics in the informant's language as a unit, or any bounded

phenomenon against which the ethnographer tests his understanding

(Agar, 1986). Through this process the researcher selectively developed

themes appropriate for examining the impacts of the Internet on the

academic culture. All data categories and patterns were interpreted to

determine whether they fit into these themes or not. These themes guided

the researcher's initial interpretation of the collected data.

The researcher reviewed all data (i.e., observational transcripts,

interview transcripts, and E-mail communications), and placed thematically

aligned information under appropriate categories in order to gain the

actual and reliable meaning of the data. Further reliability checks from the

informants, especially when there were points or incongruities that needed

reconfirmation, were administered through follow-up E-mails. To
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triangulate the research, the confirmation and interview findings were also

examined against the related literature. This was a process of relating the

findings to the existing body of knowledge (Burns, 1988).

Overview

This chapter has presented the methodology of this study. It

describes the researcher's sociocultural background especially how he

began to construct his research epistemology. This process let the

researcher move forward from being imposed with single to multiple ways

of viewing researchable phenomena. It also motivated the researcher to

implement his epistemology. In so doing, in addition to the nature of

this research focus which focuses on culture, the researcher considered

ethnography as an appropriate method. This ethnography employs the

researcher as the main research instrument while observations and

interviews were the main techniques of collecting the data. The description

of this methodology hopefully allows the reader to understand the

processes the researcher used to conduct this study, and obtain the findings

presented in Chapter Four.
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IV. FINDINGS

Chapter Four presents the findings of this study. A description of the

research setting, which consists of a historical background and a short

history of the Internet in Darussalam, precedes the presentation of the

findings in order to explain the context of this research. This contextual

description also provides some demographic information of the research

setting so that the collected data become meaningful. The data are

categorized, analyzed, and interpreted under the appropriate themes in

order to explain what they mean for the academic culture of higher

education in Aceh. The findings of this research hopefully contribute to

better understanding of the impacts of the Internet on academic culture in

general.

Research Setting

Located five miles from downtown Banda Aceh, the capital of the

province of Aceh (see map in Appendix A), Darussalam is a symbol of

culture, higher education, and "intellectualism" for the Acehnese, being

home to the campus of Syiah Kuala University, Ar-Raniry Institute of

Islamic Studies, and the Teungku Syik Pante Kulu College. Since many

students of the three institutions, especially of Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry,
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attend the campus, Darussalam is known Kopelma (Kota Pelajar dan

Mahasiswa [students' town]), a suburb of Banda Aceh inhabited by

thousands of students. Although it formally belongs to all three institutions

of higher education, currently the Kopelma is more recognized as the

campus of Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry.

Syiah Kuala represents general or physical science and Ar-Raniry

represents religious science. The deep social, historical, and cultural value

of the two universities attract strong support from the society. Syiah Kuala

and Ar-Raniry are named after the two most famous ulama's, public figures

known for rich religious (Islamic) knowledge, dedication, and commitment

to education, scholarship, and religion. Syiah Kuala (original name Syech

Abdurrauf) was the most famous ulama in 17th century Aceh. Syech

Abdurrauf was called Syiah Kuala because his body was buried in a

cemetery near the kuala [estuary] of Krueng Aceh [Aceh's riven. Syiah

Kuala was not only an ulama, but also a scholar, statesman, leader, and

politician (Hasan, 1980; Hasjmy, 1980). Ar-Raniry was also known for his

exceptional religious knowledge, but less active in public sector life like

Syiah Kuala. Because of Ar-Raniry's exceptional talent in Islam, the Institute

of Islamic Studies in Aceh was named for him.

Darussalam was built as a gate of knowledge (i.e., the source of

information and communication) that can empower Aceh to compete with
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other regions in the country. Inspired by this awareness and some

contextual factors (i.e., the Acehnese struggled to institute its own province,

separate from North Sumatra in the 1950's), Darussalam was finally made a

campus of higher education. This campus was very meaningful for the

Acelmese--not only as the major center of higher education but also as a

symbol of peace, rationality, ambition, and a result of the long struggle.

Darussalam, with Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry founded in 1961 and 1963

respectively, is also a symbol of success of the Acehnese ambitions in

religion, education, and culture (Hasjmy, 1980).

Darussalam is a source of ilham, a place to develop new ideas,

science, aptitude, ambition, and a place to benefit society (Hasjmy, 1980).

As a source of il/mm, Darussalam is a campus in which academics promote

various fields of science. Thus, although geographically isolated from the

country's traditional outlook, Darussalam has a global mission. It is a gate's

keeper as well as an agent of change for Acehnese culture. Recognizing its

double role for the Acehnese culture, the academic culture of Darussalam is

different from that elsewhere in Indonesia. This reflects how Syiah Kuala

and Ar-Raniry use the Acehnese traditions in academic related activities

such as seminars, conferences, and graduation ceremonies.

The success of Darussalam was noted by Soekarno, the first

president of Indonesia, who wrote Tekad yang Bulat Melahirkan Perbuatan
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yang nyata, Darussalam menuju pelaksanaan cita-cita [Determined will

stimulates a real deed, Darussalam leads to the achievement of ambition] at

the foot of Tugu Darussalam [Darussalam Tower] on September 2, 1959.

His words reflect an important concept, the ideals of the past that form the

future of academics known Angkatan Darussalam [Darussalam

Generation]. Besides a symbol of its success, the expression on the Tugu

Darussalam also explains the strong commitment of the Acehnese in

building Darussalam as a center of higher education. This symbol

articulates a new commitment to Darussalam in thought and deed to

achieve the ambitions of its founding fathers.

Many people of different backgrounds, including students of

middle and high schools, government employees, military, farmers,

businessmen, sailors, ulama, and many others showed their commitment to

develop Darussalam (Hasan, 1980; Hasjmy, 1980; Ibrahim, 1980). This

commitment was shown through gotong royong, the Acehnese traditional

collective activity for building or developing a public facility without pay.

The strong commitment of the founding fathers implemented through

gotong royong, built the Acehnese's deep sense of belonging to Darussalam.

That is part of the reason why Darussalam is recognized as jantong-hate

[heart-liver] of the Acehnese. Jantong-hate means something very vital. It is

an analogy for the importance of heart and liver for human being.
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The early development of Darussalam was difficult due to lack of

stability and finance (Universitas Syiah Kuala, 1980). In such a situation, it

was not easy for the founding fathers to contribute to the development of

Darussalam. This past difficulty motivates the present administrators and

faculty of Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry to continue their commitment to

Darussalam. Moreover, a commitment to achieve the pioneers' ambition is

appreciated in the Acehnese culture. It is seen as obedience to the elders.

This kind of obedience is pointed out in Bee (1996), noting that Asians have

a strong link to their elders and ancestors.

Today Darussalam has achieved many of its pioneers' ambitions. In

its early days, both Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry had only a few hundred

students, instructors, and administrators. However, by 1998 Syiah Kuala

and Ar-Raniry alone had 20,788 academics, consisting of 13,593 and 4,603

students, 1,375 and 240 faculty members, and 760 and 217 administrators

respectively (BAUK Unsyiah, 1998; BAK lAIN Ar-Raniry, 1998).

The fields of study developed in Darussalam vary, depending on the

characteristics of each college of both institutions. Syiah Kuala currently has

eight colleges, including Keguruan dan Ilmu Pendidikan [Teacher's

Training and Education], Hukum [Law], Ekonomi [Economics], Kedokteran

Hewan [Veterinary Science], Pertanian [Agriculture], Kedokteran

[Medicine], Teknik [Engineering], and Matematika dan Ilmu Pengetahuan
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Alam [Mathematics and Natural Science]. Ar-Raniry consists of five

colleges, including Syariah [Law], Tarbiah [Teacher's Training], Usuludin

[Philosophy], Dakwah [Communication], and Adab [Language and

Literature].

Each college of Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry is subdivided into

departments and study programs. Some colleges offer one-year, two-year,

and three-year diploma programs oriented mostly to those seeking

practical skills. These diploma programs are vocational and less academic.

These are intensive and commonly skilled-based programs (i.e., for

teacher's training, secretarial, business). In addition, Syiah Kuala and Ar-

Raniry coordinate a number of private higher education institutions and

extension programs to fill various human resource needs in Aceh. These

programs represent the needs of the community, yet are still not sufficient

to serve all the needs of the changing society. Thus, Darussalam can be seen

as a means rather than an end in the Acehnese culture.

Internet During the Academics' Uprising

During the first field research in 1996, the Indonesia's academia,

including Darussalam, was still under tight control of Soeharto's New

Order. The New Order is a regime, although rhetorically appeared to

replace and improve Soekarno's Old Order, systematically employed its
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security approach to control academia in a traditional manner (Human

Rights Watch, 1998). This regime curbed the academic operations to

maintain its autocratic and centralized power. Although the opposition to

the regime had begun in late 1980's and early 1990's, Indonesia's academics

had no means that could freely disseminate and access information until

the adoption of the Internet in their campuses. In Darussalam, like other

campuses of higher education, the adoption of the Internet in 1996

appeared to be related to the increased dissemination and information

access.

When the second field research was conducted in September and

October 1998, the academic situation in Darussalam was different from that

of 1996. The downfall of Soeharto's New Order on May 21, 1998 influenced

Indonesian academia, including Darussalam, to function more

appropriately as a center of intellectuals. The transition of power from

Soeharto's New Order to Habibie's Reformation Order was partly

contributed by the Internet. After the downfall of the New Order regime, it

was more possible for the academics in the research setting to provide

critical information regarding the impacts of the Internet on Darussalam.

This means that they were more open to comment almost any aspects and

daily operations of higher education, including those related to the

academic superstructure.
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The situational political context above might have contributed to the

Internet's traffic in Darussalam. This is most likely because the Internet

offers communication and information that cannot be controlled by

traditional security approach. The open nature of the Internet might have

motivated Darussalam academics to increase their Internet's uses beyond

academic purposes. The Internet's capability to break through the

traditional barrier (i.e., isolation from global networks) empowered

Darussalam academics to communicate their ideas and to access different

sources of information. This situational political context should be taken

into consideration in interpreting the findings of this study.

Adoption of the Internet

The historical foundation of Darussalam encourages different

generations to join in developing the campus to achieve current needs. This

foundation is essential since it plays a significant role in the process of

developing the academic culture. Ali (1991) points out that the

development of institutions of higher education is, among others,

determined by its history, as reflected in the perception and policy taken by

an academic institution in building new educational facilities. This can be

significant for Darussalam, where the adoption of the Internet is supported

by campus history.
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Like other facilities and technologies, the Internet is an example of

continuous commitment by academics to develop Darussalam as a modern

campus. Academics commit to building the Internet infrastructure although

it is expensive. They maintain the Internet in spite of the economic crisis to

engage in the development of science, technology, and information

(Unsyiah-Net, 1998). Academics, especially the younger faculty members

and students, agree that the Internet makes the world "smaller" and allows

them to share information free from traditional barriers in time, place, and

geographical location. In one Internet workshop held on the Syiah Kuala

campus in September 1998, the researcher learned that the participants,

mostly younger academics, were influenced by the concept of "global

shrinking" (Unsyiah-Net, 1999). These younger academics are aware of the

Internet as an essential part of the academic society.

The awareness on the importance of information and worldwide

communication can be learned from the early days of the Internet in

Darussalam in 1996. At that time, the Internet (i.e., E-mail) was used by

very few academics. Even though there was no special ISP (Internet Service

Provider) in Aceh, some could access the Internet through an ISP from

Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia.

The idea of a worldwide network is in harmony with a desire to

introduce Darussalam, especially Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry, to various
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other academic institutions and the general public all over the world. An

academic institution is considered incomplete without having a Website.

This Website is seen as the window of information via Cybernet (Warta

Unsyiah, April 1997). Therefore, a Website for Syiah Kuala University was

developed in September 1996 in cooperation with an ISP in Taiwan (Warta

Unsyiah, 1997). In a short time, Ar-Raniry and some government offices,

including the Governor's Office, the Provincial Department of Education,

and the Provincial Department of Tourism developed their own Websites

to introduce their programs and activities to the general public.

All of the Websites supply information about Aceh, especially its

education, culture, natural resources, and other commodities vital not only

in Aceh and Indonesia but all over the world. Thus, these Websites share

information between the inside (i.e., academics in Aceh), and the outside

(i.e., academics in different parts of the world). The freedom to access the

information from worldwide sources has impacted many parts of the

academic culture in Darussalam.

With the establishment of an ISP by the Provincial Post Office in

Banda Aceh in late 1996, academics in Darussalam had their own Internet

access. Since the ISP was built in Banda Aceh, there has been a significant

increase in the number of Internet users there. This increase is estimated in

seven through ten percent annually. As early subscribers these faculty
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members can be considered the pioneers of the Internet use in Aceh. Most

of these individuals had just completed their studies overseas, including the

United States, Europe, Japan, and some other Asian countries where the

Internet was being used for academic purposes. The academics believed

that they needed to maintain access to the Internet, as they did overseas, to

communicate with their colleagues and professors and follow the latest

developments in their fields.

The pioneers of the Internet use were few, but their influence

regarding the Internet use on other academics and the general public was

significant. This led academic leaders in Darussalam, especially those of

Syiah Kuala, to install their own ISP in January 1997.

The new installed ISP is called Unsyiah-Net, for Universitas Syiah

Kuala Networks [Syiah Kuala University Networks]. This new technology

is more influential compared to any traditionally adopted technologies as

can be seen on its impacts on Darussalam academic culture.

By having its own ISP, Syiah Kuala provides a cooperative program

for Internet access to the academics of Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry. This

cooperation may be unique in the academic world. It represents the

historical values rooted in Darussalam, uniquely conducive to developing

the academic culture of Darussalam as envisioned by its founding fathers.

Cooperation allows academics of Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry to use each
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other's resources. In addition to its historical relationship, this cooperation

is more economical for the two institutions.

With the establishment of Unsyiah-Net, the number of the Internet

users at Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry increased rapidly. More faculty

members, administrators, and students begin to use the Internet for varied

purposes. Although the total number of these users is still limited, the

number grows every day. Although Syiah Kuala now has had its own ISP,

there are Internet users in Darussalam who still access the Internet from the

provincial Post Office. For this study, however, it is not important if

academics use the Unsyiah-Net or the Post Office ISP. This study examines

the socio-cultural impacts of the Internet, not the technical aspects.

Having an ISP and dissemination of information through

newspapers and magazines does not automatically attract the attention of

all academics to use the Internet. Therefore, those who were involved in

Unsyiah-Net and the faculty members who have been Internet users

socialize the uses of the Internet to different academics in Darussalam. At

Syiah Kuala in particular, Unsyiah-Net held a number of training programs

to socialize the Internet (Warta Unsyiah, 1997). The administrators involved

in these programs also introduce the Internet to the academics of Syiah

Kuala and Ar-Raniry, for example, by publishing articles related to the
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Internet in Warta Unsyiah. The training programs and articles from the

university gazette encourage more academics to learn and use the Internet.

Although the Internet is relatively new in Darussalam, the impacts

on many aspects of the academic culture are taking place. These impacts,

positive or negative, are observed critically through a theoretical

framework regarding the roles of the Internet in higher education. They can

be understood by examining academic culture as categorized into the

themes emerged from the collected data.

To better understand the impacts represented in the themes, the

researcher first obtained the reasons why the academics support the

adoption of the Internet in Darussalam. By obtaining and examining these

reasons, the researcher has more background knowledge (i.e., conceptual

hints of the phenomena to be observed) to interpret the research findings

appropriately. They also guide the researcher to interpret the emic aspects

of the academic culture, especially those impacted by the Internet as

presented in the following themes.

Reasons for Adopting the Internet

The interviews and observations show that having the Internet in

Darussalam is an appropriate choice. This is reflected in how academics

take advantage of the Internet. An interviewee said that "without following
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the development of the technology [the Internet] we can be isolated from

sources of information, and as academics, we need to access the newest

information, don't we?" (Al). Seventy percent of the interviewees agreed

with the idea and explained that the Internet is important for them as

lecturers and researchers. They said that the Internet has been part of their

academic life. For example, one interviewee stated that "the Internet is a

suitable technology, especially for a university library, not only to access

new information but also to communicate through E-mail. It is an essential

technology to access new information from journals or newspapers" (A6).

One interviewee stated that "with the Internet I know the importance of a

technology to bolster my academic activities" (Si). Sixty-five percent of the

informants also claim that the Internet is useful for communication and

information purposes. All of these statements show that the Internet is

valued in Darussalam academic culture. It is not only a choice to follow the

current trend of higher education like many developed and developing

countries, but also a decision about the role of this technology as a new

means of supporting and providing higher education.

Seventy percent of the interviewees believed that the Internet meets

the basic needs of academia in preparing a variety of information sources

for academic context of higher education in Aceh, a region that is

geographically isolated and traditionally without access to information
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from different parts of the world. One interviewee, for example, mentioned

that "the Internet provides sources of information such as from newspapers,

magazines, journals, and professional homepages (F4). An interviewee

stated that the Internet allows academics to access ample sources of

information more freely, easily, and cheaply than through traditional

technologies (A2). Sixty-five percent of the interviewees indicated that the

Internet is an appropriate tool for teaching and research needs. An

important point made by the interviewees is that the Internet presents

global information that has never been presented by other technologies.

Unlike other educational technologies, as stated by eighty-seven

percent of the interviewees, the Internet allows Darussalam academics to

access great amounts of traditionally inaccessible information. One

interviewee stated that "...[by using the Internet] I can access the

information I want" (S5). With access to multiple sources of information,

the Internet functions as a key to break through the communication barriers

between students and faculty, lack of dialogues, lack of critique, and poor

relationship among academics. This takes place in how the Internet

provides students with rich information that empowers their

communication, dialogue, critique, and relationship with the faculty. In this

regard, the Internet allows students to maximize their academic quality. It

bridges Darussalam to other academic institutions and enriches varied
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aspects of the academic culture particularly in teaching, learning, and

research that have never been provided by conventional educational

technologies.

The Internet fits the sociopolitical situation and geographical

location of Indonesia, especially Aceh that has traditionally had difficulty in

accessing information for academic purposes. This is due to the fact that

'indonesia consists of thousands of islands with poor relation,

transportation, and communication" (A6). The archipelagic nature of the

country requires a technology (i.e., the Internet) that allows the people of

different islands to interact and communicate for various purposes,

including academic needs. This is essential since a majority of the

populated islands still do not have an effective tool for the people to

communicate with outsiders.

The archipelagic nature of the country traditionally makes access to

information and communication difficult, hindering development of

education, especially higher education. Higher education needs unlimited

information, and that information should be free from political control.

Most of the interviewees (87%) agreed that the Internet builds a network in

which each region of Indonesia can improve education through access to

information from multiple sources. For example, one interviewee
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mentioned that "the Internet suits the context of Aceh that is not only

isolated but also poor of information" (S5).

Academics seek access to the Internet's multiple sources of

information to improve their own academic programs. As a consequence,

academia is challenged to enter a new technological revolution. Aware of

the global sophistication of science and technology, an interviewee stated,

"the only wise choice for us [as academics] is to participate in the global

information. If not, we cannot compete in the current academic

development" (F3). This interviewee believed that academics in Darussalam

should not isolate themselves from new developments in science and

technology in different parts of the world. To isolate them selves is not the

best choice because this prevents modernization. This academic

modernization must be supported by open access to information that

enables the academics to be ready for or implement change. As indicated by

an interviewee, the "acceptance of this technology [the Interneti prepares us

to enter a different world order of information" (A6). This means that the

Internet is not a value-free, but a value-laden, technology that requires

academics to adjust or change their practices.

The Internet is exciting to use because "it is out of the local or

national political control" (A4). This means that the traditional information

control based on a particular political interest is not relevant. Since the
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Internet breaks through the traditional patterns of control, academics are

now free to value academic purposes beyond traditional sociopolitical

interest. This freedom strengthens academic purposes and maximizes

academic efforts. This academic freedom is characterized by open access to

information and free expression of opinion, according to a majority of the

interviewees. As the Internet users can share a high degree of academic

freedom in a borderless context, the Internet pioneers in Aceh support the

broad introduction of the Internet in the academic culture of higher

education in Darussalam. An interviewee said that access to multiple

sources of information and engaged in a global communication are no

longer limited by traditional political barriers (F7). This finding was

reflected from both members of the support staff and senior academics. The

academic leaders, including deans, vice rectors, and members of the senate,

support the development of the academic culture of Darussalam by

bridging it to the worldwide networks (Al). In this regard, the Internet is

seen as a helpful technology to position Darussalam as part of the global

academic world.

As academics at the superstructure (i.e., elites with high status and

authority) and at the infrastructure (i.e., low academic status or authority)

use multiple sources of information, they establish an open academic

climate (F4). This open atmosphere creates a seed of optimum learning
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within academia. Access to the Internet is seen as conducive to the

development of the academic culture. A student interviewee, for example,

stated that, "the Internet is an effective tool for my study because I can

access many journals or articles not available in our library. J use these

materials to write my thesis" (Si). Most of the interviewed faculty members

(80%) also stated that they access a lot of sources of information that can be

used for teaching and research. As explained by an interviewee, by

accessing the new materials, the academics find that "the Internet has been

an effective means of education since it was first introduced in Darussalam"

(A6). A student interviewee said:

I can now surf through many libraries anywhere, unlike inthe past
when I could only seek the references from our library. Now, if our
library does not have the needed references, I can look for them in
other libraries. (S2)

This indicates that as the Internet is introduced, academics, especially

students, begin to access new references for their academic needs. In the

process of accessing the intended references, the academics can acquaint

themselves with the latest developments and knowledge in their fields

from the newest online references or materials. Many interviewees (70%)

indicated that this makes the Internet different from other previously

known technologies. This new situation empowers Darussalam to play a
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role as a part of the world beyond the local and national academic

territories.

Eighty-seven percent of the interviewees agreed that the Internet

provides rich links to information useful for academic and nonacademic

purposes. One interviewee, for example, stated that "in Darussalam, the

information for nonacademic purposes is popular among novice Internet

users" (A2). Novice Internet users tend to access the information that was

unavailable without the Internet. These Internet users access information

that is sometimes irrelevant for their academic needs. As indicated by 55

percent of the interviewees, analyses or abstracts of banned books are

considerably attractive. Links to sources of information that is morally

inappropriate for the Acehnese, such as those related to gangsters and

sexual, also attract some novice users. However, as they use the Internet

regularly, they tend to focus more on information related to their academic

needs (A2, F2). Some interviewees had been informed that they have to

focus on their academic purposes because they need to judge the value of

what they do with the Internet (S4, S7). This means that the Internet users

come to realize that the time and money spent for the Internet should bring

them academic advantage. They critically examine what they do with the

Internet to improve their academic needs. This introspection provides
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feedback as self-control for the novice Internet users tending to self-impose

their focus on their academic needs rather than on non-academic interests.

The Internet was seen by seventy percent of the interviewees as a

technology that allows students and other academics to gather various

opinions on an academic issue from different people. Two interviewees, for

example, indicated that the Internet leads the academic members to

acquaint themselves with different opinions and enrich themselves on

academic issues (F4, Si). The issue may be related to their academic

courses, so that it broadens and deepens the academics' thought and

analytical abilities. In this way, in viewing an academic issue or

phenomenon, the academics are more able to see issues from various

perspectives, not only from their own. For some interviewees, having and

respecting varied opinions on academic and nonacademic issues is vital to

building a critical academic community (Fl, F9, S7). It was agreed that

having multiple sources of input for an academic issue is related to the

empowerment of the academic. This is mainly because opinions from

different sources train academics to be more analytical in responding to

various public issues. Thus, being analytical is preconditioned with the

availability of the varied sources of information that stimulates the

academic members to optimally analyze an issue. In this regard,



information is the raw material needed to process to be able to analyze a

phenomenon that challenges the academia.

For many interviewees (60%), the need for new information is a

rational response to the traditionally limited and poor quality of

information available in Darussalam. This situation, for example, was

indicated by a faculty member who said that "the references available in

our library are insufficient to support my research because they are mostly

out of date" (F3). This faculty member, like many others, believed that up-

to-date information, as can be accessed from the Internet, is essential if an

academic wants to engage in research. This belief was supported by most of

the interviewees (87%), noting that to engage in a rapid development of

interest (i.e., research) requires the latest information in their fields. This

belief is reasonable as deciding what to research requires one to examine

what other people have studied in the given area. Therefore, the latest

information on various fields of study is necessary for the academics to be

able to participate actively and continuously in their fields. In regard to the

necessity and valuableness of new information, one interviewee that "the

Internet is valuable, and it is being introduced widely in Darussalam" (F3).

Many interviewees (70%) believed that the issues being debated in

mass media (i.e., newspapers, magazines, and televisions) and are

accessible through the Internet could be used as materials for classroom
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discussions. According to two interviewees, for example, engaging in such

public issues is useful for students, faculty, and administrators to gain some

practical insights on the given issues (F5, F6). For another interviewee, "by

learning information about public issues from the Internet, academics can

exercise their critical thoughts" (F7). This engagement establishes a bridge

between academia and the general public that strengthens the role of

academia in dealing with public needs. For the Acehnese context, building

this "bridge" is vital. There is no place for an "ivory tower" in Acehnese

society. The building of this bridge cannot take place properly if sufficient

information is not available to students, faculty members, and

administrators.

Darussalam academics assert that since the Internet is related to their

academic excellence (i.e., analytical and critical thinking), it is seen as a tool

that maximizes learning creativity. Fifty-five percent of the interviewees

mentioned this Internet benefit. This shows that context-rich information

creates a better learning process. According to an interviewee, this belief

derives from the academics' experience in the past where "new information

was difficult to obtain in Darussalam" (A6). Therefore, the context and

information provided by the Internet, regardless of its virtual nature, are

"real enough" (A6). Although the accessed information cannot be seen as

knowledge automatically, it surely motivates the academics, especially
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students, to learn, or to process, the accessed information. This shows that

the availability of new information encourages learning curiosity among

students. This motivation can be seen as a natural phenomenon since

humans are naturally curious to learn new things. Without information,

humans are not conditioned to think and express their thoughts on a

subject matter. Thus, rich information that can be accessed from the Internet

is related to the establishment of students' creative learning in Darussalam.

This creative learning means a continuous process that opens different

paths for new learning tasks or knowledge stimulated by the accessed

information

New information, especially related to the public attention, is

dynamite for creative thinking for fifty-five percent of the interviewees.

This means that the Internet is a significant stimulant for the academics to

be creative. It appears that the Internet is a medium that builds an

information-rich environment that can create a modern academic culture.

As indicated by some interviewees, a poor information environment is

insufficient to stimulate academics to be a critical academic community

especially in examining new phenomena in their fields (Al, F2, F9). It is

insufficient because the academics are uninformed about various issues.

The new information allows the academics to know continuously what is
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going on in their fields throughout the world. Therefore, the information

provided by the Internet is essential (Al).

To engage in the rapid development of science and technology is the

main reason why the Internet gained support from the academic

superstructure and infrastructure of Darussalam. At the level of

superstructure (i.e., senate board and higher-ranking officials) the support

was based on a belief that the Internet is an important tool that strengthens

various academic needs (Al). Similarly, at the infrastructure level,

especially the junior faculty members and students, the Internet is also

viewed as an educational technology that provides new information,

especially the latest research findings on different fields essential for the

development of new knowledge in academia. With these latest research

findings, academics can advocate research in their fields. By their

involvement in new research, the academic members are challenged to

increase the quality of their own research. On the one hand, they need to

improve their knowledge about what others have studied in different

contexts, on the other, they are inspired and motivated to examine the new

phenomena. This enhances their understanding of the ongoing phenomena.

The Internet thus establishes a higher order of thinking in dealing with

various academic issues. It is open for different values, opinions, and

epistemologies as it links users to different sources of information. This
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democratic nature establishes a new academic culture where the

heterogeneity of information is essential for the strength of scientific

development in various academic fields. This is part of the reason why the

Internet receives strong support from different levels of the academic

community. Another part of the reason is because their views on the

Internet. The next section provides findings on the views of the Internet by

members of the academic community and what these views tell us.

Academics' Views on the Internet

Although the Internet is currently not used as a formal or regular

means of instruction in Darussalam, many interviewees (60%) viewed the

Internet as an effective tool for academic development in Darussalam. The

Internet is beginning to allow academics to develop and to deliver teaching

and learning materials based on the students' needs. Unlike many

traditional technologies, "the Internet enables us to cope with the materials

and techniques for intensive learning tasks," said one interviewee (F4).

Since the Internet presents many related materials for students' further

studies on a given topic, it is viewed as an effective educational technology

that empowers the students. Some faculty interviewees agreed that the

Internet is an effective learning tool because the information it offers can be

freely shown to, or accessed by, students and that they can review it further
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(Fl, F2, F5). This shows that faculty members view the Internet as a tool

that promotes thought and which allows them to enrich their teaching and

learning tasks without being controlled by routine classroom or

instructional works.

The interviewed faculty (70%) agreed that an instructor needs more

time to prepare or use materials for or from the Internet. Yet, they still

prefer to use the materials from the Internet because they can be accessed

easily. They see that it requires more time but also enriches the instructional

activities. One interviewee said:

There is no reason not to use the Internet if one wants to enrich his or
her teaching materials. I usually try to find new ways, how to
accommodate the Internet materials in my teaching tasks. I [do this]
because [the materials from the Internet] are different from my
traditional ones. (F2)

This shows that teaching and learning materials found on the Internet are

viewed differently by the Acehnese academics from traditional materials

that are controlled by the instructor.

It is believed that "the Internet is a tool that contributes to the

economic principle of instruction" (F2). This means, the academics do not

have to spend a long time to look for appropriate materials like they used

to in the traditional library. The Internet makes it easier for academics to

find new teaching or learning materials, compared to the Syiah Kuala and

Ar-Raniry libraries that do not provide contemporary materials. Another
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example of the economic principle of instruction is shown by two of faculty

members who said that an instructor or student does not have to clean the

board, write the materials on the board, and do other unrelated tasks that

can reduce the economic principle of instruction as can be observed in

many traditional classrooms (F3, F5). Another interviewee further

described that "in the traditional class an instructor and student have to

split their attention between explaining and writing the materials (i.e., on

the board or from a book) simultaneously" (Fl). For these academics, the

Internet is seen as helping them concentrate their efforts on teaching and

learning even though they are required to spend more time in preparing

the materials before delivering the lesson.

Besides increasing the understanding of subject matter, the Internet

is considered a tool that empowers students to better cope with the

instructional materials and setting. In this regard, "students can freely share

ideas with a faculty member, classmates, and other individuals at different

times and places without meeting face-to-face" (F2). This allows students to

consult on an academic matter with other students and faculty. Thus, the

Internet is viewed as promoting teaching, learning, and academic research.

Officially a faculty member is appointed to teach at a university, for

example, he or she also teaches at other universities and/or works at a

government office. In such a situation, the interviewees (74%) said that the
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Internet enables both students and faculty members to communicate

intensively without being restricted by traditional barriers of time and

space. In this way, the traditional pattern of communication that requires a

certain length of time for students to discuss an academic issue face-to-face

with faculty or vice versa, can be eliminated. This new teaching-learning

view is still in its infancy due to the limited use and lack ofcomputers

available in Aceh (F7, S7).

A number of interviewees (52%) pointed out that the main reason

why the Internet has not been used by many academics is most likely not

financial. For two interviewees, for example, it is mainly related to what

extent academics understand the value of the Internet (F7, FlO). This belief

was strengthened by other interviewees who stated that those who have

insight or experienced the Internet uses, like the faculty members who have

been in foreign countries for advanced education, maintain their connection

to the Internet for their academic needs (Al, F3). Insight and experience are

related significantly to whether the Internet is regarded as a positive or

negative technology. In other words, the more insight one has the more he

or she employs the Internet.

Observations during this research show that insight regarding the

Internet is related to experience in using it. On the one hand, the academics

that do not have an insight on the benefit of the Internet may not want to
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gain any experience, but on the other, those who do not have experience

certainly do not have any insight. As stated by an interviewee, "I am sure

that my insight on the value of the Internet is related to my prior experience

with it" (F7). This means that experience with the Internet determines

whether an academic will engage in the rapid development and use of the

Internet. It is considered essential to make academics feel comfortable with

the Internet by creating an environment that promotes familiarity and

productivity. If the Internet is found to change patterns of the academic

culture, academics suppose to view it as a rational consequence of using the

Internet.

Uses of E-mail and WWW

Eighty-seven percent of the interviewees said that electronic mail

(E-mail) and the WWW (World Wide Web) are the most common electronic

tools used for academic communication and information distribution in

Darussalam. Two interviewees mentioned that E-mail became common

because it is the oldest Internet tool used in Darussalam (A2, F4). This is

similar to many other institutions of higher education in Indonesia and

other parts of the world where the Internet has been used widely for

various academic purposes. Since it is well known, academics use E-mail as

a model for the development of educational technology and academic
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communication. Even though not all members of the Darussalam academic

community have used E-mail and WWW, they are known to academics.

Their motivation to use these tools are related to the efforts of the Internet

pioneers in Aceh, the policy of the academic superstructure on the adoption

of the Internet, and the public dissemination of information on the

academic advantage of this technology by media such as newspaper, radio,

television, and university gazette. In the daily life ofmany academics, as

stated by an interviewee, "the Internet is equal to E-mail and WWW" (F2).

The academics are convinced of the academic benefits of E-mail and W'VW

for many reasons. As explained by a number of interviewees (57%), they

use the Web and E-mail to support their daily academic works. E-mail is

used to send messages to friends, and Web to access multiple sources of

information (Si, S2, F3).

For some Internet users, ease of use is a major reason why E-mail

and WWW are becoming common. Two informants made it clear that they

use E-mail and the Web because they are easy to use and they can use them

frequently (A2, F2). Observations also showed that, for some academics,

technical barriers are major reasons for not using other Internet tools such

as teleconferencing and chats, especially when they have no technicians

who can help solve these technical problems. Because of this, Darussalam

Internet users tend to use the tools that are easy but not less beneficial for
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developed an image of the Internet, especially tools like E-mail and W\'VW,

as technologies that deal merely with technical aspects such as building a

Website, communication, and access of information rather than

sociocultural aspects of academic uses. Many academics, including

students, faculty, and administrators, were not aware of the sociocultural

impacts of the Internet (i.e., E-mail and WWW).

In an informal dialogue when observing the Internet center of Syiah

Kuala, for example, a student interviewee asked the researcher, "how can

you study the Internet if you are not an engineer?" (S3). This question

shows a common belief by academics that the study of the Internet is the

area of engineers whose background is technical. Like this student

interviewee, many other interviewees (57%) are not aware of the

sociocultural aspects of the Internet. For example, a faculty member said

that "the impact of the Internet is still not of interest since it is not a

technical matter" (F4). Since it is a new technology, they are more

concerned with the technical rather than the sociocultural impacts of using

the technology (F3, F5, F8). This may imply that the sociocultural impacts

are of interest to Darussalam academics only after the technical difficulties

have been solved. Such a perspective, however, can be seen as the
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phenomenon of adopting the Internet without planning for its potential

impacts on the academy.

The interviewees found the "World Wide Web" difficult to

pronounce. Many of them (61%) call it simply "Web." One interviewee said

"I just call Web for that ['VWW]" (Si). Yet, the difficulty in pronunciation

does not hurt the reputation of the WWW. The WWW has been integrated

into the daily practices of many academics, regardless of their lack of

familiarity with it. This phenomenon may be related to the established

perception to the WWW as a tool that enriches Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry

(F3). Whether the name is the World Wide Web or Web is not essential for

the academics. The benefit of this technology is their primary focus. One

interviewee said:

As long as I can access the information I need for my teaching and
research, I believe the Internet as the tool that strengthens my
academic work. I do not care what I should I call for the... [Internet
tooll that provides the information." (F4)

Access to information provided by the Internet, rather than its name, is

significant to academics. Thus, the acceptability of the Internet as a new

educational tool is related to what extent the academic community has

experienced it. And if their experience shows benefit, academics will value

the technology.
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Fifty-seven percent of the interviewees indicated that Darussalam's

history, geographical location, and sociopolitical status are the primary

stimulants to the acceptance of the Internet, especially E-mail and WWW.

One interviewee stated that "historically, Darussalam has been isolated

from global information" (F9). Today, academics experience the benefits of

the Internet and global information by using the worldwide network. The

need to access worldwide information and to communicate globally,

without being restricted by traditional barriers, is seen as a challenge to the

traditional academic paradigm in Darussalam. This affirms the researcher's

belief that geographical location is no longer a barrier to the Darussalam

academics' access to global information.

The Internet challenges the traditional paradigm of limited academic

freedom and lack of the power of academic voices. Darussalam academics

are exercising their power without the traditional barriers of narrow

political interests. This freedom encourages academics to use the Internet as

a tool of change.

Impacts on Academic Communication

Both the interviews and observations show that the Internet impacts

the traditional interaction and/or communication among academic

members of different strata. Most interviewees (83%) agreed that the
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Internet influences how they communicate. In some academic tasks,

Internet interaction is seen as a phatic communion. It is a pseudo

communication that may or may not lead to real communication. Therefore,

Internet interaction may achieve a certain level of understanding. This is

different from real communication where, for example, students

understand what an instructor communicates or vice versa. In other words,

a message from students or an instructor has shared meaning and

maintains a high level of understanding.

The observations from this research show that the Internet impacts

the interaction and communication between students and instructor. To

support this finding, two interviewees, for example, pointed out that the

Internet offers different degrees of interaction and/or communication (F6,

FlO). This means that some Internet communications suit daily interaction,

but may not be academic in nature (i.e., common E-mail communications).

Yet, some E-mail messages are academically substantive and rich with

intellectual discourse. In both levels of communication, instructors and

students interact and communicate more often on higher academic levels.

The increased interaction and communication intensify the relationship

between students and instructor and strengthen the students' academic

achievement because they have more opportunities to interact with the

instructor, and review their learning tasks and materials.
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Seventy percent of the interviewees said that increased

communication between an instructor and students is a new phenomenon

of Darussalam academic culture. Traditionally, when students needed to

consult with an instructor it was difficult because they needed to match

their schedule to the instructor's. This is often difficult, and even next to

impossible, because an instructor is usually engaged in additional jobs to

teaching both on and off the campus. Students may also find that making

face-to-face meeting is difficult because they live great distances from the

instructor's office or home. Although traditionally students can visit their

instructor at home with or without an appointment, consultations may

require extensive effort. Sometimes, although they have been able to see

their instructor, the instructor may not be prepared to immediately give a

response. For example, when a student visits an instructor at his or her

home (i.e., to discuss homework or borrow some materials), the instructor

might say that he or she has left the materials at the office. Situations like

these affect students to complete their works. The Internet (i.e., E-mail)

helps solve this problem, by providing new tools by which students can

better communicate with their instructor.

The Internet is changing traditional patterns of academic interaction

and/or communication in Darussalam. The new pattern, which is

facilitated by E-mail, is situational and flexible in nature and allows
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academics to communicate in flexible ways. This communication also

promotes higher quality academic interaction. One interviewee stated that

"communication through the Internet gives me more time to think

beforehand" (S3). This also provides opportunity for students to process

information more deeply. But, this does not mean that communication

using the Internet (i.e., E-mail), does not have any risk. One interviewee

expressed his concern about this risk.

I have to be very careful with E-mail because once I send a message.
I cannot draw it back if there is a mistake. I may send another E-mail
to explain the mistake, but the first message has already formed an
image of me. (F3)

Although message sensitivity is an issue for some Internet users in

Darussalam, academics are led not only to understand the nature of

Internet messages but also learning to adjust themselves to this new

communication tool. In this regard, sixty-five percent of the interviewees

said that they needed to adjust with the Internet communication. This

means that the Internet is impacting the interviewees to adapt their patterns

of interaction and communication with others when using the Internet.

These new patterns of openly discussing academic issues may or

even eliminates potential aspects of miscommunication. Yet, the

observations so far show that this new environment does not mean that the

Internet is able to replace the function of nonverbal cues of interaction
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and/or communication that have long been rooted in the culture of

communication. From one E-mail between two students discussing a

problem of their academic discourse through E-mail, for example, it shows

that E-mail communication is not enough to "fully" engage in discourse. An

interviewee reported that he has to end the E-mail communication with

"we need to talk about this" (S6). This expression means that there is a need

for a face-to-face meeting when there is an emotionally serious discussion

topic or need for communication. The Internet is not "communicative"

enough for them to solve their problem (F6). It can be interpreted from the

two interviewees that they could not successfully communicate because

they still relied on traditional face-to-face behavior and cues while

communicating through the Internet. This phenomenon is indicated by 61

percent of interviewees. It may be argued that this situation existed because

of the uniqueness of nonverbal cues in a face-to-face environment or

because of their lack of experience and acculturation with the Internet

culture. However, the observations from this research indicate that

nonverbal communication is influential due to the oral nature of the

Acehnese culture. This research has also shown that some academics are

beginning to intensify use of their verbal expressions like those found in E-

mail. They are beginning to present their ideas in language that relies more

on nonverbal expressions because their body language (i.e., gesture, eyes
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movement, and other physical expressions) is no longer valid when

communicating through textual-based E-mail.

This means that an E-mail communicant must be able to present

ideas in the words composed in text form on the computer screen without

meeting face to face. This new communication represents a change for some

academic members as indicated by an informant who has used the Internet

for a few years. The interviewee stated that "today I do not have to

communicate directly in the same frequency as I used to since I have been

familiar with this new (i.e., Internet) mode of communication" (F4). Since

this input is from an experienced Internet user, it may be assumed that the

longer an academic member uses the Internet the more he or she

acculturates this technology culture. The observations of this research show

that novice Internet users tend to rely more on the traditional nonverbal

cues by behaving as if they still are still communicating in a traditional

environment. This is most likely because they are still not acculturated to

the Internet. However, eighty percent of the interviewees said that the more

these novices use the Internet, the more their communication patterns and

academic culture are changing. All interviewees, especially students who

have been using the Internet, indicated this as a process of change that they

are a part of.
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Changes in the Traditional Styles

Communication among academic members of Darussalam who have

used the Internet is changing gradually to be more direct. To describe the

nature of this change, one first needs to examine the traditional indirect

expressions of the Acehnese. This indirect expression is rooted in all oral

and written communication of the Acehnese. Seventy percent of the

interviewees explained that "beating around the bush" is a basic

Indonesian style of speaking and writing. Wordy or redundant expressions

occur not only in speech but also in writing. Although the Acehnese style of

communication is considered more direct than those of other Indonesian

ethnic groups, it is still not direct when compared to Western

communication. For Indonesians, traditionally, being indirect is considered

polite and the most accepted mode of communication. Indirect

communication is most common when one communicates with those of

higher status, such as communication between children and parents,

students and teachers, and employees and employers.

Seventy percent of the interviewees informed that indirectness is

traditionally obligatory for a junior faculty member or lower-ranking

administrator in communicating with a senior faculty member or higher-

ranking administrator in order to be considered 'properly" behaved.Junior

faculty members need to perform "properly' if they intend to communicate
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successfully to those of higher status. The ability to show this indirectness is

even a vital part of the received academic behavior. The way an idea is

communicated determines its acceptance. In such a situation, the substance

of one's ideas can be blurred if one is unable to communicate face-to-face

properly, as traditionally defined, with those of higher status. In this

regard, it is common that a good idea from the lower status (i.e., students,

lower-ranking staff, and junior faculty members) can disappear. The

problem is, when an idea is wrapped in polite or indirect expressions (in

order to be considered "proper"), it often loses its substance. This occurs in

various academic settings (i.e., in classroom, discussion, and seminar).

Those of higher status, the academically powerful, determine what

can be considered true. Since the acceptance or appropriateness of a

communication is determined by how direct or indirect and who

communicates to whom, traditionally the more indirect an expression, the

more appropriate it is (Kaplan, 1972). In such a condition, the basic

meaning or intention of the expression often cannot be communicated. In

other words, this tradition degrades the value of academic communication

itself.

Communication between student and instructor tends to be rigid

and formal. This tradition is unlikely to establishan open dialogue.

However, since the introduction of the Internet in Darussalam, we are
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beginning to see a change in communication. Fifty-two percent of

interviewees agreed with this change. One interviewee said that "the

introduction of the Internet changes the traditional rigid mode of

communication. This allows academics of different strata to communicate

openly (S4). This shows that the Internet has been influencing Darussalam

academics to use a more direct communication style with academics from

higher strata.

Since the introduction of the Internet in Darussalam, "the traditional

standard of communication appropriateness has been changing" (A6). This

change indicates a difference from the traditional Acehnese

communication. Seventy-four percent of the interviewees and other

academics participating in E-mail messages (i.e., letters, opinions, and

discussions) on the Acehnet mailing list agreed with this change. This

means that the Internet (i.e., E-mail) is changing the styles and modes of

interaction and communication among many of the academics in

Darussalam. This means that the traditional stratification found in the

academy will be difficult to maintain since the Internet provides new tools

and protocols which by their nature reduce this stratification. An

interviewee stated that "some leaders [superstructure] are afraid of the

Internet because it makes academics decrease respects to the leaders'

academic strata" (F2).
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Fifty-two percent of the informants said that in using E-mail, they

have to express their ideas directly to the point. They just want to click the

button to get their messages sent. Although this [E-mail] communication is

not time consuming at all, especially compared to the traditional mail, they

find it is unnecessary to beat around the bush anymore. E-mail speeds

communication, and it tends to reduce words to the most important, the

main point of the message. To exemplify this interpretation, an interviewee

said:

Since the frequency of my communication with friends is now much
more than before, I do not need to deal with anything else before
touchirg the point of my message. In the past, [before we had E-
mail], I did not write to my friends as often as I do today. (A4)

This means that the Internet not only encourages the academic members to

communicate more frequently but also stimulates changes to their

communication styles. Both the change in frequency and the nature of

communication by academics in Darussalam could not have taken place

without the Internet.

Further evidence of change from indirect to direct communication

can be seen in the phenomenal change in the style of expressing ideas, both

in speech and writing, is related to what is accessed and read from Internet

sources (Fl, F2, F8). This change takes place because, as indicated by an

interviewee, "your mind is shaped by what you read. Your mind is framed
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by sentence patterns used by the author" (Fl). This can be attributed to the

nature of texts or materials accessed from the Internet. Since most of the

texts, especially those for academic purposes are in English, the patterns of

sentences used tend to be direct, active, and precise. These patterns assert

the substantial expressions by focusing on the point of discourse rather

than traditional modes of communication based on hierarchical

stratification.

Although a few informants are concerned by the changes of their

communication styles, seventy-eight percent of the interviewees agreed that

Darussalam academics are changing their communications from indirect to

direct styles. One interviewee said that "my readings from the Internet

sources influence my communication style" (Fl). Other interviewees (65%)

said that the Internet has indirectly impacted them to value time more than

they used to. Two of them, for example, believe that there are many useful

things to read instead of wasting time talking about things not related to

their academic works (A6, F4). One interviewee explained that by using the

Internet and access its multiple source of information, they can write a full-

length letter by only describing the important points (A4). However, this

trend was found more among students than other academic members (Si,

S2, S3, S4).
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The change in styles of conferring thought and engaging in discourse

is also indicated in E-mail communications collected since the introduction

of the Internet in Darussalam. The Aceh-Net's E-mail messages collected

from 1996 through 1998 show that there are significant differences in the

styles of communication among the academics of different strata. In 1996,

for example, most of the collected E-mail messages reflected the traditional

way of presenting ideas and suggestions. These E-mails usually started

with an introduction as if they were oral communications. This oral form

dominated the 1996 E-mail messages, representing the traditional styles. In

one of his E-mails, an interviewee said:

Hello, [the researcher's name]. I am now in good health. I hopeyou
and your family are in good health, too. How is everything in
Oregon? Everything is running well in Darussalam. Could you check
in your [OSU] library if you have a new article about [field of study]?
(F8)

The 1997 and 1998 messages, however, show a significant change,

characterized mainly by limited use of the traditional styles of

communication. In one of his E-mails, for example, the same interviewee

said that "[the researcher's name], are you aware of any new book in [field

of study]. I wonder if you could send me some information about it" (F8).

This introductory message is more direct than that of the 1996 E-mail. It

shows that the longer academics use E-mail the more significant the

change.
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Passive to Active Voices

Seventy percent of the interviewees indicated that an Acehnese, like

other Indonesians, tends to express ideas without actively showing him or

herself as the initiator of the communication. This refers to the traditional

belief that being assertive in expressing ideas is impolite because a

communicant has to consider the feeling of the interlocutor. However, since

the Internet offers a new culture of openness as reflected mostly in English,

the traditional mode of communication that relies on the passive voice

changes to the active. Two interviewees said that the more amounts of

information accessed from the Internet, the more they prefer speaking or

writing in active rather than in passive voice (Fl, S3). This change can be

seen in a statement of one interviewee.

In daily communication in class or wherever, I now tend to use more
active expressions. I feel that active voice is clearer to me. I do not
feel being assertive using active voice because our colleagues are
becoming familiar with the [Englishi style of communication. (F2)

Additional point can be seen from one interviewee who said that the

Internet shapes his expression to be active like that of English [the major

language of the Internet] (F4). These data strengthen a belief that the

academic members in Darussalam realize how the Internet, which reflects

the direct (active) expressions of the English language impact the indirect

(passive) expressions traditionally used by Darussalam academics.
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An interviewee who tends to resist the introduction of the Internet

in higher education said that "the most crucial point is what and who is

behind the information accessed from the Internet" (FlU). This interviewee

explained that the change in the forms of communication that take place in

academia is not merely because of the Internet, but by the nature of

information content designed by the humans behind the information.

Reducing the use of passive voice in Darussalam academia means

changing the traditional styles of expression. This change is significant in

Darussalam academic culture where use of an active voice is considered

assertive. Sixty-one percent of the interviewees stated that the Internet

directly or indirectly impacts the language used for academic purposes by

now allowing active styles and structures. Since English is the major

language of the Internet, the traditional Acehnese and Indonesian styles

appear to be changing to the active English style or patterns of

communication. Yet, except in the English department, English is still not

used as a means of academic communication within academia. Students

use Indonesian and Acehnese in their daily communications.

The process of change to adopt more active expressions is influenced

by the Internet especially when the Internet users access most information

in English. The more the Internet users read English texts, the more familiar

they are with English forms, structures, compositions, and cultures. In the
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process of this use, English acculturation tends be automatic. One

interviewee said that "I do not realize this [English acculturationi until you

asked" (A3). This automatic acculturation is a natural consequence because

English is the most dominant canon, of the "English" culture. This

phenomenon explains that as the Internet provides great amounts of

information in English, it basically challenges the Indonesian language and

its conventions as the medium of formal communication in Darussalam.

The influence not only comes from the "English" culture, but from the

Internet's own unique culture which conditions how the information

should be accessed and delivered. For one interviewee, "these phenomena

impact the perception of academics to examine their culture by comparing

it to the culture brought by the Internet" (FlO). This means the academic

members are continually examining their traditions based on comparisons

from the Internet. They are, directly or indirectly, influenced by the

Internet. With this influence, the Internet cannot be seen as only a static

human creation, but a dynamic machine that impacts its users. The major

technical difference is that the Internet provides for interactive and virtual

communication, while traditional technologies do not. Unlike traditional

technologies, as agreed by seventy percent of the interviewees, the Internet

is different from other forms of communication devices in how it carries the

creators' and communicators' cultures and its own unique culture.
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Changes in Instructor-Student Communication

Most interviewees (74%) indicated that the Internet changes the

instructor-student communication in various academic contexts, especially

in relation to teaching and learning. The nature of this change is complex.

But, this research is showing that the instructor's teaching and students'

learning are dependent on many factors, especially on the access to

information and context. An interviewee said that "the Internet makes me

open with my students" (F5). Another interviewee stated that "I know I

have to function in different way" [in communicating with his students]

(F7). Thus, higher education cannot be static and free from the influence of

information outside of its culture.

The information-rich Internet in Darussalam has directly impacted

instructor-student communication. As stated by one interviewee, "even

though students and instructor are in different academic strata, they now

have the latest information from the Internet that can be used as a basis for

their interaction and discussion' (FlO). One hundred percent of the student

interviewees agreed with this phenomenon. These interviewees explained

that they could be more interactive because they know what to

communicate.

One interviewee agreed that the Internet promotes an active

teaching-learning communication by stating "the presence of the Internet is
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most promising for creating a culture that empowers students to be active

and creative in the teaching-learning process" (Fl). This means that active

and creative communication emerges if there is a freedom for students to

access information that empowers them. This freedom helps students to be

active and creative since they can process information in the way and at the

time they want. Thus, the formal instructor-student relationships or

interactions, as can be observed in the traditional practices of the

Darussalam academia, do not support free academic communication

between students and instructor. As indicated by fifty-seven percent of the

interviewees, the Internet's nature is encouraging the acceptance of

individual differences as a basis to develop active, creative, and dynamic

teaching-learning practices in Darussalam.

Emergence of New Teaching-Learning Paradigm

Although the Internet has not been used as a means of formal

classroom instruction in Darussalam, it has already affected the way

instructors deliver materials to the class. The Internet is changing the

teaching-learning tasks, techniques, and strategies. These changes are

observed in a significant increase in dialogue between students and

instructor. This phenomenon often produces an information gap between

students and instructor, especially when there are materials that students,
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but not the instructor, have accessed through the Internet (F6). This

information gap stimulates interest and questions that the students wish to

ask the instructor. Seventy percent of faculty interviews said that a number

of faculty members have had to adjust to this new instructional demand. A

faculty interviewee stated:

For an instructor who can adjust to the students' questions quickly
find that it is not too difficult, but those who cannot and hold to
instructional tradition, may face a serious problem. They may get a
cultural shock since they have never been questioned in this way
before. (F2)

The teacher-student gap in using the Internet in Aceh, as it appears

to be around the world, is created by students who are actively accessing

information through the Internet and challenging the traditional teaching-

learning practices. This challenge is forcing instructors to make adjustments

in their teaching in order to stay contemporary in the academic world. This

research has shown that the motivation to change the teaching-learning

practices is not initiated from the faculty, but from students, especially

those who are accessing information from the Internet. Even though this

challenge exists, many faculty interviewees (60%) and administrator

interviewees (67%) showed a degree of reluctance to change their

traditional academic practices. Although many faculty members believe

that there is a need for better teaching-learning methodologies, in practice

they still teach in traditional ways. This phenomenon was not recognized
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researcher to believe that these administrators and faculty members

understand the need for change, but they find it difficult since the academy

is resistant to the change. This research has also shown that the challenge to

reform teaching practices brought about by the introduction of the Internet

is significant.

Sixty-one percent of the interviewees described that a similar

phenomenon can be seen in administrators' policies on the preparation of

teaching materials. In Darussalam, administrators are reluctant to change

the academic environment. The reluctance to change is most likely related

to the administrators' desire to maintain their traditional power. Such

reluctance can be seen in their initial response to the introduction of the

Internet. There has been, and still exists, a strong tendency to adopt a

maintenance paradigm in the academia to protect their role as the

authority. Thus, the significant resistance to change is mainly due to an

unwillingness to reduce or eliminate an administrator's traditional

authority and power. Yet, this research shows that administrators and

faculty members in Darussalam are finding it difficult to maintain their

traditional authoritative roles since students, especially those who actively

engage in the Internet, are demanding reforms.
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Today students openly discuss the issues of teaching, learning, and

administration using E-mail systems. E-mail allows students to obtain

answers to academic issues outside of the classroom and away from the

teachers. This research has found that the more students discuss an issue

the more capable they are to form independent opinions. This reality is

forcing the academic elite to pay attention to the issues of teaching,

learning, and administration being discussed. Students, for example,

openly discuss almost any issues related to their faculty misbehavior and

academic regulation without any control from the faculty and

administration. This situation has challenged the faculty and administrators

to create an academic environment that permits varied teaching-learning

tasks.

Information from the Internet enables students to better challenge

any improper practices and dictated truths. Students now learn from

different Internet services that what an instructor teaches in a class may not

be the only truth or interpretation of concepts, ideas, and events. This new

paradigm empowers students to see that what is taught in Darussalam

classrooms can no longer be accepted as absolute truth. The changes in

teaching and learning directly impact an instructor's role not only in the

class but also in the overall academic culture.
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A growing number of instructors are becoming agitated and

anxious, questioning what role they can play in an environment that

includes the Internet. Many interviewees (57%) indicated that this situation

is making instructors in Darussalam eager to better understand the Internet

and its impacts on the academic culture.

Classroom materials were viewed by sixty-five percent of the

interviewees as stimulants to promote deeper learning since richer

materials are now available in the Internet. One interviewee said that "I use

what I learn in class [classroom materialsj as a foundation to learn outside

of the class [through the Internet]" (S2). This means that classroom

instruction functions as a preliminary foundation to access and digest

further materials. To what extent students access and learn this information

can no longer be measured based on the instructor's singular standard since

the students' knowledge tends to be much more than what can be

measured by an instructor alone. It is believed that knowledge depends

mainly on the students' curiosity to learn from various available sources,

not merely on mastering the instructor's materials.

The influence of the materials and information from the Internet is

supported mostly by the nature of materials. These materials often surpass

the Darussalam classroom materials that are usually developed based on
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the instructor's limited knowledge and experience of a subject matter. A

senior faculty member said:

Today I have to be careful when answering my students' questions.
It is not because I do not have answers to the questions, but because I
am concerned that what I say is out of date, and students know that I
do not keep up with the latest development of my field. Therefore,
now I have to read more new studies in the topics before standing in
front of the class. I also function as open as possible because what I
teach may have been rejected by newer findings that are available on
the Internet. (F5)

The faculty member agrees that there are many positive aspects to this

phenomenon, especially how a faculty member is stimulated, and even

forced, to learn more than he or she used to. Eighty percent of the faculty

interviewees are required to continuously learn not only from the

traditional references available in the Darussalam libraries but also from the

Internet.

The observations show that instructors' motivation to improve their

knowledge of teaching and learning, and the materials to be presented in

class, cannot be seen as an intrinsic motivation to better serve students'

needs, but stimulated rather by students to engage the instructor to change.

Most student interviewees (71%) indicated this phenomenon. This means

that the faculty change to align their teaching and learning practices with

students' needs because they are extrinsically motivated to do so. Because
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of this extrinsic motivation, more faculty members are engaging in using

the Internet for academic purposes.

Advances in Research

The Internet has an effect on what research is conducted by

academics in Darussalam, and on how that research is conducted. Since the

introduction of the Internet, there has been a challenge to traditional

research and research assumptions. While traditionally students and

instructors in Darussalam found it difficult to access new research, today

they can access varied sources of new research from different parts of the

world via the Internet. One interviewee, for example, said:

Through the Internet, I can find references, especially those related
research findings that fit my research. Not less important, I can trace
the authors or researchers in many fields to examine their ideas or
research findings that are not available by reading older books and
journals in Darussalam libraries. (Si)

An interviewee further describes the benefits of the Internet in advancing

his research as follows:

Since research requires up-to-date information there is no reason not
to use the Internet. It allows me to access up-to-date information
from new research findings published in [electronic] journals. I find
that the information from the Internet is different from that of books,
especially in terms of the newness of the information. The contents
of books may be out of date since traditional printing cannot publish
or disseminate the information as fast as can be done through the
Internet. (F2)
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Another faculty interviewee stated that "with the Internet I can strengthen

the content of my research with rich input from the varied sources" (Fl).

Various observations support this belief. Observations from this research

have shown that academics tend to capitalize upon their research foci or

problems by accessing current research findings from the Internet.

Traditionally, any effort to establish a research focus has been difficult, if

not impossible, because of a lack of up-to-date sources of information in

Darussalam libraries. "New journals, although vital to inspire ideas and

advance research performed in Darussalam, are often not available in the

libraries," said one interviewee (F2). For this interviewee, new information

motivates him to find appropriate topics and references in his field.

Therefore, the lack of journals and books available in the Darussalam

libraries is the most significant barrier to the academics' ability to perform

their research.

Lack of new books, journals, and other materials in the libraries

limits the ability of researchers to participate in the development of new

knowledge, especially in remote areas like Aceh. The Internet is beginning

to substantiate the foci of academics' research as well as providing data sets

results from other research findings as comparisons. Two interviewees, for

example, mentioned that not only does the Internet inspire academics with
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new research topics and problems but also enables them to examine the

related studies (A3, Fl).

The Internet affects the quality of research because it provides

superficial but also substantial information. In this regard, one faculty

member stated:

I personally see a lot of advantages of the Internet. For example,
many of the software programs I need for my experiments [in
physical engineering and oceanography], I obtain from the Internet.
Some of the programs are even free of charge even though they are
sold for US$ 500.00 in the market. So, the Internet is very helpful for
my research. (F3)

This interviewee explains that the Internet is useful both for accessing new

information in his field, and for saving expenses for his research.

The academics who have been using the Internet for more than one

year, and those who have established certain networks with different

parties or companies, are taking better advantage of the Internet. These

experienced faculty members and Internet users are usually those who

recently return from sabbatical leaves for advanced studies in foreign

countries. These academics take advantage of the Internet because their

English mastery is usually sufficient to read various sources of information

in the English language.

Although not all academics have the same opportunities to access

information from the Internet, or the same ability to understand it, all
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interviewees (100%) agreed that on some level they take advantages of the

Internet. An interviewee indicated that one factor which influences the

researcher's use of the Internet is the availability of computers, which varies

from one college or department to the other, for academics (A4). Sixty-one

percent of the interviewees said that two other factors, which influence uses

of the Internet for research, are computer skills and English competence.

Motivation to Learning English

The need to access information from the Internet stimulates

Darussalam academics to learn English. Since the majority of text available

on the Internet is in English, most interviewees (74%) explained that they

need English if they want to access references from the Internet. One faculty

member said "there is an interesting phenomenon that I have observed. We

in academia are challenged to master English if we want to digest the

information available from the Internet. So, we are motivated to seriously

learn English" (F9). A similar response was given by a library

administrator, who stated that "since the Internet is introduced here [in the

libraryl I am motivated to improve my English. This motivation develops

from my curiosity to learn certain terms through a need to understand the

substance of the English texts I read" (A4). This research has shown that the
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Internet is a motivator for academics to learn and improve their English.

One interviewee reported:

Since English is the language necessary to access the information
from the Internet, it can be difficult and a challenge for me. As I
access more and more information in English, I become accustomed
to this foreign language. Although I do not understand it all, I can
predict what the texts, especially those related to my fields, mean
when I read them repeatedly. (Si)

Related to this, a library staff member mentioned that "today I have to place

some dictionaries on my desk so that I am ready when students ask me to

help them understand difficult words or phrases from the texts they access

on the Internet" (A4). This shows that students are motivated not only to

access new information but also to interpret and understand it.

Other interviewers were also motivated to learn English. An

interviewee said:

I find that more and more students are interested in English in order
to read the information from the Internet. At the same time I am
encouraged to do the same so that I will not be left behind my
students. (A5)

This means that in addition to consulting the library staff and other

resource persons, students and other Internet users believe that they cannot

depend merely on the resource persons, but they need to master English

themselves. This is true since students and other Internet users cannot

consult a library assistant about everything they want to know. Although

resource persons in Darussalam are graduates of English education, their
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English skills are generally insufficient for many Internet users. Their

translation and interpretation may not always fit the specific meanings

sought by the students. In order to translate a text in a foreign language one

requires the knowledge of translation as well as the cognitive talent in the

fields to be translated. During this research, a resource person informed the

researcher as follows:

It is impossible for me to explain all reading texts in English because
I do not have specific expertise in all fields. Therefore, I always place
a dictionary close to me although it is still insufficient to answer all
questions from students. (A4)

Students are realizing this problem, and understand that it will be easier for

them if they master English. This strengthens the motivation to learn

English, especially when students find that their own English mastery,

however limited it is, is helpful in understanding the English texts.

Academics in Darussalam are beginning to see that English skills are

important because it is through English that the majority of information is

presented on the Internet. The Internet provides great amounts of the

information, but to access and understand the information, one needs a

sufficient degree of English mastery. Because most of this information is in

English, the academics face difficulty in both content and language.

However, for seventy percent of the interviewees, this difficulty is causing

academics to become more interested in learning English than they were
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before the introduction of the Internet. The Internet motivates its users not

only due to the amount of information available but also due to the

authenticity of the information. This authenticity refers to the information

that can easily be associated with its context and further explanation from

pictures or other related links of information.

Thus, the Internet influences academics to learn, or at least become

familiar with, English. If traditionally the motivation was to learn English

to read the references available in the library, today it is to access,

communicate, and understand various reading materials accessed from the

Internet. However, there appears to be a difference in motivation to read

library materials and Internet materials. Four student interviewees (57%)

believed that the Internet is more motivating because it presents current

and interesting issues. The traditional library materials are considered

insufficient for their academic needs.

One interviewee stated that "the sophistication of the information

and presentations on the Internet encourages academics to engage in the

latest developments of their fields and in issues of public interest" (F5). The

Internet is impacting the academic superstructure to provide ample

opportunities for academics to learn English. More English training and

courses have been offered over the past three years and more opportunities

are given to English instructors to improve their English. The introduction
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of the Internet in Darussalam has awakened the academic elites to the value

of mastering English. It is motivating academics of all strata to master

English so they can become part of the modern academic culture that is

being significantly influenced by the Internet. It appears vital that a modern

academic culture is capable of accessing information through the Internet

and that the members of that culture are proficient in the language of the

Internet (i.e., English).

Impacts on the Academic Strata and Bureaucracy

The Internet is impacting the traditional strata of academia in

Darussalam. The traditional strata are now being challenged to reform

whether or not the academic community is ready for this reformation. The

academic community, as indicated by seventy percent of the interviewees,

can no longer control this challenge since the openness offered by the

Internet in accessing the intended information decreases, if not eliminates,

the power differential among academics.

The changes that are taking place in academia can be seen in how

academics, especially students, bring new and outside information to

classrooms, seminars, and discussions. In the past, only the senior

instructor would bring new information to these meetings. Today, more

junior faculty members, students, and administrators freely bring new



information to these meetings from the Internet sources. This situation is no

longer determined by a traditional status and power differential. In a

seminar, for example, the researcher observed a student who brought new

ideas into the discussion based on information accessed from the Internet.

The senior faculty who attended the seminar was not able to respond to the

student as the "authority" since they still had not have the current

information on that topic. Today, more faculty members face this challenge.

One senior faculty member, for example, indicated that he now has to pay

more attention to his students because there may be new information or

knowledge that he is not familiar with. He mentioned that "unlike the past,

today we can learn from our students who might have accessed new

information that we have not" (F5). This faculty member added that

instructors may be better at interpreting information by relating to their

background knowledge, but students do play an important part of this

process. This shows that students are now playing a larger role in

facilitating various academic discussions than in the past. At the same time,

many faculty members realize that their traditional role as the single

authority in classrooms, seminars, or discussions can no longer be

maintained. The Internet appears to be creating a form of academic

openness.
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With academic openness, members of academia are beginning to

deal with issues without being restricted by the traditional barriers of their

academic strata. Most of the interviewees (65%) believed that anyone who

has knowledge or current information has the potential to function as a

resource person in academic meetings (i.e., classrooms, seminars, or

discussions). The availability of worldwide information and intensive

communication through the Internet, especially through the university

electronic discussion groups, breaks through th barriers originated by

upper strata of the academic community. The Internet, with its openness, is

challenging the traditional bureaucratic strata within academia.

The Internet's culture presents a form of openness that appears to

reduce the traditional academic barriers in Darussalam. Additionally, the

Internet appears to not only impacting academic order and the traditional

academic strata but also by eliminating the gaps caused by the power

differential among academics. These gaps are related to the control of

information and the formation of academic opinions. A faculty interviewee

reported that "commonly today the gaps may still occur, but not like those

of the past. Today's gaps may be the instructor's failure to follow up on new

information for teaching-learning materials" (Fl). This situation motivates

an instructor to use the Internet to ensure that they have new sources of

information available.
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This demand for academic freedom stresses an equal opportunity in

expressing opinions. Everyone has the opportunity to function as a

resource person, if he or she is prepared. An academic is judged based on

the quality of his or her interpretations of the information (F6).

Traditionally, control of academic dialogue was based on seniority, but

today the ability to initiate and engage in dialogue is based on the quality of

the idea, regardless of where it comes from, a student or junior instructor.

Today, even senior instructors are finding it impossible to claim their view

or expressed view is the only truth. This new phenomenon was indicated

by seventy-eight percent of the interviewees.

Interaction and communication through the Internet are bringing

more freedom of expressions to Darussalam academics. Students can

express opinions they believe best represent their thoughts without being

oppressed by an instructor. The traditional power differential between an

instructor and students appears to be decreasing. Most of the observed and

interviewed students (72%) who have used the Internet tools to

communicate with instructors, especially E-mail, explained that the Internet

encourages them to express opinions openly. Since the Internet allows

students to communicate without looking at the instructor's face, students

are not forced to adhere to the traditional psychological barriers that have

developed over decades of face-to-face educations and prevent them from
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expressing ideas freely. Two faculty members, for example, explained that

the Internet creates an open academic mode (i.e., the relationship between

the faculty and students) that may be unique for the academic culture

where stratification of academics dominates daily academic tasks (F2, F9).

This open mode is directly impacting the traditional academic strata in

Darussalam.

Since the adoption of the Internet in Darussalam, faculty members

are being required to adjust to a more interactive communication in which

the power differential is softened to a less autocratic relationship. Junior

instructors are also able to express opinions in a different manner than they

used to. Seventy percent of the interviewees agreed that great amounts of

information accessed from the Internet strengthen their academic

competence and performance. Junior instructors are beginning to be able to

express ideas freely without being restricted by their academic strata.

The venue that allows academics of different strata to express ideas

freely is the Internet. It was believed by many interviewees (70%) that face-

to face interaction prevents students and junior faculty members from

freely expressing their opinions. Avoiding looking at the instructor' face

(i.e., making eye contact) is considered polite, whereas a direct stare is

considered rude. This practice is a reflection of the Acehnese culture where

younger people are required to respect older people. This expectation
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instructors. With the Internet, as stated by seventy-four percent of the

interviewees, where no face-to-face communication is necessary, students

are stimulated to communicate and are focusing more on the substance of

their discourse, and not the traditional formalities expressed during face-to-

face communication.

In the words of one faculty member:

This impact is a rational consequence since we have joined the
worldwide networks. For me, the negative parts of a culture do not
have to be maintained. Let it be free so that the academic members of
any strata can take advantage of this openness so that they can judge
what is appropriate and not appropriate for our academy. (F2)

For this faculty member, a readiness to welcome the Internet must be

followed with a readiness to change the academy. But, this research shows

that a readiness to change higher education in Darussalam is more difficult

than a readiness to adopt the Internet. This finding is shown by seventy

percent of the interviewees. However, it appears that change within the

academy cannot be prevented when the Internet is introduced. Most

interviewees (87%) agreed that the introduction of the Internet appears to

be one factor driving to reform and changing traditional stratification

within the academia.

Sixty-five percent of the interviewees stated that the reduction of the

traditional strata is one example of the impacts of the Internet on the
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academic bureaucracy in Darussalam. The factors that initiate a reform at

the institutional infrastructural level (e.g., students and junior instructors),

as with the use of the Internet, stimulate academic members to change

within the academic bureaucracy. This position is exemplified by one

interviewee who said that "technology, including the Internet, demands

change to the traditional bureaucracy in our higher education" (F2). In this

regard, the same percentage (65%) of the interviewees agreed that the

relationship between a superior and a subordinate no longer maintains the

same degree of traditional top-down relationship. In such a condition, the

academic leaders in Darussalam are beginning to face unpredictable

impacts to their daily academic management and operation. This condition

appears to be creating a cultural lag among administrators in how they

handle administrative tasks and the changes taking place as a result of the

Internet (Fl). An interviewee stated that some academics, especially the

administrators and faculty members who hold administrative positions, are

resistant to change (F7). This resistance was especially found among

administrators of the lower strata, because they always depend on the

administrators of the higher strata to make decisions. They are unable to

take initiative or be creative and change their routine behavior and

performance.



Academic leaders in Darussalam are challenged by the new

academic paradigm. Seventy percent of the interviewees indicated this

phenomenon. When this new paradigm was discussed with an

administrator, he agreed that a new paradigm existed, but explained his

views on the subject very carefully (Al). To avoid any potential

misrepresentation of his words, he repeatedly made the statement "this is

my personal opinion, although you may interpret it as the voice of the

university" (Al). It appears that this caution is also due to his lack of

knowledge on the potential consequences of using the Internet. The

interviewee's statement that expects the researcher to study this

[phenomenon] more carefully and comprehensively also indicated his

carefulness.

Judging the responses of the academic authority in Darussalam, it

would appear that change in the academy is not easy. This research has

found that this difficulty is related to the leaders' resistance to changing

their traditional practices. A resistance to change takes place when there is a

belief that what they are doing is considered appropriate for the academic

context of Darussalam. This rationalization is found both at Syiah Kuala

and Ar-Raniry. One hundred percent of student interviewees agree with

the leaders' resistance, while sixty percent of the faculty interviewees and

fifty percent of the administrator interviewees indirectly agreed with this
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finding. An interviewee said that "those who have authority in our

academic superstructure are afraid of the new technology because it can

drastically eliminate their existing power" (F2). This concern is reflected in

the elite's behaviors in dealing with daily duties although this does not

mean they recognize their resistant attitude. When asked if the

administrators serve the academic members (i.e., students and other

academics of lower status), an interviewee said, "1 place myself as the

servant for them [studentsl. I do my job as I should" (A2). The

administrator interviewees (100%) believed that the academic authorities in

Darussalam are doing the right things for the academic culture. This is the

reason why they do not need to change. Yet, observations for this research

do not indicate as believed by the administrators. In this relation, seventy-

one percent of student interviewees strengthened the observation's finding.

Efforts to maintain status quo can be learned from seventy percent of

the interviewees who said that those in academic power try to create certain

regularities without adapting to the new demands of the academic

community. This research has shown that there is paradoxical behavior

among the academic elites in Darussalam regarding the introduction of the

Internet. On the one hand, they welcome the Internet, but they are resistant

to the changes brought about by it, on the other.
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Although resistance to change in the academic administration exists,

this does not mean change can be prevented. Almost all informants (87%),

especially those who have used the Internet for two or more years, agreed

that a need exists to break the academic status quo. An interviewee

reported that, "I do not think they can maintain their traditional ways in

handling many academic tasks. The Internet is making our traditional

bureaucracy difficult to maintain it forever" (F2). An administrator who

knows many aspects of the academic affairs mentioned that "although they

[faculty and administrators] still do not perform appropriately in practice,

in their heart [implicitly], they agree with the need for change in academia"

(Al). These statements are supported by the academics' daily practices.

Today, students' discussions and seminars question all aspects of higher

education, including what takes place in the academic bureaucracy. The

student's informal talks in canteens, restaurants, classrooms, robur

[Darussalam's bus] stations, and library sitting rooms indicate that there is

an ongoing process of change emerging as a result, in part, from the

impacts of the Internet. Eighty-seven percent of the interviewees indicated

this process.

Sixty-five percent of the interviewees explicitly stated that many

things going on in Darussalam, academically and politically, are brought



about by the Internet. This means that the Internet breaks through the

bureaucratic barriers that were pantang [taboo] traditionally. This can be

seen in the situations in which students challenge the academic authority

by discussing openly certain academic issue. The growth of open discussion

that stimulates changes can be seen in how students communicate over the

Internet. It was found that initially a few students discuss the pantang items

through E-mails with their friends in or outside of the campus. Then, as

explained by seventy percent of the interviewees, the students bring these

same issues to classes or seminars to discuss them openly with their friends

and peers. The observational data show that an increase in some students'

assertiveness is related to their access to various information, or discussion

regarding that information, through the Internet.

Development of Critical Thinking

Students are traditionally taught not to be assertive with an

instructor. The majority of the interviewees (78%) described that this

tradition makes students reluctant to communicate their critical ideas or

objections that challenge the instructor. Instructors assume that their

position on all ideas is the final truth. This means that original ideas carmot

emerge from a student. One interviewee stated that "in the past we only

had information from one side, top-down, from the authority [of
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knowledge] to the consumers [of knowledge]" (F2). This phenomenal

change, for example, was indicated by an informant who expressed his

views on the importance of information balance in the following statement:

If a newspaper belongs to the government, readers can only read the
news or information that favors the government. But, the Internet
offers the information from various perspectives that enable us to
develop our critical thinking and form our own opinions. We are
motivated to access many sources related to an issue to build our
best opinion on it. (F2)

At the classroom level, we are beginning to see a change that allows

students to present more critical viewpoints. A number of student

interviewees (57%), for example, stated that although students still find it

difficult to challenge their instructors directly, they could now enhance

their knowledge on many parts of the instruction by accessing varied

sources of information other than that which is taught by an instructor. An

administrator and a faculty, for instance, explained that these students

further elaborate parts of the class materials by quoting different sources

(A6, F9). One interviewee also said that "when students feel more

empowered, usually they tend to be more active participants in the class"

(F5). It appears that the varied sources of information gathered from the

Internet facilitate and maximize a student's critical thinking by providing

alternative ideas on a given issue. Sixty-five percent of the interviewees

stated that having alternative ideas on a given issue did not take place
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traditionally where information only comes from a single source, the

academic authority. In this sense, the Internet creates a climate in which the

traditionally powerless (i.e., students) are becoming empowered.

Fifty-seven percent of the interviewees indicated that face-to-face

communication, regardless of its particular advantage, does not empower

students in Darussalam to think critically. This means that an instructor

traditionally does not have any duty to enter into critical dialogue with

students. However, the Internet provides alternatives to face-to-face

communication and this new form of communication promotes their critical

thinking. As stated by one interviewee, "many students empower

themselves [academically] with supplementary information from the

Internet" (A6). This means that the Internet is providing the information

that promotes students' critical thinking. This type of learning climate was

absent in the Darussalam academic culture before the adoption of the

Internet. Since this new climate supports the achievement of higher

academic standards, more academics are beginning to develop critical ideas

by accessing information through the Internet.

Impacts on Instruction

The Internet impacts how the faculty members plan, prepare, and

present instructional materials. Seventy percent of faculty interviewees
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agreed with these changes. One faculty stated that "since I use a lot of

materials from the Internet, I need to be open to changes in teaching my

students" (F8). This means that faculty members are adapting their

instructions with new materials found on the Internet. Another example

can be seen in the following statement:

As a faculty member I need to be adaptive because I do not know all
sources of information available to support my instruction. Since I
access a lot of materials for my research from the Internet, directly or
indirectly, my instruction changes. (F3)

This shows that the availability of rich materials is influencing the

instructional plans of some faculty in Darussalam. Seventy percent of the

interviewees recognized this phenomenon after a long dialogue with the

researcher. The above interviewee added that "the changes are related

mainly to the dynamic nature of the teaching approaches and materials"

(F3). This dynamic nature means to the emergence of new ways of thinking

and teaching, and different materials to use when the instructor accesses

the Internet. Therefore, to keep up with this dynamic process, this faculty

interviewee lists several Internet addresses on his lesson plans to encourage

students to access further information. This means that the instructional

plans of the faculty member are open ended in nature, and fundamentally

different from the traditional instructional pians of the faculty members

who do not use the Internet. The open-ended plans and instructions
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encourage students to access multiple sources of information from the

Internet. They also inspire instructors to use new ways and materials to

improve and advance their teachings and students' learning.

This research has shown that the Internet is stimulating changes to

the instructional processes. The faculty members, who have adopted the

new instructional plans and practices, sometimes openly criticize those who

still employ the traditional instructional practices. Seventy percent of the

interviewees agreed with this finding. For example, three interviewees said

that faculty members could not maintain their status quo. Sooner or later

they need to adjust with the new demand (F2, F7, F9). Additionally, a more

optimistic view of change in instruction is found among the junior faculty

members than among the seniors. Most senior faculty members are still

reluctant to change. Yet, as shown by seventy percent of the interviewees,

the impetus to change comes not only from the junior faculty members, but

significantly from students who are beginning to expect openness,

flexibility, and freedom to better achieve their academic goals.

Growth of New Academic Culture

Seventy percent of the interviewees believed that the traditional

academic authority with dominant autocratic practices is decreasing as the

Internet use continues to grow in Darussallam. This decrease in autocratic
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practices leads academia to become more democratic. One administrator

interviewee said that "I agree since the presence of the Internet here, there is

a trend for a democracy in the seeking of knowledge. We no longer rely on

one or two schools of thought" (Al). This implies that Darussalam

academia was traditionally dominated with certain schools of thought. Yet,

many interviewees (70%) said that today the academics are open to

different schools of thought because they believe that this openness

provides a pathway to a new academic culture. One faculty member, for

example, stated that "such openness builds a democratic academic culture"

(F6). This democratic culture is interpreted as a freedom to access

information without being restricted by the traditional barriers.

The new freedom to access information and to consider alternative

voices, as explained by seventy percent of the interviewees, is establishing a

democratic academic culture in Darussalam. Two interviewees, for

example, sated that their traditional academic culture is changing because

of the Internet (A6, F2). This change means that the traditional values, such

as seniority or juniority, is not maintaining the same meaning as it used to.

Seventy percent of the interviewees described that new academic authority

is not only associated with such traditional academic rank, but to the

academics' competence and performance. Three interviewees, for example,

stated that the academic community will disregard the differences based on
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the traditional power strata, but more highly regard the academic

competence and performance (Al, F8, F9). This shows that academic

competence and performance can be improved by individual creativity in

interpreting subject matter. Although a senior instructor, for example, has

been teaching a course for a long period of time, this does not mean he or

she is better than a junior instructor is. This is especially true for a senior

instructor who works only in a routine way, without following any

knowledge developments in his or her field (F2).

Since the role of academic members of the lower strata becomes

stronger, the power of the traditional academic superstructure has to be

shared with a greater number of, or even all, members of academia. Many

interviewees (65%) agreed with this trend. This means that academic power

can no longer be controlled by a limited number of academic officials like in

the past.

The Internet is also democratizing the academic culture of

Darussalam by creating a new environment that makes this

democratization possible. Like other impacts on culture, the growth of

these democratic values is motivated by open access to multiple sources of

information and worldviews. Most interviewees (74%) said that the Internet

is impacting the existing academic culture, and also brings its own culture.

An interviewee explained that "this new culture is patterned by the
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Internet's characteristics of open information and communication" (F2).

This openness is a basic Internet characteristic and is in harmony with the

mission of Darussalam as a campus of higher education. An interviewee,

for instance, supported this belief by saying that "I feel as I am in a different

culture since I got involved in the Internet" (S4). This means for this

interviewee that there is a new emerging academic culture, which is

different from Darussalam before the introduction of the Internet.

Darussalam is in the process of change as the new ecosystem is

building a different academic culture. This change, which is a shift from the

information-poor to the information-rich culture, forces Darussalam

academic culture to adjust. This new academic culture, motivated in part by

the Internet, appears to be an unstoppable movement toward a new

academic democracy.

Overview

This chapter has presented the findings of this study. The nature of

this research makes it impossible for the researcher to present all findings

during the research process. This means that the researcher had to reduce

the data to answer the research questions regarding the impacts of the

Internet on the academic culture in Aceh, especially in Darussalam and

how the impacts take place in the academic culture.
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A number of eleven themes emerged from the collected data to

answer the questions above. These themes are (1) reasons for adopting the

Internet, (2) academics' views on the Internet, (3) uses of E-mail and WWW,

(4) impacts on academic communication, (5) emergence of new teaching-

learning paradigm, (6) advances in research, (7) motivation to learning

English, (8) impacts on the academic strata and academic bureaucracy, (9)

development of critical thinking, (10) impacts on instruction, and (11)

growth of new academic culture. In formulating the themes, the reduction

was intended to limit the scope of presentation from the motivation within

academia to adopt the Internet to the specific impacts found from the

interviews and observations. This process was intended to maintain the

coherence of the twelve themes and hopefully make them more readable

for non-experts. The discussions of these findings, conclusions and

recommendations are presented in Chapter Five.



V. DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter provides discussions of the findings, conclusions and

recommendations of this study. The discussions will review the findings

based on the research problems, and how the findings are supported by the

review of literature. The conclusions summarize the thesis contents, that is

the introduction, review of the literature, methodology, and findings. The

recommendations contain the potentials for further research based on the

findings of this study. These recommendations reflect the phenomena,

which need further interpretation, regarding impacts of the Internet on the

academic culture of higher education in Aceh.

Discussions

This study aims mainly to answer these two questions: (1) What are

the impacts of the Internet on the academic culture in Aceh, especially in

Darussalam? and (2) How do these impacts take place in the academic

culture? The nature of these two questions makes the focus of this study

open-ended. This is the common nature of qualitative research because a

researcher usually cannot limit its findings before the study is conducted.

However, a qualitative study is valuable especially in acting as a lens to
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reveal or obscure the ongoing phenomena in the research setting which are

not interpretable in quantitative research (Windschitl, 1998). The ongoing

phenomena of this study are also context-dependent, determined by the

contextual factors of Darussalam that can influence the research focus. To

anticipate this unpredictable factor, the problems of this ethnographic

research are also formulated into open-ended questions, not restricted by

predefined variables. The answers for these questions are represented in

each theme which emerged from the collected data.

These themes, which represent the ongoing phenomena of daily

practices, provide answers to the first research question (what impacts of

the Internet on the academic culture in Aceh, especially in Darussalam).

These themes include why the Internet, views on the Internet, uses of

E-mail and WWW, impact on academic communication (i.e., indirect to

direct, passive to active voices, and changes in instructor-student

communication), emergence of new teaching-learning paradigm, advances

in research, motivation to learn English, impacts on the traditional

academic strata and bureaucracy, development of critical thinking, impacts

on instruction, and growth of new academic culture. Figure 1 represents the

identified themes, and it reflects how the themes emerged from Darussalam

academic culture.
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Let us discuss these themes by relating to the theoretical framework

in order to help the data cohere and construct this research not to go

beyond an aimless, unsystematic piling of accounts (Bogdan & Biklem,

1992). The themes show that the Internet's impacts on Darussalam

academic culture are in process. This process means that the identified

change in certain aspects of the academic culture is dynamic, complex, and

interrelated to many factors. Because of this reason, academics may not be

aware of the process. The nature of this process answers the second

research problem (how the impacts take place in Darussalam). The Internet

cannot be claimed as the single cause since there are other factors that make

this change possible. In this relation, the human factor, especially the

academics' positive attitude to the adoption of the Internet in Darussalam

is a major factor that cannot be neglected in looking at the ongoing

phenomena related to the Internet's impacts on the academic culture.

The ongoing phenomena were recognized after the researcher

discussed them with the interviewees. These discussions strengthened our

knowledge on the ongoing phenomena of the academic culture because the

researcher learned from the interviewees' responses while the interviewees

learned from the researcher's theoretical perspectives. They promote a

mutual sharing of knowledge and experience about the Internet impacts.
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Yet, not all academics are able to scrutinize the academic culture. The

absence of this criticality is mainly because the Internet is still a new

technology in Darussalam. The academics' lack of knowledge and

experience with this technology is also a main reason. Therefore, the

attention to examine impacts of the Internet will presumably emerge in

the future when this technology has been used widely.

The findings of this research support Carley (1995), Custer (1996),

Foertsch (1995), Meyrowitz (1996), Tiles and Oberdiek (1995), Weiner

(1996), and many others who theorize that there are potential impacts of

any technology (e.g., the Internet) on an academic culture. These impacts

need to be interpreted in order to find their meanings, and the

interpretation of these meanings is the essence of qualitative research

(Bogdan & Bikiem, 1992). The findings, which are represented in the

themes, are basically inherent in the need to build academia, and is also

partly a response to the traditional centralized control which disregards

the presence of Darussalam as an academic community. As it enables

academics to access great amounts of information to empower academia,

the Internet is viewed as a suitable tool to achieve the goal.

The above view supports Ronfeldt (1992) who suggests that the

knowledge and information brought by the Internet are the strategic and
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transforming resources of a society. Thus, installing the Internet as a means

to access information is not only appropriate to empower Darussalam

academically, but also related to the fundamental reason the Acehnese built

the campus. It is more than just an academic (pedagogical or instructional)

consideration but also as a political choice. Dieuzeide (1974) points out that

the influence of politics on decision making is common for developing

countries. The impacts of the Internet are in harmony with the ambition of

making Darussalam a means to modernizing the academic culture in Aceh.

In this way, Darussalam, as the center of higher education, can possess a

cultural capital to develop the public society.

Academic strength depends less on physical and material

parameters (geographical location, number of academic members) than on

the psychological and non-material parameters (i.e., storing, managing,

distributing, and creating information for a variety of academic purposes).

In this sense, a technology that can bypass traditional barriers and

empower academia is congruent with the academic culture with such

delicate barriers. Therefore, the Internet is seen as a means that facilitates

the primary role of higher education. Hence, Darussalam is challenged not

to function as an ivory tower or as a center of a "knowledge elite". In order

not to function in this way, academics need rich sources of information as
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academic capital (Ronfeldt, 1992). Since the Internet provides these sources,

it is adopted to be used in academia.

Although the Internet (i.e., E-mail and WWW) is mainly used by

academics for information and communication, its introduction is not seen

as replicating the traditional authoritative resources (i.e., instructors,

textbooks). The data show that the Internet leads Darussalam to change the

academic culture, embracing a new paradigm. The traditional paradigm,

which relies on lecturing for facts and information, and has dominated the

world of higher education since the 17th century (Privateer, 1999) is

considered not only out of date but also incongruent with the vision of

Darussalam in the empowerment of its academics. Rather, the new

paradigm brought by the Internet is "invention and intelligence driven,"

due to the Internet's interactive nature and ample access to multiple sources

of information to make the academics active and creative. As indicated in

the data analysis, since the Internet allows academics to make their voices

heard by different layers of the academic superstructure, the Internet is

more than just a store of information. It is also a tool which leads academia

to a context in which its members, especially the Internet users, are

immersed in three-dimensional space (Russell, 1997).
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By immersing in new ways of perceiving the real world, the role of

the Internet in Darussalam is to introduce a new paradigm of

communication. This new paradigm, which is characterized by open and

flexible interaction and access to varied sources of information, challenges

the traditional academic culture. This statement suits Weiner (1996) who

notes that the strength of the Internet in bringing not only a single

subculture, but also an ecosystem of subcultures. This means that the

Internet builds a new living encyclopedia where academics are

encapsulated in a different paradigm. This research findings illuminate that

those who have been using the Internet for academic purposes for two or

more years are as if they are in dual cultural ecosystems. On the one hand,

they still possess and apply their own traditional ecosystem, but on the

other, they are in the process of being, and have been, acculturated to the

Internet culture. At this point, the Internet provides alternatives to the

existing academic culture, which appears to make it easier to build a

democratic academic environment. This environment is, among others,

characterized with more dialogues, intense communication, open to

multiple ideas and differences, and increased degree in global networks

among members of academia.
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A major impact is shown in the process of building a "literate"

academic society that is related to the nature of the accessed information.

As a result of accessing the information from the dominant language of the

Internet's sources (i.e., English), the "English" culture impacts the way

academics communicate. The direct voice and the active voice, typical in

English, come into use among academics who traditionally did not speak

so forcefully. This appears to be a challenge for Kaplan's (1972) theory on

cultural thought patterns which suggests that the oriental (Asian) way of

communication or expression is constantly indirect, passive or not

assertive. This research shows that when learners (i.e., all academics) are

exposed to greater amounts of information in a flexible way, they respond

to the questions, issues, and challenges since they have had prior

knowledge of the given issues. Such flexibility enables the learners to

employ their learning strategies, time, and source of information they want.

Thus, being direct or indirect may depend on the sociocultural factors of the

learners or Internet users, but this attitude is not constant. The data show

that as they internalize more information from outside of the culture, the

Internet users' indirectness tends to decrease. This explains to us that since

directness or indirectness is dynamic in nature, one's judgement on the

attitude cannot be viewed from a stereotypical perspective.
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As indicated in data analysis, the Internet changes the academic

culture of Darussalam not from the superstructure, but from the

infrastructure (i.e., students, younger academic and administrative staff).

In other words, the change is not top-down, but buttom-up, by actively

engaging members of the infrastructure (i.e., students and junior faculty

members) in varied uses of the Internet. Thus, what and how members of

the academic infrastructure deal with the Internet changes the academic

elite or superstructure. This is consistent with Privateer (1999) who notes

that much needed change in higher education is usually achieved not by

continuous organizational restructuring, but by re-engineering what

academics do and by reinventing what they produce. Therefore, a study

that recommends changes to the structure of the higher education

management conducted by Yasin (1997) appears to be insufficient for the

context of Darussalam. The central issue is how to initiate changes from the

mainstream of the academic culture, that is from what takes place in

academic daily life. This seems reasonable because no matter how the

academic structure is changed, the true reformation cannot take place

unless the change focuses on how academics bring about reform. Since the

Internet creates an ecology for this change, its effects promise to develop

the intended reformation.



A fundamental change to the academic environment can be seen in

academic planning, research, and the teaching-learning, traditionally

engineered only by the elite, but now being taken into account by varied

voices of academics. Henkel (1997) believes that this change is related to

the acceptance of academic massification and public accountability. This

massification views academia as a public institution without the control of

academic elite. Academic accountability is related to the open climate in

all Darussalam academes. This, to a large degree, made possible by the

Internet with its rich information as a source of democratic power

(Ronfeldt, 1992). Thus, the new environment is created because of the

change that took place from the elite-based to a mass-based academic

culture. At a different degree, this situation is similar to the change in

higher education that takes place in Britain, as reported by Henkel (1997),

where the world of academia was challenged to make a decisive transition

from elite to mass system. In such a situation, the academic elites are

challenged to respond to the insinuation of new values (i.e., performance,

efficiency, and competition) into the emerging academic markets. In the

process of creating this mass-based culture, the Internet re-engineers and

re-invents what members of the academia in Darussalam, especially the
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younger ones, perform. It is an environment where the academics build

Darussalam as the center of higher learning culture in Aceh.

The impacts of the Internet on the process of building Darussalam as

a center of the learning culture has been in the campus, which was seen

merely as the center of excellence characterized by passive instruction, to

that of active and communicative culture. The traditional paradigm of

academia which is dominated by lecturing is challenged by the new

paradigm characterized by democratic learning in which learners can

gather amounts of information from different sources available through the

Internet. Since the process of gathering this information is not restricted to

the Internet users' time schedule and mode of learning, the learning process

takes place intensively. This new ecology engages students to maximum

learning. Laszlo and Castro (1995) assert that the best learning takes place

when learners (i.e., the Internet users) are immersed in the environments

about which they want to learn, with the caveat that the learners, not the

instructor, is responsible for the immersion process. This means that

learners can create a learning ecology that suits their needs and interest by

establishing personalized relationships with the aspects of their life, world,

and time that they seek to understand and are encouraged to enhance.
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The nature of the Internet allows academics to build a new learning

culture that respects individual differences and freedoms. This is in

harmony with Kook (1997) who states that technology, especially the

Internet networks, will change how education occurs. Education that

respects individual differences stimulates the academic members, especially

students, not to function just as the recipients of information, but more as

the builders of the information literacy to support their academic

competence and performance. This learning culture is basically similar to

resource-based learning, a learning mode in which the Internet users learn

from their global interactions and communications with rich learning

resources rather than from the traditional classroom exposition dominated

by an instructor or textbooks as the only learning resources (Brevik, 1994).

Here, the academics, especially the faculty, regardless of their strata, are

challenged to function as 'learners" rather than as "lecturers." By being

independent learners, they can function as creative seekers and interpreters

of the available information in order to solve their problems. This suits

Wilson, Ryder, McCahan, and Sherry (1997) who suggest that the Internet

enables an individual to solve a problem, find an answer to a question, or

communicate with another professional on a project. Rakes (1996) also

believes that information seekers and interpreters (e.g., the Internet users)
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can develop their learning strategies appropriate to solve their own

problems in their fields. This learning culture places learners in a position

to learn a subject matter they need to know as they want to know it (Laszlo

& Castro, 1995).

With the emergence of a new learning culture, the so-called

"lecturer," although still used widely in Darussalam, becomes outdated.

It therefore leads the traditional teacher-oriented paradigm to the learner-

oriented paradigm (Laszlo & Castro, 1995; Rakes, 1996). This means that

the process in building a new learning culture which is basically an

implementation of lifelong learning in which each individual becomes

relatively independent from the authoritative control of the knowledge

authority (i.e., instructor). Rakes (1996) suggests that this new learning

culture does not prevent any differences in learning styles, abilities, needs,

interests, and prior knowledge. This means that the Internet is transforming

the traditional learning model (i.e., instructor as expert, textbooks as

primary source, fact is primary, information is packaged, emphasis on a

product, assessment is quantitative) to a resource-based learning model

(i.e., instructor as facilitator/guide, variety of sources/media, question is

primary, information is discovered, emphasis on process, and assessment is

quantitative/qualitative). This change explains that the instruction, that is
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conceived traditionally as a one-way communication from an instructor

and textbook to students, changes to a two- or more way communication.

Following Hill and Somers (1996), the new learning paradigm in

Darussalam does not place an instructor at the center of the paradigm, but

encourage the learners' autonomy with initiative to access various sources

for instruction. This means that traditional power of the instructor

decreases while those of the learners increase. The Internet has stimulated

the processes leading to the formation of the new learning culture in

Darussalam.

The openness to access and dissemination of information promoted

in resource-based learning explains that knowledge no longer comes only

from a faculty member as the authority, but may come from any academics

regardless of their academic strata.

Since faculty members have to adjust to the impacts of the Internet,

it supports the theory that technology is an agent of change (Bell, 1995).

In this regard, some faculty members and administrators in Darussalam,

especially those who are resistant to the Internet, cannot control these

changes. As found from the interviews and observations of this study, the

academic members in Darussalam are modifying their perceptions and

practices of teaching as a result of the Internet. The Internet is establishing
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an ecology that is not necessarily congruent with traditional academia.

This explains that roles of the academics, especially the faculty and

administrators, in controlling any impacts of the Internet appear to be

different from their roles in controlling the impacts of traditional

technologies such as tape recorder, video, and radio. The Internet has a

unique strength in introducing its own culture to its users.

The Internet's ability to bring a "new" academic society of different

cultures influences the perceptions and practices of the academic members

in Darussalam. As indicated in the researcher's observations and dialogues

with the interviewees, the Internet has been able to provide comparisons

for academics to examine what is taking place in academia based on other

academic cultures. This global nature of the Internet has been not only a

significant seed of learning in establishing a new learning culture but also

has been an agent of change for the traditional academic paradigms and

practices. Thus, for the context of Darussalam which is dominated by the

stratified and bureaucratized academic culture, the Internet has not

functioned as a controlling instrument as some pessimistic theorists and

academics believe. Rather, it stimulates a democratic academic culture.
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Conclusions

This study has examined impacts of the Internet on the Darussalam

academic culture of higher education in Aceh, Sumatra, Indonesia. The

study was based on the proposition that the Internet has been playing a role

in the process of change in Darussalam, the center of higher education in

Aceh. The adoption of the Internet was believed to have impacted the

existing academic culture of Darussalam. In order to understand what this

means for the academic culture as viewed by the Darussalam academics, it

was necessary to conduct this study. This study examined the emerging

phenomena in teaching, learning, research projects, and other areas related

to these three duties of higher education. Since it deals with the integrated

aspects of the academic culture, this study was intended to holistically

interpret the impacts of the Internet on Darussalam academic culture.

This study was motivated by lack of existing studies related to the

impacts of the Internet either on the Acehnese culture or the Acehnese

academic culture. There have been no studies on the impacts of the Internet

on the Darussalam academic culture which represents the Acehnese

academic culture. Study of this situation may help the academics of

Darussalam better understand the roles of the Internet in impacting their

academic culture.
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It was assumed that the study conducted by a native or an

indigenous-outsider of the culture would better interpret the emic aspects

of the culture. These aspects are important cultural phenomena underlying

the daily practices of Darussalam academic duties. They are concerned with

the complexities of human interactions (i.e., verbal and nonverbal) among

the academics in Darussalam. Thus, this study aimed to break through and

elucidate both the explicit and the implicit aspects of the academic culture

concerning the impacts of the Internet on the Darussalam academic culture

and how they are taking place.

The questions of this study were based on the researcher's own

experience, input from Darussalam academics, and reviews of the literature

(chapter two). These problems were examined in connection with the

theories of sociologists and educators on the relationship between culture

and the adoption of new technology. Traditionally, to what extent a

technology is useful and applicable to an academic setting is believed to

have been dependent on how it fits the existing culture. The culture may

contain barriers which prevent a new technology from benefitting

education. Cultural barriers are often the greatest obstacle since they are

inherent in the paradigm of the technology adopters. As indicated in

chapter one, previously adopted (educational) technologies, such as tape
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recorder, over head projector, slide projector, video, and television, do not

challenge academic culture (Castells, 1996). These technologies have

previously been absorbed by the existing academic culture of Darussalam

and have not functioned as agents of change in the academic setting. This

lack of cultural change does not appear to hold with the adoption of the

Internet. By adopting the Internet, academics in Darussalam are challenged

by new phenomena which are significantly impacting the academic culture.

As could be predicted, the Internet has powerful and ongoing effects

on any community that adopts it. It functions as an agent of change in the

culture of its adopters. This change takes place regardless of whether the

Internet adopters intend an impact, anticipate the change, or try to control

any potential impacts. The Internet introduces new alternatives to

traditional practices within an adopting culture. This means the adopters

are challenged by new concepts and paradigms brought by the technology.

In other words, its adopters will need to accommodate the Internet culture

as a part of their existing culture. Yet, the relationship between the Internet

culture and the adopters' existing culture is complex and dynamic.

Therefore, this study assumes that the impacts of the Internet on a culture

are continuous.
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The Internet, which is an internetwork of networks, is a computer-

associated technology that brings the culture of its creators to that of its

adopters. In this regard, the Internet users in different cultures are

challenged to participate in a broad range of social, cultural, economic, and

academic programs. This study, however, focused on culture, especially

on the Internet's impacts on the academic culture of Darussalam in Aceh.

These effects can be unique since they might not be found or observable in

different academic cultures. Aware of this uniqueness, this study was

intended to interpret the observed phenomena in order to understand what

changes in the academic culture of Darussalam have been brought about by

the Internet rather than generalizing the findings for universal academic

contexts.

To collect the data for this study, ethnography was employed (see

chapter three). This method was used because it is widely accepted as a tool

for examining culture. Ethnography accommodates the researcher's belief

and socio-cultural background. In this regard, the researcher's

epistemology could be employed in the plarming, process, and findings of

this study. This means that the researcher's sociocultural background might

have influenced the overall interpretation of the findings. Although this

influence may weaken the "objective" process, it was assumed that the
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researcher, as a native of the research setting, could potentially interpret

the observed phenomena as they are viewed by the native of the culture.

Indeed, this is a strength of ethnographic research.

A number of themes emerged from the collected data. The first

theme is why Darussalam academics adopted the Internet. This study

shows that the Internet can open Darussalam academia to the outside ideas

and cultures. Government control over traditional sources of information

motivated Darussalam academics to adopt the Internet. The Internet's

potential to break through the autocratic tradition by allowing academics to

communicate and to access worldwide information freely is the main cause

for this adoption. This study shows that open access to communication and

information is necessary for academics to develop a modern academic

culture.

en communication and information limits central control. This

freedom to communicate and access information freely, whichappears to

be the foundation of making knowledge development possible in

Darussalam, is now taking place because the information accessed through

the Internet can no longer be strictly controlled. Thus, the Internet is

motivating academics to improve their teaching and programs. Since the

Internet allows academics to participate in global communication, they are
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becoming wellinformed about their academic fields. The Internet keeps

academics abreast of recent developments in their fields.

The second theme arising from this study is how Darussalam

academics viewed the Internet as an effective tool to promote the academic

culture. The Internet is a tool for developing an academic culture open to

alternative schools of thought. The dynamic development of the teaching-

learning materials discussed through the Internet is a motivating factor for

an instructor in teaching, students in learning, and administrators in

managing the administration. This study also shows that some academics

are reluctant to use the Internet because they are unaware of the academic

value of the Internet. Until these academics gain experience at using the

Internet, they will have little motivation to use the Internet to support

teaching or learning.

The third theme is that the use of E-mail and WWW by Darussalam

academics is related to the less complexity of the tools. These electronic

tools do not have complex technical procedures that discourage their uses.

Technical difficulties of certain Internet tools such as IRC and

teleconferencing discourage their uses by academics in Darussalam. This

reflects from the assumption of some academics to the Internet as a

technology that requires complex technical knowledge and skills. This
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assumption makes the academics view the Internet as a technology that

should be studied by an engineer or technically-trained individual. The

other reason is that E-mail and WWW have been more familiar than other

Internet tools among Darussalam academics. To many members of

academia, therefore, E-mail and WWW are defined as what the Internet

is all about.

The fourth theme is that the Internet impacted the nature of

academic communication. This refers to communication among academics

to advance intellectual activity. This communication also deals with the

Internet's impacts on the phatic communion and interaction which do not

build mutual understanding among academics, but simply maintain their

relationships. On the one hand, Internet use leads to a reduction in

traditional face-to-face interaction, but on the other, it can build a more

substantial relationship, not limited by pace, place, or time. This substance

of relationship is beginning to develop since academics who have used the

Internet communicate more often through E-mail than they used to talk

face-to-face.

While it intensifies interaction among academics in general, the

Internet (i.e., E-mail) shows an effective means of building a communicative

relationship between an instructor and students. This new communicative
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relationship allows academics to communicate flexibly and enables them to

build more intensive academic communications that cannot be established

without the Internet. Academics, for example, now can use E-mail to seek

information about a certain Website if they need further information on a

subject matter. Thus, there is a need for Darussalam academics to adjust to

new communication environment created by the Internet. Nevertheless,

this study shows that there are Internet users, especially among novices,

who still employ their traditional or maintenance paradigm. This

maintenance paradigm is a pattern of viewing the academic life as static

rather than a dynamic process. This view is resistant to change. However,

the view mostly does not take place among the younger academics,

especially those who have been using the Internet for two or three years.

These academics are beginning to adjust to the new Internet ecology.

Changes in the academics' communication are found in their

communication styles, especially in the way the indirect voice gives way to

the direct. This shows that the Internet motivates Darussalam academics to

establish an economical academic communication by directly focusing on

the points of communication without being surrendered to traditional

phatic expressions. The traditional phatic expressions are seen as

uneconomical in the daily process of academic communication. In other
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words, the academics no longer "beat around the bush" as they used to in

traditional oral communications. The collected E-mail messages from

academics show that novice users tend to use more indirect expressions,

but this is not the case for those who have used E-mail for more than two

years. The Internet users change their expressions to be more direct as they

are more familiar with the Internet. The change in communication style

from indirect to direct is also shown in the increased uses of active voices.

Novice users use -more passive voices as a traditional technique within the

academia to hide their assertiveness, while the more experienced users tend

to use more active voices which are typically more focused, precise, and to

the points. These phenomena accord with characteristics of English, the

dominant language on the Internet, which prefers active to passive voices.

This all occurs in communication among academics with different ranks,

between and among students and faculty, and between the administration

staff and director. Thus, the Internet brings a new climate for daily research,

teaching, learning, and administrative activities, and creates new academic

modes of communication within the academic community.

The fifth theme is the emergence of a new teaching and learning

paradigm. While the traditional teaching and learning activities were

controlled authoritatively by the instructor, today we are seeing that the
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academic practices that used to be closed are beginning to absorb multiple

perspectives. The Internet's liberal (free or generous) nature appears to be

affecting traditional teaching-learning practices. In the new paradigm,

instructors are challenged to accommodate differences influenced by

broader world views and politics. Instructors and students are beginning to

deal with alternatives to the traditional teaching-learning activities. New

teaching-learning activities challenge academics to enter into open dialogue

about their teaching-learning practices. The readiness for this dialogue can

be interpreted as a sign of openness to different schools of thought in

teaching and learning. This openness is an important element of democratic

education, and it is believed that the new paradigms brought about, in part,

by the Internet are creating a democratic higher education in Darussalam.

The sixth theme is the Internet's impacts in advancing research

conducted by Darussalam academics. A new research paradigm is

emerging as the Internet provides Darussalam academics with new sources

of information which before its introduction were unavailable. The Internet

allows Darussalam academics to access virtually limitless information to

support their research. Such a condition invites academics to engage in the

development of their fields or other field of interests for broader scale.

Most new sources of information (e.g., books, journals, newspapers, and
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monographs) that were not available in the past are now freely available on

the Internet. With these sources of information, Darussalam academics can

be inspired to research areas within their fields and new topics.

The seventh theme is the Internet is motivating Darussalam

academics to use the English language (i.e., the dominant language used

on the Internet). Traditionally academics were unable or unwilling to read

texts or references on the Internet because of their lack of mastery of the

English language. Academics are influenced to master the English language

in order to use the Internet. This study shows that Darussalam academics

are being influenced and conditioned by the Internet to read English texts

and references. The more familiar they are with the language, the more

they are able to use Internet-based communication and information.

Since the Internet provides varied information, including

traditionally inaccessible information such as banned materials including

journals, books, newspapers (which are mostly written in English),

Darussalam academics are motivated to learn English to read and

understand the Internet available information. This study shows that, in

part, the academic's motivation to read the traditionally inaccessible

materials encourages them to more actively learn English. Although

academics did learn English before the adoption of the Internet, few
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studied it and fewer still became fluent compared with today. It can be

concluded that the Internet is creating an academic culture in Darussalam

in which English is becoming the universal means of academic

communication and information.

The eighth theme is that the Internet impacted the academic strata

and bureaucracy of Syiah Kuala and Ar-Raniry. The traditional academic

strata are being challenged to reform. This challenge can be seen in how

academics present new ideas or in how they socialize the ideas to classes,

seminars, and discussions. Traditional academic strata which used to be

determined strongly by academic rank are no longer functioning as they

used to. The new academic modes and styles influenced by the Internet

encourage academics to maximize their roles. They are no longer strictly

patterned or restricted by rank or status, but by the degree and quality of

their academic merits. Active Internet users, regardless of age, gender,

status, or rank, are more informed, and the "authority" of knowledge can no

longer be strictly defined based on strata and power differential among the

academics.

The traditional academic strata which reflect certain power

differentials among Darussalam academics appear to becoming less strict.

In this sense, the Internet allows academics of different strata to
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communicate without being prevented by those of higher strata. An

academic can communicate freely to anyone within the infrastructure or

superstructure or beyond without following the traditional bureaucratic

procedures. Since this new way, mode, and system of communication can

take place, it can be concluded that the Internet is impacting the academic

strata by not recognizing the existing structure. Directly or indirectly

academics are being forced to adapt to the new communication and

information ecology brought about by the Internet. Additionally, the

traditional hierarchical bureaucratic structure, especially the administrative

sectors, where authority is strictly hierarchical, is becoming less so.

Communication between the "superiors" and "subordinates" interviewed in

this study appears no longer to be top-down or bottom-up. This change is

challenging administrators and makes them unable to predict behavior. To

some extent, there is a dilemma among academics, especially

administrators, regarding the adoption of the Internet in Darussalam. On

the one hand, they agree to use the Internet, but on the other, they are

reluctant to enter the Internet culture. This reluctance, which means as a

sign of resistance, can be seen in their practices which still maintain their

traditional ways of handling academic administration. This resistance may
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be because the Internet is new in Darussalam. However, this appears to be

decreasing as more academics use the Internet.

The ninth theme is the development of critical thinking on various

issues among academics. Traditional disinclination to argue (as a form of

respect), especially with those of higher status is replaced by a receptivity

to different opinions. Academics, especially students and other younger

academics, become more critical. This critical attitude is supported by

information accessible from the Internet. Thus, the traditional attitude that

students must not argue with an instructor in order to be considered

obedient, changes to an attitude with respect for different viewpoints.

The tenth theme is that changes took place in instruction, especially

in how the instructors plan, prepare, and present the materials in class,

because of the impacts of the Internet. This change, which is practical in

nature, requires instructors to adapt their teaching materials and methods

by engaging students to bring new ideas to class. These new ideas enrich

both the instructors' teaching materials and methods. An instructor in

Darussalam can no longer know or master all sources of information

accessible by students. The Internet is changing the availability and the

amount of information available to students. Thus, the instructor's lesson

plans or tasks have to accommodate the dynamic development stimulated
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by the availability of materials and information on the Internet. This means

that instructional plans and practices need to be open-ended to

accommodate the students' views.

The eleventh theme is the growth of a new Darussalam academic

culture. This new culture appears to be more democratic in nature,

characterized by being open to multiple sources of information and to

different thoughts and paradigms. The emergence of this new culture is

beginning to render academic competence and performance more

important than the traditional academic authority associated mainly with

academic rank or status. In addition to democratizing the academic culture

of Darussalam, the Internet is also changing the academic culture derived

from the Acehnese (oral) culture, mostly characterized by human touch, to

the Internet culture from which such human touch is absent.

All of the themes show that the Internet is not only impacting the

existing academic culture but is also bringing its own culture to

Darussalam. The Darussalam academic culture is being challenged to adopt

the culture inherent in the Internet. This research supports the theoretical

frameworks regarding impacts of technology on the culture of its adopters.

The research findings, as represented in the themes above, are congruent

with the basic assumption that technology impacts the culture of its
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adopters. However, the identified changes to the academic culture in

Darussalam are in process and based on the data gathered through this

ethnography. For this reason, further research related to this study needs

to be conducted in order to better understand the impacts of the Internet

on academic culture. But, it is through this initial understanding of the

dynamic phenomena of the impacts of the Internet on Darussalam

academic culture that we begin to understand the impacts of the Internet

on teaching, learning, and research in academia.

Recommendations

In addition to the limitations mentioned in chapter one, this study

has three (potential) weaknesses related to time, sample size, and

translation. The findings in chapter four are based on data gathered during

two months in 1996 and two months in 1998. It would have been preferable

to gather data over a longer period of time in order to engage deeper in the

research setting. Yet, for the purpose of this research, the length of time

described above was sufficient to obtain the intended data. Also, since not

everyone in Darussalam could be interviewed, a wider range of interviews

would give a more complete picture of the changing academic community.

Since the interviews were performed in the subjects' native language
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(Acehnese and Indonesian), all interviews needed to be translated into

English. Translating interviews into English had an unavoidable effect on

the data and findings. Nida (1964) points out that translation from one

language to another needs adjustment, and by doing so, a translator or

interpreter cannot avoid some additions, subtractions, and alterations of

information. Translation or interpretation is more difficult when dealing

with cultural issues as in this study. For this reason, this study should not

be seen as a final interpretation of what is taking place in the academic

culture of Darussalam, Aceh. It is partly for this reason, in addition to the

reasons inherent in any scientific research, that more studies on the impacts

of the Internet on the Darussalam academic culture are recommended.

The following areas are recommended for further study. First, it was

found that the Internet was built in Darussalam because academics believed

that this technology can network Darussalam to other academic societies.

The central government's traditional attitude towards Aceh, especially its

strict control over information from foreign academic sources, stimulated

the academics to support the adoption of the Internet in Darussalam. In the

study's context, it is unclear how much of the motivation to develop the

Internet was academic, and to what degree was political. For the past four

years, especially while this field research was conducted, the changing
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political situation in Indonesia from Soeharto's New Order to Habibie's

Reformation Order may have directly or indirectly affected Darussalam

academics using the Internet. Future studies may, therefore, examine the

Internet's traffic and role during and after the transition process in order to

better understand roles of the Internet in Darussalam.

Second, the academics interviewed in this study believe that the

Internet is an effective tool for supporting teaching, learning, research, and

related purposes. But, it is not known whether this view changes as

academics become more familiar with the Internet. It is also unknown

whether academics are influenced by the Internet's introduction during a

time of rapid political change. It is recommended that further study should

be undertaken regarding this topic when the political situation in Indonesia

is more stable.

Third, E-mail and WWW are the most commonly used Internet tools

in Darussalam. A future question of interest is whether academics will use

more Internet tools (i.e., IRC, teleconferencing) as they become more

familiar and know better how to use the Internet. Or, is their interest in E-

mail and WWW related only to the new socialization brought about by the

Internet and those who promote the Internet in Darussalam? While the

academics' current image of the Internet is based on E-mail and WWW, it
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may be of interest to determine what are the major influences to academics

using the Internet.

Fourth, this study shows that Internet users in Darussalam adjust

their style of communication to the patterns which exist within the Internet.

It is not clear whether these changes in communication style will continue

as the Internet becomes more familiar. Further study may be needed to

determine whether this change in communication is a significant change

or just a superficial modification of traditional patterns of academic

communication. Additionally, it is recommended that further research

should study this virtual communication and determine its short- and

long-term impacts on cultures. It is also recommended that study of

communication stimulated by the Internet (i.e., indirect to direct voice) be

undertaken. Determining the relationship between use of the Internet and

use of the direct voice may reveal important factors of cultural change in

academia.

Fifth, it appears that new teaching-learning paradigms are emerging

in Darussalam. Traditional authoritative paradigms appear to be lessened

as the Internet's use increases. Further research is needed to examine

whether the new alternatives (i.e., freedom of thought, expression, and

communication) offered on the Internet are continuously applicable to daily
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academic life in Darussalam. It is important to examine this phenomenon

in order to understand if the ongoing impacts are due to the existence of the

Internet as a new technology in Darussalam. It is also essential to observe to

what extent will those who are resistant to change accommodate the new

paradigms brought by the Internet?

Sixth, if the Internet provides new materials for academic research,

does this stimulate academics to engage in more or broader research? This

needs to be examined because many academics in Darussalam indicated

that the lack of information and references materials discourage research.

Open access to the Internet's rich materials obviates this difficulty. Further

research is needed to find out if the availability of rich materials increases

academics' commitment to accessing, reading, and understanding new

information for their research. Is there any concern among academics

regarding the validity or credibility of materials on the Internet (especially

compared to traditional printed materials such as journals, books, and

newspapers)?

Seventh, since the Internet encourages academics to learn English, it

may be of interest to study whether the English language is used for more

academic purposes (e.g., to master important English-language texts) and

nonacademic purposes (such as daily communication about non-academic
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issues with nonnative speakers of English). Internet use appears to have

made English more familiar to academics. Further study be may also be

performed to determine whether there is any concern among the academics

regarding the impacts of the Internet on the traditional role and status of

Bahasa Indonesia [the Indonesian language] as a means of academic

communication.

Eighth, it appears that the traditional academic ranks or strata

become less important due to Internet use. It is recommended that the

relationship between rank and strata, and the Internet be further explored.

Will academics, freed from bureaucratic structures, excel without regard to

rank? If so, what role can the Darussalam institutions of higher education

play as functional rather than bureaucratic community?

Since Darussalam academic culture is becoming less hierarchical,

future research should examine whether academics value the new culture

brought about by the Internet. This study is essential in order to examine

the academics' attitudes toward changes in traditional bureaucratic

practices. The scrutiny of these attitudes is essential to understanding the

people who will influence the development of academic culture in

Darussalam.
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Ninth, academicians' critical thinking appears to be developed

through the use of the Internet. The Internet provides an ecology in which

academics, regardless of status, are empowered to be critical. This study has

shown that this criticality is reflected in the increase of discussion, dialogue,

and debate. This phenomenon needs to be examined further in different

fields of study. It would be appropriate to examine whether the same

phenomena are emerging in the fields of soft science and hard science.

Tenth, while instructors are beginning to adapt their teaching

materials and methods due to the amount of information accessible from

the Internet, it would appear important to define whether this adaptation is

merely a reactive response to the introduction of the Internet or a

continuous process of change facilitated by the Internet. Can the Internet be

considered the impetus of open-ended instructional practices in

Darussalam?

Eleventh, the Internet appears to be stimulating a new academic

culture in Darussalam which provides the freedom to communicate and

access multiple sources of information. This is a new environment which

creates an ecosystem for academic empowerment. The old academic

culture, derived from traditional oral culture, depends on face-to-face

human contact, but allows little freedom to differences and is information-
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poor. With the emergence and use of the Internet, do academics feel that

they are forced to adopt the Internet culture and give up parts of their

traditional culture?

To answer the (potential) questions above, future studies need to be

performed. These studies need to be specific, by conducting more serious

and continuous observations that can provide detailed emic interpretation

on specific aspects of the academic culture. The observations on these emic

aspects should produce additional findings regarding the impacts of the

Internet on the academic culture of Darussalam.

This study has illuminated twelve themes as presented in chapter

four. These themes are aspects of the academic culture inherent in the

custom, informal activities, and governance of Darussalam. It is believed

that this work has built a foundation for future research in the area which

was not examined in the past. The most important of the identified themes

are how the Internet is democratizing Darussalam academic culture and

establishing different patterns of academic communication. The Internet is

dynamically generating the main themes which are fundamentally the

empowerment of Darussalam academia. The growth of academic freedom,

open dialogues, and free access to multiple sources of information for

academics appears to be central in establishing a new academic culture.
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Thus, this study is beginning to inform us that further research regarding

the impacts of the Internet on Darussalam Academic culture may be based

on the premise that an open mind among academics can be built based on

a democratic environment which this study has shown to be impacted by

the Internet.
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APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF THE OSU INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOABD ([RB)
FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS

Principallnvestigator' Dr. stark L. Merickel E-mail merickemccmail.orst.edu

Department Education Phone 737-5958

Project Title Impacts of Cisc Internet on Academic Culture in Aceh, Indonesia

Present or Proposed Source of

Type of Project: _Faculty Research Project

XStudentprt4ectorThesis*: Student'snazne Darni N. Daud Phone 754-9812
E-mail: dauddPuca.nrst ..l'
Student'smailingaddress 2'i HIS t6rh 9r,-..r. 555 97t3p

Type of Review Requested: _Exempt ,L.Expedited _Full Board

The Oregon State University Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the Protection of Human Subjects is charged with the responsibility of
reviewing, prior to its initiation, all research involving human subjects. The Boast! is concerned with justifying the participation of subjects
in research and protecting the welfare, rights and privacy of subjects.

All material, including this cover sheet, should be submitted IN DUPLICATE to the Research Office, Kerr A3 12. Please call x7-0670 if
you have questions The following information must be attached to this form with each item identified and addressed separately or the
application will be returned without review.

1. A brief description (one paragraph) of the significance of this project in lay terms.

2. A description of the methods and procedures to be used during this research project. Outiline the sequence of events involving
human subjects.

3. A description of the benefits (if any) and/or risks to the subjects involved in this research.

4. A description of the subject population, including nunsber of subjects, subject characteristics, and method of selection. Include any
advertising, if used, to solicit subjects. Justification is required if the subject population is restricted to one gender or ethnic group.

5. A copy of rise informed consent document. The informed consent document must include the pertinent items from the 'Basic
Elements of Informed Consent' and must be in lay language.

6 A description of the methods by which informed consent will be obtained.

7. A description of the method by which anonymity or confidentiality of the subjects will be maintained.

8. A copy of any questionnaire, survey, testing instrument, etc. (if arsy) to be used in this project.

9. Information regarding any other approvajs which have been or wilt be obtained (e.g., school districts, hospitals, cooperating
institutions).

Signed A Date i /
ncipal Investigator / /

'NOTE: Student projects and theses should be submined by the major professor as Principal Investigator.

2.97
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Protection of Human Subjects

Principal Investigator: Mark L. Merickel, Ph.D., School of Education
E-mail: rnerickem@ccmail.orst.edu Phone: 541-737-5958

Applicant : Darni M. Daud, Ph.D. Candidate in Education
E-mail: daudd@ucs.orst.edu Phone: 541-754-9812

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

A brief description of the significance of this project in lay terms

This doctoral study will investigate the impacts of the Internet on academic culture in
Aceh, Indonesia. It is expeid that the findings of this study will increase our knowledge and
practice on the uses of the Internet as a modern information or communication technology and
as a new tool of education in the academia. This study will provide input for the improvement of
teaching, learning, and research within the academia in Aceh, and potentially for other academic
cultures in Indonesia.

A brief description of the methods and procedures to he used during this research

Since the nature of this research is concerned with the socio-cultural factors of higher
education, the researcher will use ethnography as the methodology. Observation, interview,
and interpretation of the written materials are the techniques to employ. Thus, the data will be
field notes, tape/video-recordings, university documents, and e-mail communications with the
informants. The researcher will categorize, analyze, and interpret the themes which emerge
from the collected data to obtain the findings based on the focus of the study.

A description of the benefits and/or risks to the subjects involved in this research

There are no perceived risks to the participants in this study. This study will maintain
anonymity and confidentiality of the informants. The benefits to the subjects would be to provide
input and awareness on the impacts of the Internet that can be useful to reflect, examine, and
improve their teaching, learning, and/or research in the academia.

A description ofihe subject populati on, including number of subjects, subjects characteristics,
and method of selection

The population of this study will be students, administrators, and faculty of Syiah Kuala
University and Arraniry Institute of Islamic Studies, Darussalarn, Banda Aceh, Indonesia. The
researcher will observe the key centers which have used the Internet for academic purposes such
as computer laboratories, center for educational technologies, libraries, and other related units.
The researcher will interview the subjects whom are believed to intensify the observation results.
At least 25 subjects for the interview will be selected based on the input from the initial
observation.
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A copy of the injrmed consent document (attached)

A description of the methods by which infir,ned consent will he obtained

It is iiriportant for the Indonesian culture, especially for the Acehnese, to establish a trust
between the researcher and the informants. This trust is important or the researcher will not be
able to obtain the intended data regardless of the informed consent itself. As the researcher comes
from the observed culture, it is believed that he has this trust. From this trust, the researcher will
review, translate, and discuss the consent form (i.e., anonymity and confidentiality of the
informants). These all will be conducted prior to the interview.

A description of the methods by which anonymity or confidentiality of the subjects will be

maintained

The informants will remain nameless in the disfi2tation, publication or presentation
prepared by the researcher. The researcher will code the informants' names for use in any
transcription, so that the identity of the informants remain unknown except to the researcher
and principal investigator. The researcher will keep the field notes, tape of interviews, and other
documents in a secured location for at least three years to maintain the confidentiality of the
informants. These data may be used if the researcher intends to publish any article related to this
research. The researcher will destroy any data collected for and through this study after five years

if not needed for further publication or presentation.
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The following project has been approved for exemption under the guidelines of
Oregon State University's Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects and
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services:

Principal Investigator(s):

Student's Name (if any)

Department

Source of Funding:

Project Title:

Comments:

Mark L. Merickel

Darni M. Daud

Education

Impacts of the Internet on Academic Culture in Aceh,
Indonesia

This approval is valid for one year from the date of this letter. A copy of this
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Informed Consent Document

Research project: Impacts of the Internet on Academic Culture in Aceh, Indonesia

Investigators: Mark L. Merickel, Ph.D. School of Education, OSU
Darni M. Daud, Ph.D Candidate in Education, OSU

Purpose of the research project: ibis study aims to investigate the impacts of the Internet on
academic culture of higher education in Aceh, Indonesia. The exploration will mainly focus on the
impacts of electronic mail (e-mail) and World Wide Web (WWW), as the two most popular tools
of the Internet, on the practices of teaching, learning, and research in the academia. This focus is
expected to elucidate and interpret the modern technological impacts on the academic culture in

Aceh as reflected from the three major tasks of higher education.

Procedures: As a participant of this study, I have received an oral and written explanation of this
study prior to my agreement to participate. I understand that the following things will happen:

I. The researcher will interview me on what I believe and experience about the impacts of the
Internet on the academic culture of Darussalans, the campus of Syiah Kuala University and
Arraniry Institute of Islamic Studies.

2. My identity as an informant remains unknown in any data stunmaries or publication unless prior
permission is obtained. Any data records obtained from me is intended only for the investigators,
and they will all be stored in a secured location.

3. My participation in this study is voluntary, and I can refuse or withdraw to participate from the
study anytime.

4. 1 tuiderstand that the only possible risk by participating in this study is that the information
provided by me may not be in agreement with other informants.

5. By participating in this study, I am expected to benefit on the input and awareness of my
teaching, learning, and/or research as the major elements that reflect the academic culture of
Darussalam. It is anticipated that this input and awareness will improve my current perspective
and practice in the academic culture.

My signature below indicates that I have read and understood the procedures described above and
give my informed and voluntary consent to participate in this study. I understand that I will receive
a signed copy of this consent form.

Signature of Subject Name of Subject

Date Signed

I 1 Subject's Present Address Subject's Phone Ntusmber

204(1

Signature of Principal Investigator Date Signed

Questions about this research should be directed to Mark L. Merickel, PhD, Principal Investigator,
School of Education, Oregon State University, (541)-737-5958 or Darni M. Daud, Investigator,
(541)-754-9812. Any other questions should be directed to Mary Nunmi, Sponsored Programs
Officer, OSU Research Office, (541) 737-0670.
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Sample of Interview Questions

Description: As the Interview for this research is open-ended in nature, questions will very
depending on the situational contexts of the interview. The following questions are only
the samples of the possible questions to be developed under the focus of this research. These
questions will be modified or expanded based on the results of the observation, condition and
responses of the interviewees.

1) Why did you decide to use the Internet?

2) What Internet tools do you use most often for your academic purposes? Why?

3) Do you think that the Internet is an effective tool of education? Why and how?

4) Does the Internet impact the way you interact and communicate in our academia?:How2

5) How do you see and react as the Internet allows you to access world-wide information?

6) To what extent do you think that the Internet helps improve your critical interpretation of a
different opinion or perspective? How?

7) How does the Internet impact your interaction/communication in promoting your research
activities?

8) Since most of the information accessed through the Internet is in English, what changes can
you detect in relation to your effort in coping with the information? How?

9) Traditionally, universities or other educational institutions function as the "authority" of
knowledge and information. Since using the Internet, has your view of the role of academia in
relation to the dissemination of knowledge and information changed?

10) In our culture, including academic culture, people tend, or are expected to be, indirect in
expressing opinions. Do you see and/or experience any change in the way you express opinions?
Do you believe the Internet has contributed to this? If so, how?

11) As the Internet allows for multiple sources of information for academic purposes, has the
Internet changed your views on instructional design, expectations, and curriculum? Why?

12) Do you believe that the Internet stimulates our academic culture to enter a democratization
process? How and why?

13) As the Internet networks you world-wide, do you expect an academic culture which is new
and different from the existing one? How and why?




